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If India and Pakistan have traditionally dominated the South-Asian art scene, then a Bangladeshi-based foundation run by Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani is doing what it can to put that right.
Aside from being ardent and experienced collectors, the Samdanis have made it their mission to raise the
profile of lesser-known artists working across the region and, in particular, highlight rising talent in their relatively young homeland.
The vehicle helping them to achieve their goals is the Samdani Art Foundation, a registered private trust set
up by the husband and wife team in 2011 and located in Bangladesh’s capital city of Dhaka.

Nadia explains that facilitating a two-way conversation between local artists and the wider art community sits
at the top of the foundation’s agenda. “We want to create a dialogue across the region,” she states.
One of the foundation’s major initiatives is the biannual Dhaka Art Summit (DAS). Now in its third edition, the
summit represents the world’s largest non-commercial research and exhibition platform for South Asian Art.
Nadia explains that ahead of the summit and with the foundation’s support, curators from major institutions, including the Tate Modern, the Guggenheim and Centre Pompidou, tour South Asia’s hubs to seek out
emerging artists who are often working in under-represented genres, with a view to developing exhibition
and research proposals.
Many rising stars, such as the two talented Bangladeshi artists Shumon Ahmed and Ayesha Sultana, have
made their debut at the Dhaka Art Summit. Other regional talents given a platform at the event include the
Sri Lankan-born Lionel Wendt, Zahoor ul Aklhaq, from Pakistan, and Myanmar’s little-known Bagyi Aung Soe.
The summit has also served as a launchpad for artists from as far and wide as Nepal, Bhutan, the Maldives
and Afghanistan.

Free and increasingly popular, the Dhaka Art Summit is certainly putting Bangladesh on the international art
map. The most recent edition in February drew crowds of around 138,000 and included high-profile representatives, such as the director of the Tate Modern. Planning is already under way for the 2018 edition, which
is expected to be more interdisciplinary in nature, according to its artistic director, Diana Campbell Betancourt.
The Samdanis emphasise that the artwork at the summit is not for sale; something they believe that helps to
bring out the best in participants. “There is no commercial pressure on the artists. New commissions belong
to them and not to our foundation,” is their message. “We support the commission process. The artists therefore create their best.”
Works remain the property of the artists, with many then appearing at international exhibitions. Shilpa
Gupta’s acclaimed project travelled to the 8th Berlin Biennale, while Love Bed, by Tayeba Begum Lipi, is now
housed in the Guggenheim Museum.
Some of the artists given exposure at the summit are also featured in the Samdani Art Foundation collection,
a rich and diverse representation of art from around the globe.
The South Asian part of the foundation’s collection traces the region’s art back to the 1890s, beginning with
pieces from the Bengal School, before bringing us right up to date. There are works by Rabindranath Tagore,
the hugely influential Bengali polymath and winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, who wrote the current
national anthems of both Bangladesh and India.
“Our contemporary art collection includes works by diaspora artists, such as Chitra Ganesh and Anish Kapoor,” Nadia notes, “while the Middle Eastern collection includes works by the Turkish artist Mehmet Ozal,
Massinissa Selmani, of Franco-Algerian descent and Nadia Kaabi-Linke, from Tunisia.”

The collections have many highlights, including a seminal immersive video work titled Parallax, by the Pakistani-American artist, Shahzia Sikander. The piece was featured in the 2014 edition of the Dhaka Summit, having made its debut at the 2013 Sharjah Biennial. The work later travelled to the Guggenheim Bilbao. Several
works from the collection are being exhibited internationally, currently on loan to other institutions, while in
turn, pieces from other biennales have now found a permanent home in Bangladesh.
Never known for standing still, the Samdanis are now focusing on their next major project, which is the
construction of a public art centre in their home city of Sylhet. The mega-complex will host workshops for
artists and the foundation’s permanent collection, alongside temporary exhibitions of contemporary art from
around the world. In a sign that the international dialogue drive is yielding results, the first phase of the project will be designed around an immersive video work by Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, which was recently
lent to the Centre Pompidou for the French artist’s retrospective.
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Apr 17, 2016- In this concluding piece on the Dhaka Art Summit, that took place in early February in the
capital city of Bangladesh, I will wind up with a brief description of the two sections, called Rewind and Soul
Searching.
‘Rewind builds on the Dhaka Art Summit’s mandate as a research platform by assembling works from public collections in Europe, South East Asia, and the United States that chart the diverse manifestations on
abstraction in pre-1980’s South Asia,’ says the DAS catalogue. It indeed was an extraordinary selection that
allowed us a peek into works not easily available for viewing and opened up a fresh understanding of the
trajectory that artmaking has taken, and the many silences that go with it, in this region. This was by far my
favourite section in DAS 2016.
A clutch of rarely seen before print works and paintings by Bangladesh’s Safiuddin Ahmed (1922 -2012) let us
a glimpse a semi-abstract tradition that coincided with but differed from the lyrical realism of the more well
known Zainul Abedin’s.

Abstraction also wove together the tapestries that hung next, by the Mumbai based Monika Correa, who
explored nature’s vitality through textured weaves. The weave burst into brilliant, unlikely exuberance in the
8 tapestries by Rashid Chowdhury (1932-1986) that capture Bangladesh’s cultural and geophysical diversity
through minimalist motifs in rare fluidity. Five works of Zahoor Ul Akhlaq (1949-1999) and another 16 by Anwar
Jalal Shemza (1928-1985) acted as an infrequently opened window into Pakistan’s encounter with modernist
abstraction post 1960. Akhlaq’s minimalist drawings were particularly interesting given his fame for being
the architect behind the neo-miniaturist trend that has somewhat overwhelmed Pakistani contemporary
art today. Yet another exciting glimpse, this time into a rarely explored art historical narrative, was on show
through the works of Bagyi Aung Soe (1924-1990) of Burma. The quirky, felt-pen illustrations breathed life
into the myth of Bagyi, the eccentric artist/writer/actor who led the Burmese modern art movement.
The Indian contingent in Rewind was represented by Arpita Singh, Nalini Malani, and Krishna Reddy, among
others, and offered an interesting juxtaposition across media as diverse as Malani’s 2-channel digital video
(Utopia, 1969-76), etchings and drawings by Singh from the 1980’s and 12 intaglio prints by Reddy created
between 1952 and 1973. Bangladesh’s S M Sultan’s luminous watercolour landscapes and Sri Lankan Lionel
Wendt’s photographs added further excitement to an already vibrant exposition that wove together parallel
yet distinct narratives that permeated artmaking in South Asia during the second half of the 20th century.
The section called Soul Searching was devoted to the works of 52 artists, who have helped build the identity
of pre- and post-Independence Bangladeshi art and many of whom continue to practice today. Though Soul
Searching was meant to trace the cultural influences and roots that inspired a senior generation of artists, it
happily ended up as a cartography of the contextual hinges that hold together and inspire the artmaking of
even the newest generation of contemporary artists in Bangladesh today. The reason I have elaborated at
length on these two sections at DAS 2016 is because I feel that future incarnations of international art events
like the Kathmandu International Art Fair in Nepal might benefit from a similar effort at tracing the art historical narrative behind Nepali modern and contemporary art.
Instead of clubbing together senior artists and fresh new blood, it might be more interesting to firstly position Nepal’s artistic modernity in the context of larger, regional socio-political history of influences and then,
trace that same modernity through individual artists and their career trajectories.
The section called Soul Searching was devoted to the works of 52 artists, who have helped build the identity
of pre- and post-Independence Bangladeshi art and many of whom continue to practice today
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This year, the Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) – the largest non-commercial platform for South Asian Art in the
world – re-thought its previous art-fair format. It now positions itself as a research-based platform that provides insights into the region’s art historical and socio-political contexts in order, according to curator Maria
Lind, to promote the kind of art that ‘makes itself known as a dandelion rising out of the concrete’.
Under the Artistic Directorship of Diana Campbell Betancourt, a slew of talks, film screenings, performances,
a writing workshop and architectural presentations were held concurrent with the main exhibition (which was
free to visit) at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy, the event’s sole venue. Ideas around resistance, introspection and displacement linked the 17 solo projects, some of which were specially commissioned, by artists
working in South Asia, Europe and the US. In Tino Sehgal’s film Ann Lee (2011), schoolgirls slowly transform
into near-automatons while interrogating the idea of individual freedom. Waqas Khan’s meditative, abstract
ink drawings (‘The Text in Continuum’, 2015) complemented Prabhavathi Meppayil’s site-specific sculpture
dp/sixteen/part one (2016), which comprises white gesso cubes that echoed the construction of the ceiling,
in the upstairs lobby. A similar quietness pervades Mustafa Zaman’s series of photographs, ‘Lost Memory
Eternalized’ (2016) – images of iconic individuals and moments from the subcontinent’s pre-partition era lay

under globs of ant-laden honey, evoking layers of time. Ideas around exclusion were central to Burmese
artist Po Po’s VIP Project (2015–16) and Ayesha Sultana’s installation A Space Between Things (2016), which
was made from scraps of paper and cloth, tiles, metal frames and tubes, and could only be experienced by a
dozen people at a time. In graceful contrast, Shakuntala Kulkarni’s cane armour sculptures embody trauma by
highlighting the phyiscal threats individuals must negotiate daily in an epoch of terror and violence.

The main exhibition, ‘Mining Warm Data’, also curated by Campbell Betancourt, brought together the enraged voices of 18 artists from across South Asia. Light boxes, neon signs and videos deciphered the state
interferences of a post 9/11 world in Chitra Ganesh and Mariam Ghani’s Black Sites I: The Seen Unseen (2016)
– interferences that impact upon and often destroy lives in Afghanistan. A similar resistance informs Bangladesh-born, US-based Hasan Elahi’s ongoing self-surveillance project, as well as Nepal’s Hitman Gurung’s I
have to Feed Myself, My Family and My Country (2013), a record of the plight of migrant Nepalese workers
through visual metaphors such as collages of printed money. Pakistan’s Huma Mulji’s animal-hide sculpture
of a decomposed, tortured body (Lost and Found, 2012) also references state violence, while Amar Kanwar’s
videos from The Torn First Pages (2008) document Burma’s struggle for democracy. Violence was also addressed in Ali Asgar’s performance, Inside the Zone, Outside Your Conscience (2016): the artist attempted to
create a gender-free zone where visitors and the artist could interchange roles through the use of ‘gender
objectified props’. In ‘The Missing One’, a section curated by Nada Raza structured around art’s encounters
with modern science, David Alesworth’s Probe Intervention (2003–04) stood out as a witty dig at Pakistan’s
rapid nuclearization: its digital slideshow places nuclear warheads in the quotidian moments of urban street
life in Karachi. Similarly, in Tejal Shah’s video Landfill Dance (2012), gas-masked schoolchildren perform what
looks like medieval dance routines on landfill.

The reclaiming of history – which is vital to DAS’s commitment towards research – was evident in the ‘Soul
Searching’ and ‘Rewind’ sections. While ‘Soul Searching’ contextualized the main exhibits through the works
of 50 senior Bangladeshi artists, ‘Rewind’ was a fantastic survey of 90 works from the 1940s to the ’70s, by 13
South Asian artists. The Samdani Art Award, curated by Daniel Baumann, went to Rasel Chowdhury’s contemplative documentation of railway stations (‘Railway Longings’, 2011–15), which contrasted with Shumon
Ahmed’s lyrical images of Bangladeshi ship graveyards. But it was Zihan Karim and Chang Wan Wee’s Habitat
(2013) that encapsulated the spirit of DAS – a slew of unhappy statistics slid across the video documentation
of the daily lives of people displaced by the Chittagong airport project, to the sound of the Beatles’ song
‘Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’ (1967). Bangladesh, like much of South Asia, is debilitated by poverty
as it tries to negotiate its colonial past and find its way forward. DAS was an exciting and important event for
the region, but the slickness of its presentation struck an incongruous chord when set against the context of
the host country’s economic and political urgencies. Nonetheless, DAS’s commitment towards amplifying the
‘voice of the dandelions rising out of the concrete’ is what makes the project a worthwhile endeavour.
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In Bangladesh, the 2016 Samdani Art Award exhibition (one of seven shows that was part of the Dhaka Art
Summit) provided a survey of some of the most engaging young artists working there. Daniel Baumann,
director of Kunsthalle Zürich, selected thirteen artists from over 300 applicants. In his introduction to the
show, Baumann wrote that he had the sense that “something was going on there” when he visited to meet
the short-listed artists and curate the final exhibition. Looking at a handful of these artists will elaborate just
what that “something” might be.

Even before entering the exhibition gallery, viewers are confronted with a video work by Zahin Karim and
Chang Wan Wee on a large flat screen. Habitat (2013) has a Beatles soundtrack, and as viewers listen to
the refrains of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Heart’s Club Band, they watch images of children living in the squatter settlements of Chittagong, Bangladesh’s second-largest city. The project was made in response to the
destruction of a previous settlement, which was bulldozed to make room for an airport. A text included in
the video explains that the new settlement is on public land that might be developed in the future, so these
inhabitants are living with no money and very little security. Bangladesh, the birthplace of microfinance, is a
poor country, yet Habitat is not a form of poverty sensationalism, but a moving treatment of its citizens’ lives,
and was created by Bangladeshi and Korean artists. It was difficult to tell if the soundtrack was chosen as a
feel-good lure to make people watch, or if it was meant to elaborate the excitement felt by the children, who
did not despair but in fact enjoyed mugging for the camera and showing off their village.

This impulse to document social issues was also central to Gazi Nafis Ahmed’s photos of gay Bangladeshis in
his project Inner Face (2013–2014). According to the artist, the acceptance of sexual diversity in Bangladesh
is very low, and the LGBT community lives in the margins. His work follows a photojournalistic aesthetic of
cropped black-and-white shots with strong contrasts; quotidian images that feature lovers in casual contact
introduce an intimacy between the artist and his subjects that is passed on to the viewer. The artist movingly,
compassionately captures the inner lives of his subjects, and his explicit intention is to use photography to
advance social inclusion and acceptance of these marginalized people.

Rasel Chowdhury, who won the Samdani Art Award, presented an extensive series of small landscape photographs titled Railway Longings (2011–2015). Born in the town of Jamalpur but now residing in Dhaka, Chowdhury determined to walk the 181-kilometer stretch of rail line that was once the only way of traveling between
these two towns. The artist is interested in the rapid pace of development and environmental change in Bangladesh, and the impressive series of photographs he presents chronicles these changes in complex and perceptible ways, mixing nostalgia with a fascination for a landscape in transformation. The artist photographs
station buildings and the people he meets along the tracks, and he uses the orthogonal of the rail lines in
every imaginable way. The most impactful images are those that feature industrial buildings and shantytowns
that crowd the railway lines when they reach the capital.

In another series of photographs, When Dead Ships Travel (2015), Shumon Ahmed presents another side of
landscape and change in Bangladesh through the subject of shipbreaking. The industrial practice of taking
cargo ships apart piece by piece has been memorably chronicled by Edward Burtynsky, but Ahmed’s images
are less didactic and more replete with pictorial complexity. These images are, for the most part, blurry, and
a single panoramic image can be broken into multiple exposures so the shoreline is repeated and seems to
stretch on forever. It is not merely that the artist is toying with the border between abstraction and documentation; the nature of his imagery points to a difficulty in perception and to the impossibility of grasping
the work of taking apart by hand an industrial structure the size of a small city. The pictorialist aesthetic that
the artist sometimes employs references Stieglitz and Steichen, who were celebrating the arrival of modern
life in New York; Ahmed seems instead to salute its demise on the shores of Bangladesh.

The documentation of social forces is not the only refrain in Dhaka. Another view is provided by Shimul Saha,
whose sculpture Rebirth (2012) is a transparent dollhouse of Plexiglass. Saha is an artist who experiments
widely with materials and light, but this work is both a basin and a model of the artist’s bedroom, representing the two lives he has lived, both in the world and in his mother’s womb. The dual nature of life the artist
addresses, combined with the crystalline beauty of the transparent model house, brings to mind the ideal
conditions of an artistic life. To make art is to make an alternative world, and this perfectly calibrated object
generates an apparent beauty and a vivid energy. Looking at the world reveals many complexities, but it is
sometimes necessary to look inside to seek the principles that move the artist to create. In this sincere and
haunting evocation of life, it is clear that “something was going on there.”
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As Myanmar emerges from five decades of military rule, artist Po Po has recently opened a gallery, studio
and community centre adjacent to his home in Yangon. At the same time, he has begun to realise works in a
material form that have long functioned in his art and life as an “archive of ideas”. Despite enjoying the privilege of international travel since his participation in the first Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale in Japan in 1999, Po
Po has rarely exhibited in Myanmar.
Born in 1957, Po Po is an eminent figure in Southeast Asian art who has played a leading role in the artistic
life of his country. He has a conceptual installation and performance practice that seems remarkable given
Myanmar’s isolationism. His exhibition Out of Myth, Onto Logical, Po Po: 1982–1997, held last year at Yavuz
Gallery in Singapore, eschewed discussion of Po Po’s inclusion in international exhibitions in favour of a
consideration of his exhibitions within Myanmar. Re-presenting the works from Po Po’s only solo exhibitions,
whichwere held in 1987 and 1997, together with a text published in 1998 by Burmese intellectual Ma Thanegi,
the catalogue accompanying the exhibition explored this historical context. As curator Nathalie Johnson
wrote in the accompanying catalogue, “In Burma in the 1980s and 90s, while ideas were fervent, making art
was not easy and it took months, sometimes years, to save enough money to create even one piece. There
was neither bourgeoisie nor market, and so artists were against neither. They lived in an emotional condition
and stood for ideas alone”.[1]
For APT8, Po Po presented VIP Project (Yangon/Dhaka), 2010–15, a work in which he placed VIP signs on
seats in bus shelters in Yangon and in Dhaka, the capital of neighbouring Bangladesh, and then recorded
peoples’ reactions through video and photography. Since the late 1970s, Po Po has ranged across all kinds of
materials to create paintings, sculptures, installations, videos, performances and land-based works. Here he
works with a simple object – a metal sign – that enables his scheme to be readily transported and remade.
Indeed, during the opening weekend of the 8th Asia Pacific Triennale in Brisbane, one of the two signs in the
gallery was briefly removed by Po Po and featured in an “In Conversation” event with QAGOMA Director
Chris Saines.
Like so much artistic production in Southeast Asia, Po Po’s subject as well as its methodology is suggested
by the street. Po Po is drawn to the egalitarian space of the bus stop – its commonplace nature and the unguarded manner in which people behave while waiting for the bus. Po Po has described his ability to spend
hours observing and photographing these scenarios from across the way. Po Po sees this relatively modest
intervention as facilitating an expansive ongoing enquiry into the nature of public space. There are urgent
questions to be posed concerning how power relations are spatially ordered in any society. Our conduct
in public has correlations to the functioning of a public sphere in which ideas circulate freely, political processes are inclusive and artists play a vital role. Po Po’s work brings to mind a history of segregated public
transport systems and facilities such as swimming pools that have existed in Australia and other parts of the
world. In Myanmar, Po Po argues that its citizens have internalised the regulation of their behaviour in public
space. Po Po observes how they stiffen when encountering the VIP signs – unable to detach from their country’s repressive past in order to appreciate the humour and irony of the moment. On the streets of Dhaka he
observes a nonchalance that is not possible in Yangon.
Po Po has always engaged in such enquiries. As a young man he took an eclectic approach to devotion and
study, deriving inspiration from both Buddhist and Western philosophy. Delving into canonical (Plato) and
counterculture (Herman Hesse) texts, he evolved a way of working that combines the embodied intentions
and effects of meditation and critique. While exploring life’s purpose, Po Po has also considered the energies
that surround the making, the display and the reception of art. As Po Po states, “After my work is done, and it
is installed, I too become a member of the audience, one of the viewers”.

Po Po acknowledges an agency in his work, which anticipates the interactive nature of VIP Project (Yangon/
Dhaka), and underlines his commitment to the generative capacities of art. He watches and waits as similarities and differences emerge from the historical forces that shape these contemporary localities. The installation of Po Po’s Project at the APT – with the two projections meeting in the corner of the room – points to
their adjacent time zones. Half an hour stretches and contracts between Yangon (MMT) and Dhaka (BST). In
a wider sense, the proximity between Buddhist Myanmar and Muslim Bangladesh has intensified as religious
violence in Myanmar escalates.
Po Po’s work has been commissioned by the Samdani Art Foundation, a private foundation that aims to
increase artistic engagement between Bangladesh and the rest of the world. Its presentation at the Foundation’s 2016 Dhaka Art Summit can only give rise to further thoughts about that half an hour “between” Dhaka
and Yangon.
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I tavolini rotondi del Bistrot du Centre, all’angolo fra rue de Venise e rue Saint-Martin, offrono la vista perfetta per ammirare, al di là della piazza che degrada dolcemente, i 166 metri di lunghezza della facciata del
Centre Georges Pompidou, dal 1977 “il” museo d’arte moderna di Parigi. Sul pavé lucido incede sicura verso
di noi Florence Derieux, storica dell’arte 42enne nominata da poco curator-at-large del museo e curator of
american art dell’omonima Fondazione. Capelli neri sulle spalle, piccoli orecchini di perle, rossetto rosso fuoco (Chanel, scopriremo) “Madame Pompidou” è la quintessenza della donna francese: «Quasi ai limiti della
caricatura», dice ironicamente di sé. Dopo essere stata alle redini del FRAC (Fondo Regionale Arte Contemporanea) Champagne-Ardenne di Reims e come curatrice in altre prestigiose istituzioni culturali francesi (dal
Palais de Tokyo di Parigi al Museo Picasso di Antibes), la incontriamo alla vigilia del suo trasferimento a New
York, dove si occuperà delle acquisizioni di nuovi artisti americani e delle donazioni per la Fondazione Pompidou. Davanti al secondo café crème della giornata, Florence racconta: «La Fondazione è un ente no-profit
con base negli States, dedicata al sostegno delle attività del Centre qui a Parigi, al fine di sviluppare la sua
collezione permanente di arte americana. Il suo ruolo è stato decisivo negli ultimi anni, avendo raccolto oltre
50 milioni di dollari di fondi e più di 450 opere. La decisione di avere un curatore a New York è unica: il Pompidou sarà il solo museo non-americano che avrà uno staff fisso lì». Come Curator-at-Large, Madame Derieux
si occuperà ovviamente anche delle mostre e delle iniziative del Beaubourg qui davanti a noi. «In continuità
con l’approccio multidisciplinare con cui è nato: perché resti un luogo di creazione oltre che di conservazione».

Come ogni curatrice-star che si rispetti, Derieux è una globetrotter. È appena tornata dal Dhaka Art Summit,
in Bangladesh: quattro giorni di incontri con coloro che scommettono sul potenziale dell’Asia come nuova
frontiera. Il passaggio di testimone fra vecchi e nuovi centri d’arte contemporanea nel mondo sarà un tema
ricorrente della conversazione, ma l’impressione è che seppur il mercato si allarghi sempre più verso i Brics
(Brasile, Russia, India, Cina e Sud Africa), gli Stati Uniti mantengono una leadership indiscussa sia in termini di
creatività che di collezionismo. L’organizzazione della Fondazione Pompidou stessa - quartier generale a Los
Angeles e nuova sede a New York - riflette la doppia anima della cultura artistica Usa: oscillante tra East («Il
predominio di New York non è ancora incrinato») e West Coast, sempre più di tendenza fra i giovani artisti,
anche italiani, con le grandi gallerie europee che stanno inaugurando enormi spazi espositivi nella Città
degli Angeli. Nata nel 1973 a Nîmes, nel Sud della Francia, Florence ha trascorso i primi anni di vita al nord, in
Bretagna. «Ho frequentato una scuola “antiautoritaria”, protetta da qualsiasi tipo di discriminazione di genere. Il che ha creato una reazione dolorosa quando a sei anni con la mia famiglia ci siamo trasferiti nuovamente
a sud, seguendo il lavoro di mio padre pilota in Marina. Ho imparato velocemente a conoscere il razzismo
e una sorta di bullismo verso chi non accettava la “filosofia del gruppo”». La lettura è stata la sua ancora di
salvezza. «Avevamo la radio in casa, ma non la tv. Tutto quello che i miei volevano fare nel tempo libero era
leggere senza sosta. Io morivo di noia e odiavo terribilmente quei giorni! Ma, come spesso capita, quando ho
imparato ad amare la lettura ho sentito che la mia vita stava finalmente iniziando».
L’adolescenza, invece, la ricorda inquieta. «Avevo sedici anni
quando cadde il Muro di Berlino e finì la Guerra Fredda.
Quell’ombra, l’ho capito più avanti, aveva offuscato tutta
la mia infanzia a causa della carriera militare di mio padre che lo portava ovunque in giro per il mondo, in Africa
soprattutto». L’arte la incontrò per la prima volta a 17 anni.
«L’insegnante di francese ci portò in visita al Museo di Belle
Arti della città. Cosa successe? Inciampai, quasi caddi dentro un quadro di Yves Klein», risponde ridendo. «Ho ancora
vivo il ricordo di ciò che accadde quella mattina: un nuovo
mondo si era aperto davanti a me, era la prima volta che
vedevo l’arte contemporanea nel suo contesto e qualcuno
mi aiutava a darle un significato. Ma non pensavo ancora
di farne un mestiere». Sarà una vacanza studio “au pair” a
Venezia, dopo un anno frequentando controvoglia la facoltà
di Storia dell’Arte e Archeologia di Montpellier («Come
prima scelta avrei voluto voluto fare Letteratura o Architettura»), a segnare una nuova svolta. «La coppia che mi ospitava era fantastica, anticonformista. Invece di farmi prendere
cura del loro bambino, mi mandavano in spedizioni esplorative alla Scuola di San Giorgio degli Schiavoni per vedere
Carpaccio e gli altri capolavori veneziani. Un pomeriggio di
quella caldissima estate
ricordo di aver trascorso più di tre ore nella Galleria dell’Accademia. Quando ne sono riemersa sapevo di
aver trovato la mia strada». Da allora tutta la sua energia è stata dedicata alle istituzioni museali, del cui operato offre una semplice e illuminante lettura: «Come tutte le cose, anche i musei sono strumenti: non sono
nulla finché qualcuno non li usa per costruirci qualcosa». Lei, per esempio, come direttrice del Frac della ricca
regione di Reims, ha sviluppato un eccellente programma, tra il 2008 e il 2016. «Le mostre di Cyprien Gaillard, Latifa Echakhch, Lili Reynaud Dewar, fra i nomi più interessanti della nuova generazione di artisti francesi, sono stati i primi progetti, alzando poi la posta con nomi internazionali come Francesco Arena, Tom Burr
e Sterling Ruby. A differenza di quanto la maggior parte dei politici vuole farci credere, le persone amano
essere coinvolte e informate sul mondo in cui vivono.

E l’arte è un modo per farlo». È martedì, giorno di chiusura al pubblico del Centre Pompidou. Abbiamo la
fortuna di aggirarci con Madame Derieux fra i corridoi semideserti del museo, sulle terrazze del terzo e del
sesto piano, per scattare le foto di queste pagine. Lei è sempre gentile, saluta tutti, capisce anche l’italiano
(ma lo parla poco, dice). «Cosa mi indigna oggi? Che la cultura patriarcale non sia ancora scomparsa dalla
nostra società». Persino nel mondo dell’arte non esiste un equilibrio di genere e i ruoli chiave sono spesso
in mani maschili. «Con qualche eccezione, come Dominique de Menil: fondatrice e forza trainante per più di
vent‘anni della Fondazione Pompidou». Erede di una delle più ingenti fortune legate allo sfruttamento del
petrolio, fu collezionista e filantropa.
Florence la ricorda così: «Visione indipendente
e rigore intellettuale sono stati tratti distintivi
della sua vita. Fu anche una sostenitrice coraggiosa dei diritti umani: nel 1960 supportò il lancio
dell’ambizioso progetto antirazzista L’immagine
del nero nell’Arte Occidentale, lo stesso anno in
cui Ruby Bridges diventava la prima bambina di
colore a frequentare una scuola elementare bianca in Louisiana». E nella Francia e nel mondo di
oggi, le chiediamo, che clima si respira? «Il contesto politico sempre più instabile e la crisi economica hanno generato purtroppo un clima cupo. E sa
qual è la cosa peggiore in momenti come questi?
L’autocensura. Un male che colpisce i più giovani
e anche molte istituzioni d’arte contemporanea.
Alcuni politici francesi hanno usato i successi del
Front National
per imporre una cultura al ribasso, sostenendo che certe idee e certi programmi erano “troppo elitari” o
“non abbastanza popolari”. Ma io applico a tutte le cose della vita uno slogan: Même pas peur!. Guai a farsi
vincere dalla paura». Florence gioca con il suo anello portafortuna e prima di salutarci aggiunge: «Ho sempre avuto poco tempo da dedicare a me stessa. Ora che sto per trasferirmi a New York temo ne avrò ancora
meno. Un giorno mi piacerebbe scrivere, credo proprio che lo farò. Per oggi mi accontento di passioni più facili: lo yoga e il cinema. Non posso credere di non essere ancora riuscita a vedere Carol. E ci sono cose a cui
non rinuncio: mi troverete facilmente da Maialino, la mia trattoria preferita a Gramercy Park: fanno i carciofi
alla romana più buoni che abbia mai mangiato. La verità, però, è che sogno già le prossime vacanze al mare.
In Italia: dove si ha la fortuna di non perdere mai il contatto quasi fisico con la bellezza e con l’arte».
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The word “nascent” might have been coined for Dhaka’s art market. The capital of Bangladesh is on virtually
no one’s radar as a place to buy art. Local collectors pay a hefty 120% tax on art imports, the handful of local
galleries in the country have no international profile, and only a few Bangladeshi artists are known to the
outside world. Only the Bengal Art Lounge, part of a non-profit foundation, exhibits outside the country, at
the India Art Fair.
Even so, at the Dhaka Art Summit, which pulled in 138,000 visitors between 5 and 8 February, the attendees
included no fewer than four Christie’s staffers, including the auction house’s international director of Asian
art, Amin Jaffer. Also present were a number of art dealers with artists on show, among them Ursula Krinzinger, Adam Sheffer of Cheim & Read, Andrzej Przywara of Warsaw’s Foksal and Leila Heller.
The great and the good
It was an opportunity for these specialists and dealers to catch up with the elite sampling of art world luminaries at the summit. The latter ranged fr om South Asian collectors Lekha Poddar and Kiran Nadar, who
both have private museums in New Delhi, to Frances Morris of Tate Modern, Hans-Ulrich Obrist, Sheikha
Hoor Al Qasimi of Sharjah, Beatrix Ruf, Adam Szymczyk and many more.

The summit was the third edition of the well-regarded event, the
world’s only research and exhibition platform for South Asian art. It
is almost wholly funded by the Samdani Art Foundation, set up by
Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani, who are wealthy, local collectors and
active in international institutions: Rajeeb is founding committee
member of the Tate’s South Asian acquisition committee, and both
he and Nadia sit on the Tate’s International Council.
The Dhaka Art Summit is avowedly non-commercial. The foundation’s artistic director Diana Campbell Betancourt stresses that
even the eight commercial galleries on an upper floor of the
Shilpakala Academy, where the summit is held, are given spaces
for free, and are there to give greater exposure to their artists
rather than sell, although it did look as if some works could, in the
time-honoured phrase, “become available”. These galleries are
often established and run by artists—for instance, Chitrak, owned
by Mohammed Muniruzzaman, or Gallery 21, founded by Shameem
Subrana.
The 2014 edition of the summit featured 30 local and international
dealers on the summit floor, who were selling. Campbell Betancourt says a sales aspect could be confusing, and points out that
“the fair in Delhi was initially called India Art Summit”. This time
around only the eight local commercial galleries were allowed in,
and they were not supposed to show any artist on view elsewh ere
in the summit—and indeed there was only one overlap.
But while the event remains non-commercial, the greater picture is the Samdanis’ laudable desire to get their
country’s artists better known, promote them on the international stage and perhaps help kick-start a more
active market.
They are doing this through their international connections and through the Venice Biennale—last year, they
sponsored the Bangladeshi artist Naeem Mohaiemen, who produces photography, film and essays. And it’s
working: Nadia Samdani cites Mohaiemen, Rana Begum and Tayeba Begum Lipi as South Asian artists who
now have international exposure. Certainly, the summit has been a significant springboard.
The Samdanis, who are building an art space to show their holdings, are not the only collectors in Bangladesh. Another is industrialist Abul Khair, who established the Bengal Foundation in the late 1980s. It commissions and collects Modern and contemporary art from Bangladesh and the near region, and has some 4,000
works already.
The foundation has also set up and is underwriting two commercial galleries: the Bengal Gallery of Fine Arts
and Bengal Art Lounge. Their mandate is to expand the numbers of collectors and scope of acquisitions for
art from Bangladesh. According to its deputy director Sadia Rahman: “The galleries are also working to sustainability plans that, given time and action, will lead them to self-sufficiency.”
Meanwhile, Jaffer and his colleagues are doing their bit. “We convened a group of collectors at Dhaka for a
programme of visits over three days,” he says. “Christie’s has been involved in the Dhaka Art Summit from
the first edition and it is gratifying to see the initiative grow and attract the international recognition it deserves.”
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Feb 4th to 9th, 2016. I prepare for my first visit to Bangladesh to attend the Dhaka
Art Summit at Shilpakala Academy. I am traveling to Dhaka to present the work
of the Tentative Collective on a panel titled ‘Art Initiatives off the Center’. There
is a sense of pride to be included amongst the artists on this panel. Amar Kanwar,
Sharmini Pereira, The Desire Machine Collective, Ritu Sarin and Tenzing Sonam, and
Jog Alternative Arts Space to name a few. Feb 3rd, 2016. My direct flight on PIA is
fortuitously cancelled the day of the trip because PIA labour unions are protesting
privatization of the national airline. 2 weeks before the trip. Diana sends us an email
about strained relations between the Bangladesh and Pakistan governments over
Sheikh Hasina’s war crimes tribunal and Pakistan’s inadequate apologies. A flurry of
visa related correspondence with Dhaka ensue. Only one of us can go in the end.
Postcolonial boundaries persist and I feel frustrated that it is easier to go to England
than to visit my neighbour’s house – a neighbour once a part of this same body. I
wonder how difficult it would be for a Pakistani to visit Dhaka, or vice versa, without
a definitive purpose (like the Summit). 1 month before the trip. I binge-watch video
after video about Bangladesh on Youtube: unseen archival footage rewinding suppressions of history and shame associated with the brutal war of ’71; programming
by Ekattor TV; documentaries on deteriorating ecology, development, loss and progress. The latter add nuance and points of connection past the polarized narratives of
nationalism on both sides of the border.
Walking between the Fars Hotel and Shilpakala Academy. I walk from my hotel past
thresholds of exposed earth, hardware stores, tires of rickshaw walla’s cycles, red
brick structures, fruit stalls with extraordinary bunches of grapes, groups of students in uniform and stalled traffic to arrive at a towering building with large posters
that advertise the Dhaka Art Summit. Parts of the walk remind me of Saddar in the
’90s, if it were moved to Lahore. There are three or four metal detector portals that
we filter through, and a large carpet announces the entrance to the summit. Over
the course of five days, 138,000 visitors enter these premises for free, from visibly
diverse backgrounds, 300 of which are participants in the Summit from various parts
of the world – a majority from South Asia. The summit is produced by Rajeeb and
Nadia Samdani who have almost single-handedly funded this event. Nadia is at the
summit every day, greeting people as they enter the first floor galleries. 8 months
before the trip. Notes from the same journal.
“Beware of those expedition guides”, says Frédéric Gros, who recode, detail, inform,
punctuate the walk with names and explanations – the relief, the types of rock, the
slopes, the names of plants and their virtues – to give the impression that everything visible has a name, that there is a grammar for everything that can be felt…
”[i]. (There is something about being in and of a place that is hard to imagine until
one experiences highly subjective, often intuitive, sometimes anecdotal, whimsical,
fictional, and artistic works of production. Errors in communication sometimes reveal
goldmines)

Feb 6th, 2016. Navigating the Uneven Terrain of Regional Group Shows: A Field Guide. With John Zarobell,
Kate Fowle, Catherine David, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Omar Kholeif, Beth Citron, Stuart Comer, Sharmini Pereira,
Shanay Jhaveri…& more. From this session, I remember terminologies of art analysis and cultural production
peppered to start a conversation about regional, global and local art production. Words like trans-national,
trans-historical and trans-generational are used to describe curatorial strategies that cross national, geographic and temporal boundaries. These terminologies are debated during the discussion and challenged by
some on the panel and some in the audience, as linguistic frameworks reinforcing structural art world hierarchies. Dinner after the session is charged with heated discussion and a kind of solidarity among disparate
bodies. Seuty. A glowing energy surrounds her as she visits the summit to meet me on Nusrat’s suggestion.
She teaches anthropology in Dhaka and is about to build a house for her family which has a floor dedicated
to guests. She invites me with a warmth afforded to fortunate strangers in South Asia. I hope we will meet
again. Feb 5th, 2016. Three Bangla artists. Lunches in the fair grounds, conversations on the stairs. On the
ground floor of the Shilpakala Academy one of the first works I encounter is “Land of Undefined Territory” by
Munem Wasif. Endless black and white photographs of a dry landscape, roughly cut. A decentered site which
cannot be described as a destination by any guidebook for Bangladesh. The pictures are serene, meticulously photographed, and quiet. A feeling of endless time and space envelops the viewer; a moment of relief
within modernity perhaps, as the artist seems to turn his back on the chatter that defines the contemporary
moment. This desert of seemingly no specificity has a kind of immediacy about its familiar piles of earth
that paradoxically ground the viewer in a floating space – a perfect reflection on Deleuze and his writing on
smooth space. There are no boundaries here, even though the site is identified as a blurred border between
India and Bangladesh. This work stays with me throughout the summit and flies back with me to Karachi as
a kind of oracular production that comments on everything ‘regional’ without trapping itself into a category.
Recalling Thoreau’s observations about silence and Frédéric Gros’ reference to walking, I feel that looking
at the silence in these pictures allows me to hear what was impossible to be “retranslated, recoded [and]
reformatted”[ii] about the place I immediately occupy: here, inside a global art event, in a government building in the center of Dhaka. Nurjahan in a beautiful shawl and Shanay in a yellow angarkha, perched on the
sides of sofas or squeezed between bodies on the floor of the VIP lounge. We listen to an enthusiastic book
launch by Dayanita Singh in conversation with H.U. Obrist. It’s hard to hear because of the noise in the café
area and at times I just start to look around at all the people and outfits squished into the room and wonder
what they are thinking. A leg swings like a pendulum, and applause breaks the trance. A walk through ‘The
Missing One’ curated by Nada Raza. Mesmerizing and delicate family portraits of garment workers in Bangladesh turning their heads towards a distant direction in a series of light-boxes before me. Firoz Mahmud’s
Soaked Dream, captures impressions of a country in transition. I remember that Bangladesh has recently
become one of the largest international exporters of stitched textile. Its growth, from the influx of money
and international demands of production is visible in these images. There is aspiration in these portraits, of
nuclear families toiling, and often suffering, under the pressures of global capital and corporate production
cycles…the similarities to Pakistani labour come to mind. Feb 9th, 2016. Evening. Bangladesh National Museum visit with Shushmit. We speed walk to the museum before it closes and enter a corridor draped with
long fibers suspended from a black-lit ceiling. This is an exhibition on the history of muslin production at the
National Museum at Shahbagh Square. I think of Mahmud’s images and compare means of production, demand, ritual and the different speeds of living between then and now. Muslin, whose production was painstaking and slow stands almost extinct, while garment factories multiply in Bangladesh (and other parts of
Asia) paying homage to the excessive demands of consuming economies. There is something sad, fragile and
bold about Mahmud’s intimate family portraits I realize. These families sit poised in moments of hope for the
future while donning expectant instruments from their factories and sewing machines as symbols and tools
of success. Paradoxically, the beautifully composed photographs are as easy to consume, as their entrapped
aspirations for better futures are elusive.

Feb 5th, 2016. Artists shortlisted for the Samdani Prize. I walk over to When Dead Ships Travel, a series of
photographs by Shumon Ahmed. Another window is opened on the emotional and economic underpinnings
of a rapidly transforming geography. Images of a large shipbreaking industry near Chittagong reveal rusting, brooding and retired vessels from global destinations. Leaking sediments into the shallow streams of
water where they are stranded, they occasionally background frail bodies that look passively at the camera. I
ask Shumon to share more images from this series and discover a series of incredible polaroids that capture
post-industrial landscapes in the Global South with seemingly effortless gestures. The images are beautiful, and they speak of longing for progress as much as they do of dystopia. Feb 13th, 2016. Can you write
about the art of Bangladesh approaching it with historical reference and/or in connection with the Dhaka Art
Summit? Asks the editor. Recalling an idea by Trinh T. Minh-ha, where her poetic films aim at “talking nearby
instead of talking about”, I turn to the potential of these artworks and informal encounters as poetic forms
of knowledge that come closest to creating a sense of a place without over defining presumed truths. They
fluctuate between specific and unspecific; shifting scales and assuming different roles in different contexts.
They find a way to impress a thought, a feeling, and a sensation even – without annexing the subject into
neat categories. Being an artist, my biases towards certain kinds of works helped make an extremely subjective selection that is by no means representative of art in Dhaka. I want to fill the essay with pictures of
artwork and notes by the hour, but resist the urge. No matter how many images or anecdotes I include, they
will be but a fraction of those produced by a fraction of the country’s artists. I barely caught a glimpse of a
contemporary art scene via accidental meetings and random connections, but the works I saw were reflexive,
sensitive and nuanced. Feb 9th, 2016. Driving back to Shilpakala from Panam Nagar with Sadia, Shushmit and
Julian. In and out of traffic like slow moving sludge. There is construction happening everywhere. Several
roads are shaded by large flyovers with shapes similar to the new concrete infrastructures we see sprouting
all over Karachi. In many places, swamps are pitched with bamboo scaffoldings, and wondrous long freighter
ships filled with construction sand zigzag between the Shitalakshya river’s shores. Last night in Fars Hotel.
A beautiful man comes to help me with a complicated shipment. I can’t focus and there is chaos in the lobby
as Diana fields censorship by the Chinese Government over Ritu and Tensing’s artwork – a series of letters
– for the Summit. The Chinese government’s power in Bangladesh erases the images immediately, revealing
another transitory shift in regional relationships with new kinds of colonizers. The removal of these Tibetan
letters of protest against Chinese occupation written just before self-immolation is covered by Human Rights
Watch, Himal, Hyperallergic and the Washington Post among myriad others, drawing more rather than less
attention to the politics of suppression. Feb 24th, 2016. Several days past the essay deadline. I keep returning to the conclusion with nothing but loose ends and no desire to close the chapter. Perhaps some fraction
of Bangladesh filtered its way into the white cube via the works and encounters I have described in these
pages. Perhaps not. I am certainly moved, however, by the generosity of strangers, the scale of our similarities, the realization of loss, and the peculiar melancholia of our times experienced in two places 1472 miles
apart. Yaminay Chaudhri is a visual artist and founder of the Tentative Collective.
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In its third edition, the Dhaka Art Summit challenged itself by producing a
four day exhibition of art from varying disciplines across most of South Asia.
It was a moment of intense pride to witness Pakistani artists in full force
throughout the summit perhaps the greatest part of all.
To begin with, Nada Raza, assistant curator of the South Asian Department
at the Tate Modern, mounted an exhibition inspired by the written work of
Jagadish Chandra Bose, particularly The Story of the Missing One which
the exhibition’s title ‘The Missing One’ paid homage to. The story was the
first instance of science fiction in Bangla, which was written in 1896, and
spoke of a cyclone that terrorized the area by depositing oil into water and
was eventually brought to its demise by the former. The show revolved
around the work of Gaganendranth Tagore’s Resurrection, executed in
1922. The exhibition included artists David Alesworth, Fahd Burki, Ali Kazim,
Ifthikhar and Elizabeth Dadi, Mehreen Murtaza Zoya Siddiqui and several
others. To see the variety of artists included, from the young BNU graduate,
Zoya Siddqui to recent the Jameel Prize nominee David Alesworth, andÂ exhibited on such a large global platform was remarkably refreshing. Visitors
including Frances Morris, Director of the Tate Modern, regarded the exhibition in high esteem.
Diana Campbell Betancourt, who has been with the Summit since its inception and plays the key role as Artistic Director and Chief Curator, created
an exhibition entitled, ‘Mining Warm Data. The group show examined how
one is viewed through lenses of different methodologies of science, social
economics and art. The work of Mariam Ghani, an artist and writer, became
the focal point of the exhibition. She writes, A warm body is a portrait, not
a profile; when a warm data body is erased, the real body remains intact.
Warm data is easiest to define in opposition to what it is not; warm data
is the opposite of cold, hard facts. Warm data is subjective; it cannot be
proved or disapproved, and it can never be held against you in a court of
law. Warm data is specific and personal, never abstract Huma Muljis work,
Lost and Found played a critical role in the show as well, with the examination of the body and how it is perceived, especially in these turbulent times
of violence in Pakistan, where citizens reminisce over the past and try to
predict the future and what it may hold for the country. While to one audience, the work seem somewhat grotesque; to others it may be fresh point
of view towards other aspects of life and how one sees oneself in the future.
The other work, which stood out in the exhibition, was by Dilar Begum Jolly,
another Bangla artist. Begum Jolly examined the scrutiny against women in
the country and how the garment industry takes gross advantage of these
women. These women risk their lives in creating clothes for the elite and
western market, calling into question at what cost and purpose, the artist
skeptical over its benefits for those who struggle to provide for their family.

‘Rewind’, was another strong suit for the Pakistani presence in Dhaka. The retrospective took works from all
around the world of artists using abstraction in the 1980s in South Asia, which featured Anwar Jalal Shemza
and Zahoor ur Akhlaq. The exhibition included two works of Akhlaqs, which were part of the Bangladeshi
Embassy, never before being seen in the public eye. The concept of abstraction has only been a minor factor in the South Asian masters, where most marketed artists have been associated with the figurative work.
These artists were using their surrounding environment while going against the grain to create their body of
work to develop a larger dialogue. Many artists today, such as Shezad Dawood and Rashid Rana, credit artists
such as Shemza and Akhlaq as inspiration for their own contemporary works. The solo projects, curated by
Diana Campbell Betancourt, featured Waqas Khan and Britain-based Pakistani artist Haroon Mirza. Mirzas
work, The National Apavilion of Then and Now was first exhibited in the 54th Venice Biennale with great acclaim, resulting in his bestowal of the Silver Lion award as the most gifted young artist. Mirza uses the construction and concept of sound and visual perception to shift the audience into reconceptualising the forms
they are surrounded by in the physical realm. With a shifting halo of white light, the work provided illumination of the darkness by creating grey pyramid forms, taking over the entirety of the cube-shaped space. The
viewer was transported through the buzzing sound and began to focus on the light and form of the entire
transcendentÂ work. Khans work In the Name of God, was comprised of four large books, each with the
intricate detailing. With the absence of space, Khan has created a dialogue which would be interpreted by all
viewers. Tactfully, Khan displayed the manuscripts in the same orientation that the Holy Quran is displayed.
His work very much reflects his momentary emotion at execution, which could be seen in the flow of the lines
and dots created by the artist. From the commencement of the Summit, founders Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani
had achieved an impressive display of South Asian art in various media, while bringing the global art market
and audiences to Dhaka. To see Pakistani artists exhibited so generously throughoutÂ the summit was truly
awe inspiring; it can only bring more faith to us back home to know we can achieve suchÂ acclaim in South
Asia and, soon,Â our own country. - See more at: http://www.artnowpakistan.com/from-another-perspective2/#sthash.17NY5EaF.dpuf
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Lou�s I. Kahns Parlamentsgebäude �n Bangladeshs Hauptstadt, e�ne Ikone der Arch�tektur und
e�n Symbol der Fre�he�t.

DA S M AGA Z I N ��/���� — BI L D: R AY MON D M E I E R

HANS ULR ICH OBR IST
DAS W UNDER VON DHAK A
Das Gebäude lässt s�ch nur unter grossen Schw�er�gke�ten besuchen. Man muss s�ch lange �m Voraus anmelden, se�nen Pass abgeben und �n e�ner
ge�ührten Gruppe gehen. Für m�ch war d�eser Besuch e�n lange gehegter Traum; �ür d�e Bewohner
von Bangladesh, �ür d�e d�eser moderne Palast gebaut wurde, �st der Zutr�tt le�der prakt�sch unmögl�ch. Jat�ya Sangsad Bhaban, das Parlamentsgebäude �n der Hauptstadt Dhaka, err�chtete der Arch�tekt Lou�s I. Kahn �n Marmor und Beton �ür den
noch �ungen Staat, der, zuvor Ostpak�stan genannt, ���� se�ne Unabhäng�gke�t erlangte. Das
monumentale Geb�lde gehört m�t se�nen v�aduktart�gen Brücken, den r�es�gen Öffnungen �n se�ner
burgart�gen Schale und dem unglaubl�chen L�chtsp�el, das d�e bengal�sche Sonne �n se�nem Inneren au�ührt, zu den grossart�gsten Bauwerken des
��. Jahrhunderts. Der Terror�smus aber und d�e
Angst vor Anschlägen haben n�cht nur das Reg�erungsv�ertel, sondern d�e ganze Stadt �n e�ne
Hochs�cherhe�tszone verwandelt.
Dass �n d�eser Atmosphäre der Anspannung
überhaupt Gespräche über Kunst stattfinden können, �st schon �ür s�ch alle�n bemerkenswert. Zum
m�ttlerwe�le dr�tten Mal stemmten Nad�a und Ra�eeb Samdan�, Sammler und Ph�lanthropen aus

Bangladesh, den «Dhaka Art Summ�t», zu dem
Künstler und Kuratoren aus der ganzen Reg�on
kamen, aus Pak�stan und Ind�en. Auch Dan�el
Baumann, D�rektor der Kunsthalle Zür�ch, war
dabe� und kurat�erte e�nen Pre�s �ür �unge Künstler. Al� Asgar aus Dhaka kre�erte e�ne �nterakt�ve
Gender-fre�e Zone, um zu verdeutl�chen, �n welchen Stereotypen Männer und Frauen �n se�ner
Gesellschaft gesehen werden, d�e s�ch nur langsam von alten Rollenb�ldern zu lösen vermag.
D�eser Art Summ�t �st ke�ne we�tere B�ennale,
von denen es �nzw�schen mehr als ��� auf der Welt
g�bt, auch ke�ne Messe, sondern e�n Forum der
Aufklärung und des Lernens. W�e anders d�ese
Veranstaltung �st, sah man n�cht zuletzt an dem
Bedürfn�s �hrer Besucher, an �hr te�lzunehmen.
��� ��� waren es am Ende – v�ele von �hnen standen stundenlang an, um D�skuss�onen m�tzuerleben und Kunstwerke zu sehen, �n denen offen gesagt werden kann, was sonst unter Tabus, Angst
und Zensur verborgen ble�bt.
Der Art Summ�t und Kahns Gebäude – s�e waren e�ne Er�nnerung daran, was w�r �n unseren l�beralen Gesellschaften längst vergessen haben:
dass Kunst e�n Ausdruck von Fre�he�t �st.
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Meena Hewett, Executive Director of the South Asia Institute (SAI), and Tarun Khanna, Director, SAI, and Jorge Paulo
Lemann Professor, Harvard Business School, attended the
Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) last week, the world’s largest noncommercial platform for South Asian art.
The event, held from February 5 to 8 at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy, served as a platform to bring together over
300 artists, curators, writers, and art professionals for exhibitions, lectures, film screenings, and panel discussions about
art in the subcontinent.
Meena Hewett spoke to a crowd in the Rewind exhibit area about how SAI’s mission of serving as a platform
to bring people together to discuss issues critical to South Asia is similar to the goal of the Summit. SAI
recently launched its Arts Program, which aims to connect faculty, students, institutions, art experts, and
administrators interested in South Asian art.
SAI’s Visiting Artist Program brings up-and-coming artists from South Asia to Harvard for 2 weeks to participate in discourse with students and faculty on critical issues. In the fall, SAI hosted Indian artist Ranjit Kandalgaonkar, who draws upon contemporary visual arts media, archival documentation and historical artifacts
to document, represent and critique urban flows, and Pakistani artist Basir Mahmood, whose work weaves
together various threads of thoughts, findings, and insights into poetic sequences and narratives.
Tarun Khanna spoke about the importance of arts and humanities to address critical issues in South Asia.
His fall course ‘Contemporary Developing Countries: Entrepreneurial Solutions to Intractable Social and
Economic Problems’ encouraged students to develop innovative solutions to social problems, and featured
modules on health, education, technology, urban planning, and arts and the humanities. A central idea of the
course was that no problem can be solved with just one lens or discipline – even studying art can help entrepreneurs come up with creative solutions.
The event is put on by the Samdani Art Foundation, led by Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani, who are members of
SAI’s Arts Advisory Council, and curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt.
“I found the Dhaka Art Summit to be a uniquely revealing window into the region’s extraordinarily complex
socio-ecological landscape,” said Hewett about the event. “The artists from the region and the cultural
leaders of Bangladesh are to be admired for convening so contextually rich a selection of South Asia’s most
expressive two and three-dimensional work that attracted visitors worldwide to come to Dhaka.”
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Did you visit Golpo?” was the question everybody with any interest in art was asking this February. Golpo
(Bangla for “fantasy” or “fairytale”) is where Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani, art collectors and founders of the
Dhaka Art Summit, live with their three daughters in Dhaka.
Golpo houses some of the best modern and contemporary South Asian and international art in the world.
Even an international art dealer like Georges Armaos, from the Gagosian Gallery in New York, gushes as he
compares Golpo to the Eczacibasi House in Istanbul.
“They are both narrow, six floors high and filled from ceiling to floor with art. The difference is, Faruk and Fusun Eczac?ba??’s family founded Istanbul Modern — the museum that BBC says changed art in Turkey. And,
the Samdanis got there independently,” says Armaos. “They’re young (Rajeeb is 41 and Nadia 34) but their
vision is unprecedented. You’ll have to work very hard to find someone with their vision.” By the standards of
international art world, the Samdanis operate on a shoestring budget.
Nadia grew up in a family of collectors and bought her first artwork at 22. And Rajeeb, who is fairly proud of
never completing college, now owns a conglomerate called Golden Harvest Group, which has interests in
Bangladesh and Dubai. He is also secretary general of the Bangladesh Human Rights Foundation. But in matters of art, he says Nadia is his inspiration.

Together, they’re the only ones from South Asia, among Artnews’s list of Top 200 collectors for 2015 and on
Art Review’s Power 100 list. In other words, they’re the most influential couple in the South Asian art scene
today.
At Golpo, the artwork includes Picassos, Rembrandts and Tagores. And also Mithu Sen, Begum Tayeba Lipi,
Lala Rukh and Raqs Media Collective. It is a fairytale place, with a gritty modern touch.
From a quiet lane, you walk through the gates onto a video installation set in the path. It shows a baby chick
embryo whose wings are being moved by ants so that they look like they’re flying. This famous video installation called Icarus by Sen was released in 2008 to mixed views on whether it was art. Above the entrance
door is a huge sign picked out in neon lights that read, “Sold Out”. It’s a 2012 piece by Raqs Media Collective
that I last saw at the India Art Fair. A large French window to the side has a fountain in front of it that has
disembodied hands coming out of the ground holding hand grenades.
The waiting room and lobby with white walls on the first floor of the six-floor house is disorienting because
it’s so bland after the interesting exteriors. But when you look around, there’s an unmistakable Anish Kapoor
mirror at the far corner. The Samdanis say they spent a year looking for a piece they liked. Next to it is a series of Zarina Hashmi’s works with their clean monochromatic lines, interspersed with a similar work from the
same genre by Prabhavathi Meppayil called Untitled II (2009).
A big part of the influence is through the bi-annual Dhaka Art Summit. The third edition held in February
was attended by over 120,000 people, including over 600 visitors from around the world. As Maria Balshaw,
director, Manchester Art Gallery, exclaimed, “Half the world is here. Perhaps, because it isn’t a fair (the art
isn’t sold), there is an excitement, and a generosity and warmth in the presentations and in the interactions
between the people which feels very different.”
What the Samdanis are trying to do is summed up by Farooq Sobhan, a board member of the Samdani
Foundation and an ex-foreign secretary of Bangladesh. “In the early days, I was inclined to see their initiative
as a cross between an experiment and an adventure because, in many ways, they were breaking barriers and
entering uncharted waters.” But not least among their achievements was persuading the government-run
Shilpakala Academy to make their facilities available for the art summit, says Sobhan.
Towards this, they’ve displayed endless diplomacy, hospitality and an energy that’s kept the summit going.
Nadia personally greeted every visitor to the summit on the first day. Rajeeb escorted guests to the Parliament building, sent friends to eat the best fish curry in Dhaka and even loaned his helicopter to artists travelling to the Gupta period excavation sites.
The couple was often at the venue till 2 am, looking after site preparations. The lifts would stop working at 10
pm and they’d take their shoes off so that they could continue running up and down. And immediately after
the summit, they took their team to Singapore for a Madonna concert.
As Adam Sheffer, president, Art Dealers Association of America, puts it, “They are among the most serious
and genuinely committed collectors I have ever met.” His first meeting with them was amongst the bustle of
the opening day at Art Basel. “Nothing in the world could have distracted them at that moment. Perhaps this
comes from living in such a place as Dhaka, I thought,” he says.
This vision has entered a polarising area as well: the South Asian Acquisition Committee at the Tate Museum
for Modern Art, London, that Rajeeb co-chairs and they both helped found. There’s a school of thought that
questions money from the sub-continent being spent on buying South Asian Contemporary Art but for a
foreign museum.

Rajeeb defends this saying, “South Asian art needs more exposure. Tate is the first international museum that
has seriously looked at South Asian art. This gives the next generation of curators, academics and collectors
access to the region. Within the region, this has led to collaboration.”
And that, two weeks after the summit, isn’t the only thing the Samdanis are focusing on. They have just cofounded the Arts Advisory Council at Harvard University’s South Asia Institute. In the third week of April,
the National Museum, Dhaka, will exhibit 18 Tagores from their private collection. They’re also setting up a
second, permanent space in Sylhet, where Rajeeb was born and where they run a charitable hospital.
Nadia says, “Acquiring art is simple, building and sharing is different. But our agenda is to have fun. While it
feels good when people say we’re among the top collectors, no price tag can buy the happiness of showing
art to 2,500 children. ”
So how do their daughters react to growing up amidst so much art? Nadia giggles, “Whenever we have a rehang, they choose what goes into their rooms and on which walls it’ll be displayed. They always want to know
the story behind the sculptures. And I often hear them respectfully explaining the artworks to their friends.”
Rajeeb mutters bemusedly, “The youngest one chose a Mithu Sen Butterfly for her bedroom.”
What about them? Do they have different tastes in art? They both demur. They can’t remember a disagreement. They have the same taste. And the Summit is a crazy project. They support each other through it.
Small wonder then that my flight from Delhi was filled with collectors and artists. The world, after all, loves
visionaries.
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DAS ? The Dhaka Art Summit, the six-year-old private Dhaka
biennale largely organised and funded by the Samdanis, took
place a few days ago in Bangladesh. I had the pleasure to visit
it and discover a very interesting art scene in terms of artists,
collectors and audiences. To my great surprise, the affair was
very well and professionally organised. Though some artistic choices were questionable, the Summit’s artistic director,
Diana Campbell Bettancourt, did a fantastic job.
One could feel she was in charge. Diana could answer all sort of questions about the artists and their backgrounds. She had a personal connection with all of them. She was everywhere, hands-on, guiding groups of
children though the exhibition, helping with the slides during talks or welcoming museums’ directors and
curators. I wish to highlight the efforts to cooperate with international institutions, particularly to grant the
Samdani Art Award. There were no obscure jury members to choose the winner but four recognised professionals under the chairmanship of Aaron Cesar from the Delfina Foundation. This year, the winner is Rasel
Chowdhury , selected amid 300 applicants.
The 28-year-old photographer represents a new generation of artists, keen to capture the changes happening in their young country . Railway Longings, a series of 200 + photographs, narrates the artist’s journey
along the 181 km railway track from Dhaka to Jamalpur, his hometown. Rasel uses analogue-film cameras.
Over the years, he developed a low-contrast style that renders a sepia-like effect. His signature style brings
in the nostalgia the artist wishes to include in his visual narration.
He tells subtly the story of the transformation of a society he had known in his childhood vs. what it is today. Through landscapes, buildings and rare portraits, his photographs capture the time passing of an old
fashioned means of transportation, the train, mostly used today by people who cannot afford the fast bus
services. There is something of Walker Evans in Rasel’s practise. Museums would be wise to keep an eye on
it ! Mariam Suhail, Prabhavathi Meppayil and Ayisha Abraham, all from Bengaluru, made it to the list of 300
artists exhibited in Dhaka: Mariam with her estranged art divers video (There were sightings, this will be a
significant year), Prabhavathi with a 3-D arrangement of 16 cubes (dpsixteenpart one) and Ayisha with her
short movie (I saw a god dance). The later was surely the best ambassador of our city !
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Both children and adults, locals and foreigners grazed their feet over the 1,000 tiles in
monochromatic shades of turquoise to feel the texture in Sandeep Mukherjee’s installation
“The Sky Remains,” at the Dhaka Art Summit. The piece, which also consists of 14 modular
wall panels is meant for viewers to think of the country’s sky and surrounding delta tributaries. Families posed for pictures in front of the immersive work, teenagers dressed in saris
took selfies and toddlers wobbled across the work, demonstrating the hands-on nature of
the biannual event.

The Dhaka Art Summit is not quite a biennial in the vein of the Venice Biennale, an art fair like Zona Maco
and Art Basel, or a museum, but in many ways, it’s all those things and more. “The Dhaka Art Summit is our
own model, and we have different curated shows, we have solo projects, we have talks, we have performances — so all kinds of things under one roof,” said the Dhaka Art Summit’s co-founder Nadia Samdani, who
along with her husband Rajeeb Samdani, started the summit, which had its first iteration in 2012, in 2011.
The four-day event, a collaboration between the Samdani Foundation and the Bangladesh Ministry of Cultural Affairs, took place from February 5 to 8 at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy in Dhaka, attracting
over 138,000 visitors from the region and around the globe to experience South Asian Art. “There’s no other
event like this, which is focused towards South Asian art, and we really wanted to give a platform for this, and
it’s a major exposure for the international, especially for the western world, to come and discover our South
Asian artists,” said Nadia.

Although there currently are no contemporary art museums in Bangladesh, the Samdanis currently have
plans to build an art space in Sylhet, Bangladesh that is expected to open in 2018, but until then, aside from
the galleries located in Bangladesh, the Dhaka Art Summit is the premier stage for South Asian art in the
world. “So many curated exhibitions that Bangladeshi artists are being included, so many articles, so much
written about them, even important museums have collected, like the British Museum, Tate, Guggenheim,
Kunsthalle Basel, so they’re giving shows to Bangladeshi artists,” said Nadia. “This is what our success is of
the Dhaka Art Summit, putting Bangladesh and South Asia on the map.”
“I could not be more thrilled with the breadth and quality of all of the exhibitions and for all the intellectual
discourse thriving in the Critical Writing Ensemble, which percolated in formal and informal meetings across
the four days of DAS,” added Diana Campbell Betancourt, Samdani Art Foundation Artistic Director and DAS
Chief Curator.
The biggest indication of success at the event, which was free to the public, was the fact that 2,500 students
visited, perhaps experiencing their first exposure to work by international artists like Lynda Benglis, who
exhibited a series of sculptures she created specifically for the event, and Tino Sehgal, who presented a performance piece acted out by Bangladeshi drama students. “The shows DAS puts up are so interesting and so
many people come here just for the exchange,” said Beatrix Ruf, director of the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. “What really amazes me is that there is no assumption of what this event should be… it’s not an art fair,
it’s not a symposium, it’s not a biennial. I was so excited to see the rows of children entering the Summit, the
whole building was filled with children from schools looking at something that they understood far better
than I did.”
Here’s a brief overview of the highlights of the Dhaka Art Summit:
Samdani Art Award
The gallery that exhibited the nominees for the Samdani Art Award, curated by Daniel Baumann, showed
Bangladesh’s most promising contemporary artists. At the opening dinner for the Dhaka Art Summit at Le
Meridien, an ecstatic Rasel Chowdhury won the grand prize for “Railway Longings”, a thought provocative
look into the lives lived along the country’s railroad system. Chowdhury will spend a three-month residency
at the Delfina Foundation in London.
A Journey Through Architecture in Bangladesh
Curated by Centre Pompidou curator Aurélien Lemonier, A Journey Through Architecture in Bangladesh
was the first exhibition of its kind in the country. The exhibition uses Muzharul Islam as its starting point.
Rather than create it himself, Bangladeshi architect Islam tapped Louis Kahn to design the Dhaka parliament
building. Both Islam and Kahn would go on to influence generations of architects in Dhaka, like Bashirul Haq
of Bashirul Haq & Associates Ltd., Salauddin Ahmed of Atelier Robin Architects, and Mustapha Khalid Palash
of Vistaara Architects Ltd., whose models and plans are among those that were displayed in the exhibition.

Rewind
Although the names of European and American Modernist artists are known to art enthusiasts around the
globe, the names of prominent South Asian artists from the same period or not. Rewind featured 90 works
by 13 artists who had connections with Bangladesh, and displayed their pre-1980 endeavors in abstraction
and figuration, many of which had never been seen before. “One of the works, which was by a Bangladeshi
Modernist, it belongs to the Shilpakala Academy Collection Archive,” said Nadia. “Another work hasn’t been
shown in 30 years.” Anwar Jalal Shemza’s abstract masterpieces, Bagyi Aung Soe’s felt tip pen on paper
works, and Germaine Krull’s beautiful photographs of early ‘60s Burma were among the countless highlights
of the exhibition.

China Censors Work
DAS artistic director Diana Campbell Betancourt curated Mining Warm Data, a group exhibition that displayed work that was overtly political in nature. Betancourt began the exhibition with the continuation of
Mariam Ghani and Chitra Ganesh’s Index of the Disappeared. On February 7, Ma Mangqiang, the Chinese
ambassador to Bangladesh, marched in and told organizers to take down “Last Words,” a series of five images by Indian artist Ritu Sarin and Tibetan artist Tenzing Sonam of letters written by Tibetans who burned
themselves to death to protest the Chinese government’s oppression of Tibet. By the final day, five pieces of
white paper covered the places where the art once hung.

20 February 2016 http://diepresse.com/home/kultur/kunst/4930147/
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Bis zu dem blutigen Befreiungskrieg 1971 hieß das kleine Land mitten im Nordosten Indiens noch Ostpakistan. 180 Millionen Einwohner, 20 Millionen leben heute in der Hauptstadt Dhaka. Auf der Weltrangliste
der Korruption belegt Bangladesch Platz 139 von 168 Ländern, mächtige Wirtschaftsinteressen bestimmen
die Politik. Während die Märkte in den meisten Staaten stagnieren, meldete die lokale Tageszeitung jüngst
wachsende Exportdaten: 3,2 Mrd. Dollar im Dezember 2015. 83 Prozent entfallen auf billige Kleidung, einer
der größten Kunden ist H&M. In diesem Land findet der Dhaka Art Summit statt, der jüngste Geheimtipp der
globalen Kunstkarawane.
Gegründet wurde das alle zwei Jahre stattfindende „Gipfeltreffen“ 2012 von den Unternehmern Nadia und
Rajeeb Samdani. Sie hatten auf der Documenta in Kassel ihr Interesse an zeitgenössischer Kunst entdeckt,
begannen Kunst zu kaufen und bemerkten, dass sie immer häufiger auf Kunst aus Südasien angesprochen
wurden. Damit waren allerdings nur Indien und Pakistan gemeint, vielleicht noch Burma. Ihre Heimat, Bangladesch, dagegen existierte nicht auf der Karte der globalen Kunstwelt.
Das wollten sie ändern und konzipierten den Dhaka Art Summit: ein Festival, das nur vier Tage läuft und ohne
Eintrittsgelder besucht werden kann. Es vereint das Modell einer Kunstmesse mit dem Anspruch einer Biennale: Alles ist verkäuflich, vieles kuratiert und eine Sektion mit Solo-Projekten eigens für die Schau produziert. Schon die zweite Ausgabe sprach sich schnell als spannende Ausstellung herum, heuer zur dritten Ausgabe kamen 138.000 Besucher, darunter rund 700 angereiste Gäste, etwa eine Gruppe vom Auktionshaus
Christie’s, eine Tate-Gruppe, Kuratoren, Journalisten, Galeristen.

Baden im giftigen Fluss. Die Gäste allerdings interessierten sich kaum für die kleine Kunstmesse und konzentrierten sich auf die sechs kuratierten Ausstellungen mit 300 Künstlern, 65 Prozent davon aus Bangladesch.
Eine Schau war ausschließlich auf dieses Land beschränkt. Der Schweizer Kurator wählte dafür vor allem
jene Kunst aus, die kritisch angelegt ist: Atish Sahas (geb. 1990) porträtiert Menschen im Fluss Buriganga,
die gerade auf- oder abtauchen. Wie Geister sehen sie aus, und das ist gewollt. Denn Gerbereien entsorgen
täglich ihr hochgiftiges Abwasser in den Fluss. Trotzdem badet die einheimische Bevölkerung darin, arge
Hautkrankheiten sind die Folge.
Auch Shumon Ahmed arbeitet mit Fotografie, er fotografiert heimlich jene großen Ozeanschiffe, die in einem
streng abgeriegelten Areal in Bangladesch händisch abgewrackt werden – „When Dead Ships Travel“ nennt
er seine beeindruckende Serie. Ein Stockwerk tiefer in der Ausstellung „Mining Warm Data“ wird es dann
noch politischer: Ritu Sarin (*1958, Indien) & Tenzing Sonam (*1959, Indien) stellen Briefe von tibetischen
Mönchen aus, die ihre Selbstverbrennung ankündigen und erklären – seit 2009 verbrannten sich 142 Tibeter
aus Protest gegen die chinesische Besatzung, 120 starben daran. Allerdings sah der chinesische Botschafter
das Werk und ordnete die sofortige Abnahme an – andernfalls, drohte er, werde es künftig keine Dhaka Art
Summits mehr geben. Die Installation wurde mit Tüchern verdeckt.
Der Höhepunkt des Dhaka Art Summit sind die 17 Biennale-ähnlichen Soloprojekte, beauftragt von der Samdani Art Foundation. Auch hier sticht Shumon Ahmeds Beitrag heraus. Für „Land of the Free“ sprach er zwei
Jahre mit einem Bangladescher, der fünf Jahre lang unschuldig in Guantánamo inhaftiert war. Wir sehen den
Mann auf Fotografien traurig und verloren in einer leeren Landschaft stehen (Abb.). Ein zweiter Teil fordert
uns heraus, dessen schreckliche Foltererfahrungen zu teilen: Wir erhalten Kopfhörer, eine Multimediabrille
und bekommen einen Sack über den Kopf gestülpt. Wer die Bilder und Töne durchhält, erlebt wohl eine
Ahnung des Terrorwahnsinns in dem US-Foltergefängnis, mit bedrohlichen Hunden, scharfer Befragung und
schlimmen Schreien.
Nicht alle Werke des Dhaka Art Summit kreisen um Konflikte, und nicht alle kommen aus Südasien. Lynda
Benglis, die 1941 in den USA geborene, große Dame der frühen feministischen Konzeptkunst, die zeitweise
in Indien lebt, zeigte sieben bunte, in sich verdrehte Papierskulpturen, die im Dunkeln glühen – sie spricht
von einem „Austausch von Energie“. Auch Tino Sehgal war eingeladen und ließ seine Performance mit dem
Manga-Charakter Ann Lee von 2011 aufführen. Die jungen Mädchen stellten Fragen an das Publikum, aber
kaum jemand wollte darauf antworten.
2018 ist Skulpturengarten geplant. In der Ausstellung „Rewind“ wurde ein konzentrierter Rückblick auf die
Geschichte der Abstraktion in Südasien gegeben, eine andere fokussierte auf die Architektur in Bangladesch, deren Kernstück das eindrückliche Parlament des US-Stararchitekten Louis Kahn ist. Kahn erhielt 1962
den Auftrag für den Bau, der aufgrund des Befreiungskrieges erst 1982 fertig wurde.
Diese Mischung der Ausstellungen zwischen kunsthistorischer Bildung, aktuellen Projekten und kunstmarkttauglichen Werken ist es, die den besonderen Reiz des Dhaka Art Summit ausmacht. Wir erleben hier ein
Land, eine Region im Aufbruch. Zur nächsten Ausgabe 2018 ist ein Skulpturengarten geplant, weit draußen
auf dem Land. Ob trotzdem der Messecharakter beibehalten wird?
(“Die Presse”, Print-Ausgabe, 21.02.2016)
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Die Mädchen sind geradezu erschreckend perfekt: Zehn, elf Jahre alt, zierlich und klein, die langen schwarzen Haar hinter die Ohren gesteckt, treten sie eine nach der anderen in den Raum und beginnen ihre Geschichte zu erzählen. Dazu bewegen sie zeitlupenhaft die Hände. Jede ist Ann Lee, eine Manga-Figur aus
einem japanischen Videospiel, die von der Animationsindustrie eigentlich schon ausgemustert war. Der
Berliner Künstler Tino Sehgal rettete sie vor fünf Jahren aus dem virtuellen Dasein hinüber in die Realität
und lässt sie seitdem immer wieder in Ausstellungen auftreten, jedes Mal verkörpert durch andere Darstellerinnen. Rekrutiert werden sie wochenlang vorher am jeweiligen Ort.
Diesmal sind es vier Mädchen aus Dhaka. Die Performance oder „Situation“, wie Tino Sehgal sein Stück
nennt, gehört neben den Beiträgen von Dayanitha Singh, Haroon Mirza, Sandeep Mukherjee, Lynda Benglis zu den Soloprojekten des Dhaka Art Summit. Mit diesen Stars des weltweiten Ausstellungsbetriebs, die
Wurzeln in der Region haben – Sehgals Vater ist Inder –, versichert sich der von Diana Campbell Betancourt
in Bangladeshs Hauptstadt organisierte Kunstgipfel der internationalen Aufmerksamkeit. Es ist zugleich eine
Referenz für den großen Markt.

Zur dritten Ausgabe des viertägigen Kunstevents, das wie eine Instant-Biennale, ein Pop-up-Museum funktioniert, sind nicht nur Kritiker, Kuratoren, Künstler eingeladen. Auch das Auktionshaus Christie’s hat seine
Scouts entsandt. Bangladesh ist eines der ärmsten Länder der Welt, eine Kreuzung hinter der Shilpakala
Akademie, wo der Kunstgipfel mit über 300 Teilnehmern tagt, wird das Elend greifbar. Zu Tausenden essen,
schlafen, leben Menschen hier auf der Straße. Wenn sich ab fünf Uhr nachmittags die Dunkelheit über die
Stadt legt und in vielen Vierteln das Licht nur noch von den permanenten Autostaus ausgeht, dann brennen
zur Beleuchtung in den Müllhaufen offene Feuer.
Trotz der bedrückenden Armut, des permanenten
Verkehrsinfarkts, der unsäglichen Bedingungen
in den Textilfabriken, der dramatischen Umweltbelastung befindet sich die Stadt im Aufbruch. Kultur ist der beste Indikator dafür. Eine wachsende
Mittelschicht geht in Konzerte, ins Museum, zeigt
sich an zeitgenössischer Kunst interessiert, wie die
vielen Besucher des Art Summit demonstrieren:
138000 insgesamt. In Dhaka gibt es nur eine Handvoll Galerien, von einer eigenen Verkaufsmesse ist
Bangladesh weit entfernt. Sammler gibt es kaum.
Die Ausnahme bilden Rajeeb und Nadia Samdani,
ein Power-Paar – er Industrieller, sie Präsidentin der
Samdani Art Foundation. In ihrem sechsstöckigen
Haus in Dhakas Reichenviertel Gulshan präsentieren
sie ihre über 2000 Objekte umfassende Sammlung
in einer Art Privatmuseum, das alle 18 Monate umgehängt wird.
Vor sechs Jahren haben die Samdanis den Dhaka Art Summit aus der Taufe gehoben, um ihre Stadt als Ort
künstlerischer Produktion an den Rest der Welt anzudocken. Als Kommissionsmitglied der Londoner Tate
Gallery für Ankäufe aus dem südasiatischen Raum sorgt Rajeeb Samdani auf diese Weise für einen Rückfluss
an Information, Vernetzung mit seiner Heimatstadt. Mit der dritten Ausgabe ist es dem Sammlerpaar endgültig gelungen. Aus der ganzen Welt ist die Community eingeflogen: Documenta-Macher Adam Szymczyk
stellt sein Magazin „South“ vor, Hans-Ulrich Obrist, Direktor der Londoner Serpentine Gallery, diskutiert über
die Möglichkeiten eines Austauschs, Beatrix Ruf, die Direktorin des Amsterdamer Stedelijk Museums, spricht
über die zunehmende Bedeutung südasiatischer Kunst in europäischen Sammlungen. Die Globalisierung
wird greifbar, der Westen sondiert das Terrain, seine Repräsentanten sitzen auf den Podien.
Und doch zeichnet sich der Art Summit durch selbstbewusste Beharrung aus. Die teilnehmenden Künstler
müssen einen biografischen, zumindest persönlichen Bezug zum südasiatischen Raum haben. So passt auch
die Fotografin Germaine Krull hinein, die zwischen 1946 und 1966 in Bangkok ein Hotel unterhielt und anschließend in Dehradun bei tibetischen Mönchen lebte. Ihre Aufnahmen buddhistischer Tempel in Burma
und moderner Architektur in Chandigarh sind in der Ausstellung „Rewind“ zu sehen, einer von elf Abteilungen des Summit, der außerdem Film, Performance, Vorträge, Workshops umfasst.
„Rewind“ gehört zu den Höhepunkten der gesamten Schau. Hier versucht sich die Region ihres modernen
Erbes zu vergewissern, geprägt durch kolonialistische Einflüsse. Abstrakte Formen, reiche Muster, ob
gezeichnet, gewebt, gemalt, sind hier in einer atemberaubenden Qualität zu entdecken. Eine Retrospektive
des burmesischen Zeichners Bagyi Aung Soe oder des aus Sri Lanka stammenden Fotografen Lionel Wendt
in einem europäischen oder US-amerikanischen Museum ist nur eine Frage der Zeit.

Die junge Szene Dhakas hat ihre Stärke auf dem Gebiet der Fotografie
Für den Samdani Art Award hat Kurator Daniel Baumann, Direktor der Zürcher Kunsthalle, 13 Finalisten in
seine Ausstellung aufgenommen. Die Performer enttäuschen, zu banal sind ihre Stücke: Kabir Ahmed Masum
Chisty schlägt mit einem Tennisschläger rot gefärbte Bälle gegen einen Spiegel, Ali Asgar lässt sich per SMS
zu Kostümierungen mit Paillettenkleid und Federboa auffordern, einer allerdings gewagten Verwischung
geschlechtlicher Grenzen. Auch Malerei und Skulptur bleiben eher akademisch konventionell, dafür hat die
junge Szene eine besondere Stärke auf dem Gebiet der Fotografie.
Kein Wunder also, dass mit Rasel Chowdhury ein Fotograf den Samdani Art Award erhält. Der in Dhaka
lebende Künstler machte sich für seine Serie „Railway Longings“ 181 Kilometer zu Fuß in seine Geburtsstadt
Jamalpur auf, immer entlang der Gleise. Entstanden ist dabei ein Reisebericht voller Wehmut und Humor,
mit Bildern von desolaten Bahnwärterhäuschen, überfüllten Zügen, deren Passagiere auf dem Dach sitzen,
vor sich hin rostenden Waggons. Ebenso hätte den Preis Shumon Ahmed für sein Fotoessay vom weltweit
größten Schiffsfriedhof in Chittagong verdient, wo die stählernen Leiber der Containerschiffe von Hand
auseinandermontiert werden.
Chittagong bleibt als Ort künstlerischer Untersuchungen faszinierend. So ist in diesem Jahr von Berlin aus
ein studentisches Projekt geplant, bei dem ein Absolvent der Kunsthochschule Weißensee die Weiterverwertung der verschrotteten Eisenteile verfolgt, die sowohl in den Wellblechhütten der Slums wie in den
eleganten Hochhäusern der besseren Viertel landen.
Die Verbindung kommt nicht von ungefähr zustande, denn in Berlin hat das 1987 gegründete Forschungsinstitut Habitat Forum seinen Sitz, das sich seit Langem mit Bangladesh beschäftigt. Mit seiner Kartografierung des Basti Karail, einer gigantischen Hüttensiedlung inmitten Dhakas, gewann es 2015 den ersten
Preis des Planetary Urbanism Wettbewerbs, den die Zeitschrift Arch+ und das Berliner Auswärtige Amt
ausgeschrieben hatten. Das Basti Karail ist eine Stadt in der Stadt. Hunderttausend Menschen leben hier.
Als jüngsten Erfolg werteten sie, der Kommune fließend Wasser abzutrotzen. Ein faszinierender Kosmos für
Urbanisten.
Auch beim Art Summit kommt dieses Leben am Rande vor. Zihan Karim filmte in einem ähnlichen Basti in
Chittagong. Zu seinem Video dröhnt der Beatles-Song „With a little help from my friends“. Zynisch? Im Gegenteil. Der Zusammenhalt der Bewohner rettet sie. Die Botschaft gilt auch für Dhakas Kunstszene.
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On the second morning of the Dhaka Art Summit, the largest non-commercial art event in South Asia held
from February 5-8, Bangladesh’s Parliament building saw what must have been the largest (and certainly best
dressed) group of visitors in its history. Curators, artists, gallerists and journalists – probably 100 people in
all – who had flown in from around the world for the summit, had come to see the interior of what is probably
Bangladesh’s best-known monument, the magnum opus of the great Russian-American modernist architect
Louis Kahn.
From the outside, the primary impression of the Parliament building is of bulk – a wan grey concrete block,
cross-hatched by strips of marble, huddled low on one of relatively few open spaces in this crumpled cardboard box of a city. Inside, it is immense yet prayerful, abstract yet familiar – its cathedral grandeur directing
your eyes and spirit not toward god, but inward. It encourages an introspective sense of democracy; the
building, like Kahn himself, is eternally idealistic.
Begun in 1962 as a centrepiece for the auxiliary capital in East Pakistan, and completed 20 years later as
a capitol complex for the newly-liberated nation of Bangladesh, the building, which appears on the pages
of Bangladeshi passports and on the national currency, is perhaps the country’s closest thing to a national
monument.

Labour of love
Kashef Chowdhury – a Dhaka-based architect whose work I’ve written on in the past and who was among the
eight contemporary architects featured in the summit’s outstanding architecture exhibition (curated by Aurelien Lemonier, architecture curator for the Centre Pompidou in Paris), told me: “People here identify with
these spaces.”
Yet, for the most part, the outside world knows little about them. I had the good fortune of going around
Dhaka with Chowdhury two years earlier, and so knew at least something of its rich culture of contemporary
architecture. At the Parliament that morning, watching this worldly, elegant crowd (which included representatives from 71 major museums and arts institutions around the world) wandering slack-jawed and wide-eyed
through those towering geometries in what must be one of the world’s most unprepossessing cities, was in
itself a kind of performance art.
Though Dhaka hosted the region’s first Biennial in 1981, and hosts Asia’s largest photography festival, the
Chobi Mela, the kind of international attention that the Samdani Foundation – the non-profit organisation
that created the art summit in 2012 and organised it this year for the third time – has brought to Dhaka has
never been a given. People in Dhaka may well identify with spaces like Kahns, as Chowdhury says, but the
rest of the world still does not identify Bangladesh with triumphs of contemporary art and design.
Foundation trustee Rajeeb Samdani’s presence at the Parliament building that morning – helping the team of
summit volunteers to herd awe-struck outsiders through the building – demonstrated the extent to which the
summit is truly a labor of love, a matter of personal investment, rather than merely a financial one.
Something to prove
Bangladesh has had its share of political issues, among them recent attacks on journalists and foreigners that
inspired half-a-dozen of my own acquaintances to warn me against going near anyone carrying a machete
(sound advice in most places, as far as I’m concerned).
Dhaka is an exceptionally difficult city to navigate, so guests of the summit had their schedules pretty closely
managed. We were shuttled between our hotels and the summit venue at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy, invited for dinners and cocktail parties (this is the art world, after all), and granted access to the obligatory VIP lounge – ironically placed adjacent to Burmese artist Po Po’s masterful photo and video installation,
VIP Project, which quietly eviscerates VIP cultures in Burma and Bangladesh.
Despite this, the overwhelming impression of the summit was neither hermetic nor rarefied, but rather joyous, free-wheeling and democratic, without being pandering or populist. When, in a talk on her installation
Museum of Chance, Delhi-based photographer Dayanita Singh said, “we need to go back to the dissemination part of photography,” it seemed very much in keeping with the spirit of an event that was not only entirely free, but that, in the course of just four days, attracted 138,000 visitors, including 2,500 children from
local schools.

Shanay Jhaveri, who curated the summit’s film program and who was recently appointed assistant curator,
South Asia, under the department of Modern and Contemporary Art at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York, told me that other art events – like Documenta or the Venice Biennale or Frieze, for instance –
have extended histories, “so people are being told how to interact with them.” At Dhaka, that is palpably not
the case.
The works on display at the summit never condescended to their audiences. They were challenging, often
political, and in some cases quite confrontational. The big story out of the summit was the Chinese ambassador’s angry insistence on the removal of the installation Last Words by artists Ritu Sarin and Tenzing Sonam,
which consisted of the final letters written by Tibetan self-immolators. The curators chose to cover the work,
rather than remove it, a concession to political exigencies. But it became a powerful visual statement in its
own right, transforming the work from one about a specific protest to one about censorship more broadly.
But to focus on just that would be to ignore the summit’s subtler triumphs.

Accessible art
Groups of school children looked closely at images from a series called Inner Face by the young Bangladeshi
photographer, Gazi Nafis Ahmed, which depict with exceptional warmth, humanity, and intimacy members of
Dhaka’s queer community. Teenagers chatted excitedly as they attempted to make sense of installations in
the Nikhil Chopra-curated performance pavilion. Families lined up to wear heavy goggles, headphones, and
black sacks over their heads in an installation by another Bangladeshi photographer, Shumon Ahmed, titled
Land of the Free, which simulated the aural and visual experience of containment in Guantanamo. Across the
main gallery from Ahmed’s installation, another line snaked out of the enclosure that contained a geometrically padded room that was the setting for a sound installation by Pakistani artist Haroon Mirza. It’s worth
noting here that customs laws being what they are, bringing artworks from India or Pakistan into Bangladesh
requires sending them via the Middle East, which might give a sense of how complicated an endeavour the
art summit is.

Architecture students, who otherwise have limited access to venues presenting architectural exhibitions,
were able to see, assembled in one room, an impressive edit of models, images, and archival sketches from
some of the best architects working in Dhaka – indeed, in South Asia – today.
The Rewind exhibition gathered works by South Asian artists working before 1980, notably skipping the obvious reference points of figures like Hussain and Gaitonde in favor of works by lesser known artists, exhibiting
drawings by the Burmese master Bagyi Aung Soe and several exceptional works by Pakistani painter Zahoor
Ul Akhlaq, among others.

The group shows – curated by the Samdani foundation’s artistic director, Diana Campbell Betancourt, and
Nada Raza, an assistant curator of South Asian art at the Tate Modern in London – put works from across the
region in dialogue with one another, emphasising both the continuities in artistic concerns and the immense
variety in responses to those concerns across a region known, above all else, for its mind-boggling diversity.
Campbell described the event as “a pop-up museum” – as apt a description as I can imagine – combining the
aesthetic daring of a contemporary art gallery with the effervescent now-or-never energy of a one-night-only
theatrical performance.

A research platform
“What I find fascinating in Bangladesh, and Dhaka specifically, is that art initiatives are really trying to build
their own models and identities,” Diana told me via email shortly before the summit began. “There is a strong
sense of individual responsibility. I think this grassroots approach to building a cultural ecosystem is exceptional to the region. People are hungry for culture.”
In the weeks leading up to the summit, I spoke to Nadia Samdani, the foundation’s director. “Before all of
this, we had artists, of course, but research was just very difficult,” she said. “There were hardly museums and
hardly galleries, except for those in India and Pakistan, so where could people go to find out what’s happening?”
As a research platform, which is its stated intent, the summit provides an exciting opportunity for institutions
around the world to explore South Asia’s rich and diverse contemporary artistic output, and more specifically the compelling cultural life of a nation founded, perhaps uniquely, on the basis of language and cultural
identity, an identity closely tied to the arts (Bangladeshis are Bengalis, after all). The tour of the Parliament
building that morning encapsulated quite effectively this component of the summit’s mission.
But that is, to my mind, the less exciting element of what I saw in Dhaka. If the summit is, indeed, “what’s
happening,” then it is cause not just for admiration, but also, perhaps, for optimism, a quiet argument for
the viability of broad public engagement with intelligent, measured, and occasionally provocative forms of
expression, at a time when that kind of optimism is not so easy to come by.
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In 2012, the Dhaka Art Summit was created by the Samdanis, a rich Bangladeshi industrialist couple. The previous year, the pair launched the Samdani Art Foundation boasting an impressive collection of modern and
contemporary art by Bangladeshi and international artists.
Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani have done well: from February 5 through 8 this year, with the help of their curator Diana Campbell Betancourt, they successfully attracted over 138,000 visitors to Dhaka, 300 artists and
speakers, and 700 international actors from the art world. The Samdanis’ investment allowed for free access
to the fair, which locals made the most of — they represented 65% of the visitors.
HAPPENING met Diana Campbell Betancourt — also the curator of the
Samdani collection — who had at the time in residency at the FRAC
Champagne-Ardenne still at the time led by Florence Derieux. She shared
some of her thoughts on the magnitude of the event and its development
since its first edition in 2013.
An important point raised, was the ambition of the Samdanis to change
radically the way their country is perceived around the world. Some of
their goals are include discovering young artists from Bangladesh and
the region, and not only from the country’s two big neighbors, India and
Pakistan. And to be surrounded by a new generation of global curators
and others who are internationally recognized. (http://www.dhakaartsummit.org/programme/)
As with every edition, the Samdani Art Award recognized the work of
an artist from Bangladesh. The 2016 edition honored Rasel Chowdhury.
Daniel Bauman, director of the Zurich Kunsthalle, chose the winner from
among 20 artists selected by Aaron Cezar, director of the Delfina Foundation, who is welcoming the winner in London for a three-month residency.

Among the artists exhibited at the Delfina Foundation are Waqas Khan, Simryn Gill, Prabhavathi Meppayil,
Sandeep Mukherjee, Tino Sehgal and Dayanita Singh.
Now that the 2016 edition has drawn to a successful close, Campbell Betancourt is already preparing for
2018, and a big task lies ahead: logistics issues, exorbitant import taxes amounting to 120% of the value of the
artwork and a shortage of art materials…
Bangladesh is continually writing its short history. Independent since 1971, the former East Pakistan is
trapped between two giants. Within this context, having succeeded in putting in place a program which attracts collections like Pinault or curators like Catherine David in five short years, is a remarkable feat.

And even if the comparison seems irrelevant, we have to acknowledge that the Dhaka Art Summit seems to
have surpassed other regional cultural events, including the Kochi biennial.
Thanks to their proactive approach and quality of their work, the Samdanis — Rajeeb is a member of the
Tate’s acquisition committee for south Asian art — and Campbell Betancourt have acquired legitimacy and
the widespread international support.
Images: Rewind Lionel Wendt, Portrait of a Sailing Boat, (c1900), Gelatin silver print and photo montage,
380x304 mm / Mining Warm Data Curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt Lida Abdul, Speaking and Hearing (1999 – 2001) Video Courtesy of the artist and Giorgio Persano Gallery
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Centinaia di clacson di diversa tonalità mi circondano e ricoprono l’angolo di Dhaka in cui mi trovo. Cori di
proteste di carattere politico si alzano nell’aria, avvolti in polvere che sale e scende seguendo il movimento
della folla. Il Bangladesh è un paese sovrappopolato, denso di vite che si dimenano in un ambiente faticoso:
il clima, lo stato delle infrastrutture che non segue il passo delle pretese di sviluppo economico, le distese di
fabbriche che inquinano incessantemente. L’acqua nera.

Sono arrivata con molte domande e parto senza risposte definitive, ma con più elementi ad alimentare
le stesse domande, che non cambiano: l’arte contemporanea può avere un impatto positivo sulla libertà
d’espressione in contesti inospitali per tale libertà, che sia per ragioni economiche e/o politiche? Quando
le forze del mercato e delle istituzioni dell’arte internazionale intervengono in contesti svantaggiati, qual è
l’equilibro tra influenza positiva e negativa? Il cambiamento indotto da tali manifestazioni in che direzione va
esattamente?
I miei due anni di esperienza in Myanmar mi hanno portata ad articolare in maniera sempre più specifica
queste domande, ma le riflessioni non portano a esiti chiari.

La principale ragione della mia visita in Bangladesh è il Dhaka Art Summit, un momento di incontro per centinaia di professionisti dell’arte. Ai cancelli della Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy grandi manifesti annunciano
“la più grande piattaforma non commerciale al mondo dedicata all’arte dell’Asia meridionale” e le aspirazioni
sono chiare. All’ingresso dell’edificio due metal detector, le borse delle donne occidentali non vengono controllate, ma vengono requisiti i pacchetti di sigarette. Si salgono gli scalini e iniziano le mostre, tante e ardue
da organizzare: in Bangladesh si deve pagare il 120% di tasse di importazione su tutte le opere; per completare Rewind, una magnifica retrospettiva storica che ha messo in mostra il lavoro di numerosi artisti attivi
prima del 1980, lo stesso gallerista di Arpita Singh ha portato a mano nel suo bagaglio alcune opere perché,
date le quotazioni dei lavori, le tasse non erano sostenibili. Nei tre piani dell’edificio erano presentati anche
un programma di proiezioni di film, uno di conferenze e uno di performances.
L’evento da due milioni di dollari e 138.000 visitatori (di cui
2500 bambini delle scuole) è un’iniziativa della Samdani Art
Foundation, fondata nel 2011 da Nadia Samdani e suo marito
Rajeeb, classe 1974, industriale (*nota 1). Il summit “non è una
biennale, e non un simposio, né una fiera, ma piuttosto una
via di mezzo ed è libero dalle pressioni del mercato dell’arte”,
dicono. Entrambi ricoprono numerose cariche in importanti
istituzioni come la Tate Gallery di Londra (membri del comitato per le acquisizioni di opere dall’Asia meridionale) e il New
Museum di New York. Nelle classifiche annuali del 2015, la
coppia era tra i top 200 collezionisti secondo Artnews e tra le
100 personalità più potenti secondo Art Review. La corsa alla
notorietà è spericolata e questi risultati sono stati raggiunti in
soli cinque anni. Come?
Nadia Samdani è nata e cresciuta in questo pezzo di mondo lontano dai vernissage che determinano i prezzi
di mercato e qui ha iniziato a sognare: figlia di un collezionista, cresciuta in una famiglia in cui era tipico
regalarsi opere d’arte. Ha iniziato la propria collezione insieme al marito acquisendo pezzi provenienti dalla
Bengal School di Abanindranath Tagore e Gaganendranath Tagore e di celebri artisti bengalesi come Shahabuddin Ahmed e Kanak Chanpa Chakma. Lo spettro si è ampliato, prima con artisti dal resto della regione,
infine espandendo le acquisizioni a livello mondiale (parliamo di pezzi di Rembrandt, Matisse, Picasso, Paul
Klee, Dali, Ettore Spalletti, Cindy Sherman, Marina Abramovic, Ai Wei Wei , Pawel Althamer, Mona Hatoum,
Philippe Parreno, Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, Lynda Benglis, Anish Kapoor, tra i molti altri nomi).
Nadia e Rajeeb appartengono a una generazione particolare, nata dopo la creazione dello stato del Bangladesh dalla guerra con il Pakistan. Sono internazionali e hanno aspirazioni internazionali: il loro investimento
pretende che il Bangladesh compaia nella mappa del mondo dell’arte riconosciuto dalle grandi istituzioni
dell’Occidente.
Nel giro di cinque anni la Fondazione ha visto il proprio nome impresso sul muro della Biennale di Venezia
tra i ringraziamenti. Dieci giorni fa, a febbraio 2016, i due volti ufficiali del summit, Nadia Samdani e Diana
Campbell Betancourt – collezionista e direttrice artistica, entrambe sotto i trentacinque anni –, hanno accolto
le star del mondo dell’arte Hans Ulrich Obrist (Serpentine Gallery – Londra), Kate Fowle (Garage Museum of
Contemporary Art – Mosca, Independent Curators International – New York), Beatriz Ruf (Stedelijk Museum
– Amsterdam), per nominarne solo alcuni. Daniel Baumann (Kunsthalle – Zurich) ha curato il Samdani Art
Award, un premio che offre tre mesi in residenza presso la Delfina Foundation nel Regno Unito a un artista
del Bangladesh.

I grandi nomi invitati al summit hanno preso parte al programma di conferenze, che personalmente ho trovato un’occasione persa: raffinati esperti hanno intrattenuto il pubblico con monologhi, brevi lezioni frontali
autoreferenziali di dieci minuti, in inglese. Se il lato didattico può essere fondamentale in un contesto del
genere, andrebbe svolto nella lingua del posto, ma non era prevista traduzione. Se ci si auspicava un momento di dibattito e critica allo stato dell’arte nella regione e globalmente, tutte le energie messe in gioco
per avere tali nomi in un paese con tale reputazione sarebbero potute essere messe a frutto in altro modo.
I mondi dell’arte periferici rispetto all’Occidente sono stati per molti anni inclusi in mostre regionali, dove la
matrice comune è la provenienza geografica, non necessariamente il discorso artistico. Lo stesso summit si
dichiara una mostra di arte dell’Asia meridionale. Ma la geografia del mondo è mutevole, cambia significato a
seconda della prospettiva con cui la si osserva e, assodato un discorso critico post-coloniale, sta emergendo,
seppur con pochi mezzi e in lotta con un mondo in cui il ritmo è determinato dall’Occidente, l’esigenza degli
artisti “periferici” di essere riconosciuti per la loro pratica. Un intervento tagliente di Geeta Kapur, grande
critica d’arte indiana, è stato l’unico vero momento di rimessa in discussione di ciò che stava avvenendo entro
i cancelli della Shilpakala Academy (* nota 2).
La predominanza femminile all’interno della Samdani Art Foundation mi ha incuriosita e ho chiesto alla direttrice artistica, Diana Campbell Betancour, di fornirmi contesto riguardo la complessa posizione della donna
nella società e nel mondo dell’arte:
“A partire dall’indipendenza del Paese, la situazione delle donne del Bangladesh è migliorata e continua a
farlo. Questo è evidente anche nel mondo dell’arte del Bangladesh, con l’eccezione della scena della fotografia. Le donne occupano posizioni di leadership in organizzazioni artistiche (dalla Samdani Art Foundation, alle
Bengal Galleries, a Britto Arts trust) e donne artiste stanno ricevendo maggiori opportunità e attenzione internazionale, dalla giovane generazione con Ayesha Sultana e Marzia Farhana, ad artiste più affermate come
Tayeba Begum Lipi, alla generazione storica con ad esempio Dilara Begum Jolly. Tuttavia, questo riconoscimento non dipende dalla loro identità di donne, ma dalla qualità del loro lavoro e in Bangladesh posso dire
che c’è posto per l’eccellenza che trascenda le aspettative di genere. Il Bangladesh permette di identificare
un terzo sesso ufficialmente, anche sui passaporti. E non si può dimenticare che il paese è gestito da un primo
ministro di sesso femminile, con un leader femminile al partito di opposizione”.

Sono passati quattro giorni, ho partecipato a un
evento eroico e controverso, con contraddizioni connaturate al contesto e all’arte contemporanea. L’opera
“Last Words” di Ritu Sarin and Tenzing Sonam ci saluta
così:
Le cinque fotografie e didascalie coperte riproducevano cinque lettere, gli ultimi messaggi di tibetani che
si sono auto-immolati per la libertà del proprio paese.
Dopo una visita dell’Ambasciatore cinese alla mostra
l’opera è stata censurata. In questo post di facebook
si può vedere l’opera come era esposta e i commenti
forniscono contesto al caso: gli interessi economici
cinesi sono troppo forti per la libertà d’espressione.
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Munem Wasif’s serene photographs, which are among
the first works you encounter at the Dhaka Art Summit, depict one apparently desolate landscape after
another. But if you stay with the images—don’t follow
the urge to move on—then small figures start to appear.
In one, which seems initially to document nothing but a
barren landscape of rocks, gravel, and a pool of water, a
bathing man becomes visible. A head, hands, kneecaps
break gently through the surface of the water, and of
our first impressions.
The space around the man opens up, nature unfolds
into culture, and landscape becomes a background for
imagined narratives about the man taking a dip in the
pond. The presence of the body converts a beautiful
landscape into a space for imagining the past and the
future. Is he a farmer who has left his cows on the riverbank? Or a poet, perhaps, thinking of Narcissus, gazing
at his own image in the watery reflections?
Art spaces are thoroughly scripted. We move through
them by (often unconsciously) following instructions,
and direct our attention according to narratives about
what is worth seeing and not, decisions taken in our
heads and expressed with our feet. But there are
always glitches in the software, ghosts in the machine,
which invite us to read (or write) another story. Wasif’s
small-scale, black-and-white photographs—and video
installation Land of the Unidentified Territory, 2015—
haunted me throughout the Dhaka Art Summit because
they captured a relation between invisibility and visibility that mirrors the exclusion of local poverty from
the Shilpakala Art Academy, which hosted the entire
summit.
Bangladesh is one of the poorest countries in the
world. It was estimated in 2010 that about 70 percent
of Dhaka’s households earn less than 170 US dollars per
month, and 1 in 4 adults are unemployed.(1) Poverty is
everywhere outside the summit. Not just in the children
looking for food in the garbage on the street, to

name one of the scenes I witnessed, but in the
state of the buildings and roads which makes it impossible for an ambulance or a police car to move
swiftly through the city. Should this be addressed
more directly? I’m not sure. The summit brings
benefits, among them the possibility of thinking
about the city in terms other than its poverty. On
the other hand the distance between the art-consuming elite and local people is more striking here
than at other comparable events across the world.
There are no stable scripts available for bridging this divide. But there are alternative readings.
Perhaps Wasif’s photograph, and the fact that we
have to spend time with the image to see its hidden
figure and the subsequent transformation of the
landscape surrounding him, provides one model.
In VIP Project (Dhaka) (2014-15)—the latest in a
series of “VIP Projects” by the Myanmar artist Po
Po—this relation becomes a question of class. By
putting up a VIP sign on bus stops around the city,
he shows us how rarely most people challenge stories about privilege. Locals respectfully avoid the
spaces defined by the signs. The project, which is
documented thorough a film and a group of photographs, ironically connects with the summit itself:
next to it, a guard blocks anyone without a VIP-card
from entering the area reserved for international
press and museum-workers from around the world.
At the Critical Writing Ensemble—which “seeks to
foster a community of art writing peers working
together”— Quinn Latimer inserted a rhythm into
the summit by reciting her poem “Corpse Life”:
“Corpse that keeps you company / Like a woman, /
Through the billable month / Like a woman, / Each
of your non-native / Like a woman,” she chants. The
reading, punctuated by encouragement, reverberates throughout the art spaces and tells us that systemically anchored power—as exposed in VIP signs
or the scripts by which we experience art—can be
replaced by a different cadence. Through the beat
of singing, talking, and writing (for instance), we
can share spaces differently.
Latimer’s invocation resonates with several works,
among them Shakuntala Kulkarni’s four-channel
video work Julus (2015), in which a woman dressed
in combat gear multiplies into an army of herself in
a monochrome, theatrical space.

The way she translates different kinds of armor
traditionally worn by men—Vikings, samurais—
into a skeletal combat-hybrid is stylized and
effective. The shallowness of male poses are
re-exposed as an image of female power; the
armor is not for fighting but for redefining how
we think about stereotypes. Like a woman,
indeed. Latimer’s poem also corresponds with
those works addressing meditation and ritual,
of which Waqas Khan’s In the Name of God
(2015) is perhaps the strongest. With its gigantic lined pages laid to rest like an open book,
it brings to mind hours spent in contemplative
study of a religious text. Khan is working with
Sufi scripts, but we might as well think of the
Bible or the Quran.
The summit’s film programme oscillates poetically between the past and the future—what
you can and can’t see. The combination of
older and new films works well as a series of
thoughtful and slightly melancholy meditations on the question of memory, and in what
sense we can still connect with the past. The
programme, delicately put together by Shanay
Jhaveri (Assistant Curator of South Asian Art
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art), alternates between textured narratives of form and
rhythm, abstracted in their flickering pulse, and
fragmentary streaks of bygone times. Soon-Mi
Yoo’s Dangerous Supplement (2005) is a film
collage of US military footage from the Korean
War, but there is little destruction or violence.
We are not provided with an objective account
of what happened, but rather with fragments of
what US soldiers saw: a group of children dancing, trees blowing in the wind. The subjective
point of view is even more pronounced in Kohei
Ando’s My Collections (1988), which organizes
the world into personal archives of everyday
objects, or in Ben Rivers’ mysterious Things
(2014). The films highlight how the idiosyncratic, the counter-script, might bring us closer to
the intimacy of past experience.
Tino Sehgal’s Ann Lee (2011)—his interpretation of the collaborative project inaugurated
by Philippe Parreno and Pierre Huyghe which
takes a manga character as its central subject—
challenges the implicit assumptions in these
scripts by refusing to document them.

Ann Lee is here played by a young girl, a two-dimensional character become flesh. Sehgal reminds us of
how art can give life to something left dead by repetition or automatization. She smiles, looks at me, expresses emotions more complex than any script can
contain. This undocumented space, this engagement
with Ann Lee, is precisely here, in the landscape of
Shilpakala Art Academy, in the coordinates of Dhaka
Art Summit. She is a figure in a landscape onto whom
we project our imagination.
Curator Chus Martinez grabbed my attention with
her ideas about art as an extension of the body—an
organ. She recalled a previous conversation with Raphael Montañez Ortiz, the founder of El Museo del
Barrio (where Martinez previously worked as Chief
Curator), who had suggested that every exhibition
should start as a rainforest. She didn’t understand
the idea at the time, but it stayed with her. Rainforests are vast—hyperobjects rather than ready-mades,
impossible to grasp in the mind, let alone fit into an
art space. Instead of thinking of this as a map of the
impossible, Martinez suggests, we might consider
it as a situation in which the distinction between
art and not-art breaks down. Now, art becomes an
organ because it is a way of maintaining paradox as
a category of experience rather than a problem that
should be resolved.
By the same reasoning, art also allows us to address
the immensity of history. In Memento Mori (2016),
Indian photojournalist Pablo Bartholomew shows
us portraits of impoverished Bangladeshis taken as
part of a 1986 National Geographic assignment in
the country. The rolls of film, improperly stored, have
been destroyed by termites: there is little of the original images to be seen, but the ruins of them force
us imagine what is not there. Both Mustafa Zaman’s
series “Lost Memory Eternalised” (2015) and Dayanita
Singh’s Museum of Chance (2014) display personal
archives of images in which the story connecting the
scenes and people is lost. They still work as coordinates for mapping the relation between then and
now, though. By spending time with the fragments of
the past, the gap between the real and the imagined
can be closed. Art spaces are scripted spaces, but it
is possible to construct counter-scripts. Details can
transform the whole, if we are attentive to them.
(1) http://www.cbsnews.com/news/dhaka-bangladeshfastest-growing-city-in-the-world/
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IF I HAD PAID more heed to the US government’s strident security alerts about Bangladesh, I might have
been more concerned about the dead, decaying body lying at my feet. Thankfully, any fears proved unwarranted for travelers on the latest stop of the art-world’s global itinerary. In this case, the mutilated carcass,
aka Lost and Found, 2012, was Pakistani artist Huma Mulji’s submission to the group show “Mining Warm
Data,” a feature of the third biennial Dhaka Art Summit. Stitched together from decomposing animal hides,
Mulji’s man invoked the brutalized bodies that are too-frequently discovered in Pakistan’s sewage system.
Despite (indeed, because of) its often gory offerings, Dhaka’s Summit comes bearing peace and knowledge.
A four-day extravaganza, it occupied the five-story national Shilpakala Academy of Fine and Performing Arts,
much of which had been temporarily refashioned to suit the needs of 2016’s Summit. The institution’s premises were speedily remodeled—with governmental blessing—by the event’s patrons, Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani, just months before the mega-exhibition marched in. Then, chief curator Diana Campbell Betancourt
orchestrated its takeover with military precision: This year she chose “South Asia” as the Summit’s focus,
featuring over three hundred artists, curators, and critics from across the region (diasporic drifters included),
65 percent of whom were Bangladeshi. For Bangladesh is now a “South Asian” player in its own right. Independent after its 1971 separation from Pakistan, its economic expansion is beginning to outpace some of its
neighbors.
Everyone remained unscathed as we climbed the Summit’s art-laden peaks. Unfortunately, artworks weren’t
always so lucky: Chinese ambassador Ma Mingqiang ordered Indian artist Ritu Sarin and Tibetan artist Tenzing Sonam to eradicate their Last Words, which comprises the letters of five Tibetans who immolated themselves to protest political oppression. The result: White paper was pulled across picture-frames, like shrouds.

But the Summit didn’t always pivot on death and disaster. The VIP party at the Samdani’s residence, on the
second night, was a splashy affair, with Saffronart’s Dinesh Vazirani reputedly dancing into the swimming pool
at 2:30 AM. “I can’t believe I missed the main event. I’d gone home like a good boy,” wailed my informer at
breakfast. I felt the same—until a friend from Bombay forwarded me the video on WhatsApp. (How’s that for
“Mining Warm Data”?)
Back at the Summit, I had more serious investigating to do. Unlike your usual biennial exhibition, the Summit is not a citywide display, and unlike an art fair, nothing is for sale. This year’s main show was divided by
Betancourt into seventeen solo projects: Who wouldn’t like the gilded, textile-influenced sculptures of Lynda
Benglis and Shakuntala Kulkarni’s installation of bamboo dresses?
The Summit also featured six specially curated exhibitions: Beth Citron, Amara Antilla, and Sabih Ahmed
worked with Betancourt on “Rewind,” showcasing abstract art produced in South Asia before 1980. (Textile
“paintings” by Indian artist Monika Correa and deep-hued tapestries by Rashid Chowdhury, Bangladeshi art’s
granddaddy, looked great.) On the same floor, curator Daniel Baumann organized the Samdani Art Award,
showcasing works by thirteen shortlisted Bangladeshi artists. The winner, Dhaka-based Rasel Chowdhury,
was announced on opening night. His Railway Longings consists of photos documenting the railways lines
along the 112-mile journey from Jamalpur (Chowdhury’s hometown) to Dhaka. The railway used to be the only
way to travel between the two points, but it is now falling into disuse. Covering the terrain by foot, Chowdhury’s trek was a touching evocation of the passage of time. Meanwhile, the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
latest hire, Shanay Jhaveri, was in charge of a film series that featured a continuous screening of Adventures
of a Brown Man in Search of Civilization, the 1972 Merchant & Ivory documentary of Bengali novelist Nirad
Chaudhuri.

But it was Tate curator Nada Raza’s exhibition, “The Missing One,” that won my heart, bringing together scifi, spirituality, and South Asian identity in a carefully orchestrated symphony of blue-painted rooms. Placed
next to “Mining Warm Data,” it provided the perfect contrast to the former’s more harrowing exhibits. Here,
Firoz Mahmud’s photographic portraits were dedicated to middle-class Bangla families. Posing in all their
finery, they sported green goggles made by Mahmud. “They are gazing at their glorious futures,” the artist
quipped (ironically?). Ogling at the Summit along with me were 138,000 other attendees, including 2,500
schoolchildren. “Everyone is a VIP, everyone is invited. It’s free!” said Betancourt beaming.
“But some are more VIP than others,” winked a friend on our way to the Samdanis’ residence for another
private party. An affable gent and a silvery shimmer greeted us at the door: The first was our host, Rajeeb
Samdani, the second, a steely sculpture by Rana Begum. It looked like the bars of a prison, but glinted turquoise as I turned away. Documenta 14 artistic director Adam Szymczyk, looked intense, while Hans Ulrich
Obrist and Frances Morris, the newly appointed director of Tate Modern, beamed beneficently. Selfie anyone? MoMA curators Stuart Comer and Cara Manes were accompanied by MoMA fellow Rattanamol Johal,
busy making notes. Dealer Amrita Jhaveri dazzled in red, and her pal, the designer-collector Poonam Bhagat,
sported a crimson-dress and… were those golden bird-cages instead of shoes on her feet? Collector Kiran
Nadar reigned in vivid vermilion, while performance artist Nikhil Chopra—who’d co-curated the Summit’s
“Performance Pavilion”—whispered “secrets” in my ear.
The Lahore Biennale Foundation’s core team, programs director Nour Aslam and chairman Osman Waheed,
were more tight-lipped: “No, no, I can’t tell you the name of the curator for our 2017 Biennale,” said Aslam.
“Have a glass, Nour?” I implored. Others were employing their research skills to better effect. Meena Hewett
of Harvard’s South Asia Institute dubbed the Summit a “uniquely revealing window.” Dealer Prateek Raja
from Kolkata’s Experimenter enthused: “The energy is palpable. Hopefully the Summit will bring these conversations to fruition.” Cornell University’s Iftikhar Dadi was more measured: “That it’s located in Bangladesh,
and not in the Indian giant, also means that perspectives from across South Asia are showcased more equitably.” “Yes, yes,” I agreed, disloyally. (Confession: I am a Person of Indian Origin.)

And so the different South Asias met, mingled, and occasionally merged at the Summit’s heady altitude—but
the convocation also acknowledged ruptures. Bangladesh was born of two partitions: the first being the
1947 division of India from Pakistan, the second its liberation from the latter. Both resulted in bloodbaths. “If
we’d stayed with Pakistan, we would have nothing,” said Rajeeb Samdani firmly. Nonetheless, nationalism is a
fragile thing. “Bangladeshis are torn between whether to identify as Muslim, Bengali, or Bangladeshi,” Betancourt explained. Exploring these identities was the Summit’s overarching agenda, where repetitive abstract
shapes, inspired by Islamic geometry, seemed to float before us in many of the artworks. As viewers walked
into Haroon Mirza’s room-sized charcoal-gray box, The National Apavilion of Then and Now, 2011, we huddled
in the dark. Suddenly, white lights came on, forming a circular pattern on the ceiling. The walk-in installation
started to squeal. “Help!” yelled a small boy. “Hurray!” whooped his sister.
By day four I felt energized by the Summit’s aesthetic heights—but also slightly stir-crazy. For our own safety,
the Summit was largely confined to one building. Moreover, when we did leave (for parties, or to return to
our hotels) snarling traffic jams had us sitting in buses for hours. At the scheduled architectural tour—we
visited Louis Kahn’s Modernist Miracle, aka the 1982 National Parliament House, with passports in hand—I
felt discomfited by its colossal concrete grandeur. Were we to be trapped in its stark Brutalist demarcations
of light and shadow? And there it hit me: If the capital’s national narrative felt contrived, that’s because it is.
Bangladesh is a nation under construction, and, until the Summit, the cultural heavy-lifting had been done
without help from India and Pakistan. Yet despite our past sins, us “other South Asians” were generously
invited to the Samdanis’ Bangladeshi bash. “We don’t insist the art world include Bangladeshi art in their
shows. Just consider us.” Nadia Samdani gently suggested. Who could resist?
— Zehra Jumabhoy
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A Pakistani artist walked up to the Liberation Museum by accident. She was trying to make her way back to
Fars Hotel from the Shilpakala Academy, where the third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) was being
staged. It was late in the evening. It was a short walk, barely 550 metres, but given the confusion of intersecting roads it was easy to wander into the wrong lane. I had similarly lost my way a day or two before. “I put on
my American accent and politely asked for directions,” she told a bunch of us the next evening as we tanked
up on red wine and feasted on Bangla cuisine at Kasturi Garden, as the Bauls on stage serenaded our motley
international troupe with the mystical songs of Lalon Fakir, known across the two Bengals as Baul Shamrat,
the King of Bauls.
Another curator, I learned later that night, had also been brutally reminded of her shared roots with the land
of the oppressors of the Bangalis, who once were a part of Pakistan, just like the three now distinct regions,
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh were all once a singular entity governed by a common coloniser, the British.
She had visited the National Museum in Dhaka and having witnessed the starkly illustrated display of the 1971
struggle for liberation, felt like hiding her face in shame. Both women were aware that they had successfully
procured visas to attend the summit mainly because their passports were not Pakistani but American and
British respectively.

Like the Pakistani passport, the Sri Lankan equivalent is among the ten worst to possess in the world, a fact
that the mysteriously shrouded dancer Venuri Perera mentioned as she frisked my body in an unlit makeshift
room at the mouth of the performance pavilion at the DAS, probing my varied histories of identity and other
particulars as if mimicking the tedious proceedings of a visa interview yet twirling herself around the periphery of my body as if to establish an artificial sense of intimacy. I played along as she investigated me.
“Married?” she asked.
“In theory,” I replied.
“Single?” she asked.
“In theory,” I replied.
“Divorced?” she asked.
“In theory,” I replied.
I heard her amused giggle from beneath her hooded face. When she was done with me, she volunteered her
particulars. She was in her early thirties, had been divorced once, and owned a Sri Lankan passport, which is
as bad as owning an Afghan one. She wanted to go to America for the purpose of her art. She needed to collect a thousand thumbprints from holders of more privileged passports in order to get a visa, could I donate
an impression? She held a small bowl in front of me containing specks of vermillion grains and looked me in
the eye. I could anoint any part of her face. I chose the underside of her chin for its closeness to her mouth.
She smeared the centre of my forehead, my notional third eye, and permitted me to re-enter the world outside her darkened booth.
If art can be postulated to constitute a poignant combination of personal and public testimony, what does it
mean for individual articulations to be placed within the context of a region? What does it mean to belong to
a language? What does it mean to not belong to a region of which one was once, historically, a resident?
These were some of the questions swimming through my brain as I seated myself in the musty AV room at
the Liberation Museum. A local curator welcomed us. “What is a museum?” he asked rhetorically. “It’s about
the connection between past and present,” he offered by way of an answer before introducing the film we
were meant to watch of the Bangla rebellion against the Pakistani army that was responsible for one of the
worst genocides in contemporary history. “Enjoy the film,” he said, as if it were possible to relish a film about
the horrors of regional politics. The documentary was hard-hitting, to put it mildly, composed of historical
footage from the late 60s and early 70s, as East Pakistan was struggling to carve out its own identity, rejecting its existence as a corollary of West Pakistan from which it was separated by thousands of acres of land
that constituted an Independent India, and with whom it was conjoined purely on the basis of religion. One
scene stood out, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto at the UN Security Council on 15 December 1971, boldly proclaiming, “I
will not take back a document of surrender from the Security Council,” and then, to punctuate his oratory
skills, tearing the contested sheet of paper and rising to walk out.
Founded by industrialist and collector couple, Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani, and helmed by artistic director, Diana Campbell-Betancourt, the bi-annual Dhaka Art Summit has, over a six-year span, positioned itself as the
largest platform for South Asian art. This was most emphatically evident in the just-concluded third edition
where the four-day-long event served as a febrile meeting ground for over 600 artists, curators, writers and
collectors from all over the world. At least 50 international journalists were present to cover the free-for-all
summit that procured the attendance of over 150,000 local visitors and that, unlike its immediately neighbouring countries, was organised with the full-fledged support of the ministry for cultural affairs. The support
of about 80 partnering institutions, including Harvard University, Centre Pompidou, Rockefeller Foundation,
the Oslo-based Office for Contemporary Art and the Swiss Arts Council, enhanced the summit’s international stature.

The summit offered opportunities for artists from the region to be discovered by prestigious international
galleries and curators of premier art events like the Gwangju Biennale and Documenta. The continued adventurous and ambitious focus on solo projects alongside meticulously curated parallel exhibitions as well as
a debut four-day- long Creative Writing Ensemble and film programme advanced the summit’s flair for privileging the creation of discourse over commerce. South Asian art practitioners were in dialogue with heads
of international museums on the politics of regionalism and on panels titled ‘Can Culture Counter’, raising
pertinent and sometimes uncomfortable questions about the West’s recent proclivity towards discovering
the so-far institutionally marginalised art history of the East.
But what marked this third edition was its bold embrace of the political through the showcasing of works
embodying dissent or revealing conflict or submersed in reflections on the consequences of militancy, the
exploitation of labour, and the still relevant issue of identity. Nada Raza’s impeccably curated show, ‘The Missing One’, was a stellar meditation that adopted as its points of departure The Story of The Missing One, a
1986 story by Jagadish Chandra Bose that is believed to be one of the first instances of speculative fiction in
Bangla, and a Gaganendranath Tagore futuristic painting, Resurrection, to create a visually poetic text about
the cusp between science and spirituality and its iteration within a South Asian context where the two domains uniquely comingle.
Sharing sectional floor space with it, though, was Mining Warm Data, a differently political and immersive
show curated by Campbell-Betancourt about ‘warm bodies, cold bodies, and metamorphic bodies transitioning between these states’ that ‘raise the emotional temperature in the space to enable us to feel the
pulse of warm data, rather than the cold encounter of slickly packaged statistics.’ Works in this show were in
dialogue with each other to offer a startling narrative of oppression, autocracy, and dissent. The first chapter
of Amar Kanwar’s iconic 2008 filmic project The Torn First Pages was screened in a backroom, behind Pablo
Bartholomew’s Memento Mori, a recalibration of termite-infested slides from a National Geographic assignment in 1986. Kanwar restored to public memory the figure of Ko Than Htay, the owner of a popular bookshop in Mandalay who engaged in a subversive act of censorship where he would tear out the first pages of
books and journals that, by military decree, were obligated to carry slogans of the junta so that his customers
wouldn’t be subjected to their propaganda.
This reverse censorship was incidentally echoed on day three of the summit, when, owing to a threat by
the Chinese Ambassador in Bangladesh, organisers were compelled to shroud a suite of compelling photodocuments by Ritu Sarin and Tenzing Sonam, entitled Last Words, that revealed the notes left behind by five
of at least 149 Tibetan monks who immolated themselves to protest China’s occupation of Tibet and the Dalai
Lama’s exile. The veiled exhibit was adjacent to Afghan artist Lida Abdul’s dramatic 1999-2001 video of the
head-scarfed refugee artist opening her mouth and sticking out her tongue to reveal a passport-sized photo
of her uncle who was killed in a conflict and a slightly larger photo of a bombed-out neighbouring building.
Hasan Elahi’s Thousand Little Brothers, an exaggerated grid of 32,000 mundane images was inspired by a
six-month-long FBI investigation of him because of an erroneous tip-off linking him to terrorist activities in
relation to 9/11. Elahi chose to flood the US government with information in the guise of hundreds of photos
of his daily life for over a dozen years. It quite directly referenced Land of the Free, a brave body of work by
Bangladeshi photographer Shumon Ahmed that was part of the solo projects that drew from his understanding of the story of Mubarak Hussain Bin Abul Hashem, who was flown back home to Dhaka in 2006 after
enduring five years of torture and imprisonment at Guantanamo Bay. There was no evidence to link him to
terrorist activities, but he returned with a fractured sense of self, which Ahmed tries to get the viewer to
empathise with through stereoscopic goggles, headphones, imagery and sound that replicate the claustrophobia that surrounds an experience such as his.

Like the inflammable matchsticks artist Manmeet Devgun used to construct and deconstruct a single sentence over six hours across two days as visitors trampled across its endlessly emerging surface— called Time
has a start and an end: Do I believe that notion—the staggering collection of artworks repeatedly destabilised the viewer, beseeching her to question what it means to live in a supposedly globalising world where
borders have, ironically, never felt so impermeable, where the crisis of refugees is ongoing, where language
is still at the forefront of most conflict, coupled with the issue of religious identities. Even in the euphoria of
‘transnational togetherness’ were fissures that harked back to complicated histories that require constant rewriting, lest they be forgotten. The summit was a reminder that art can never be an act of surrender and that
in the shadow of the threat of nuclear destruction, a work of art must urgently encompass the predicaments
of both the victims and the perpetrators of human indignities.
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She followed a boy to India, but that love went astray. She forged a
different path and now heads the Dhaka Art Summit.
Last week, the art world banded together for the third edition of
the Dhaka Art Summit in Bangladesh. Nearly 138,000 local visitors
turned up, almost double from 2014, even 2,500 schoolchildren
at the Shilpa Kala Academy. The footfall left an imprint on Diana
Campbell-Betancourt’s heart — it’s more than what she dared hope
for, even though as the summit’s chief curator, it’s what she worked
to achieve — an inclusive experience of art. “We do not have a VIP
day — everyone is a VIP here — and that flat access is what also gives
the summit magic in a way that a vernissage culture doesn’t normally
allow,” says the half-Caucasian, half-Guamainian curator.
Initiated and supported by the region’s most influential collector
couple, Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani, the summit’s agenda was “to give
the world access to South Asia and to open up avenues for research
into the region.” Campbell-Betancourt’s keen that the artists she
scouts for and displays are noticed by galleries. “Without a market,
they can’t support themselves as artists. We do not earn a rupee of
income from the summit.”
The philanthropy is a part, but the greater whole is to combat all of the negative publicity about Bangladesh.
“Our 700 international visitors have left with an understanding that Bangladesh is more than floods, religious
extremism, and garment factory tragedies. We had incredible artists lend their work, but it takes a lot to
make them feel comfortable doing so,” she shares.
The tax situation doesn’t help the cause either. “Given Arpita Singh’s auction records, for instance, I will
never be able to ship her work to Bangladesh for the summit. There is a 120 per cent tax on importing art,
and we cannot afford the kind of funds that would be necessary to get these out of customs once officers
put a value to the name of the artist and there is no art insurance. So if anything were to happen, the summit would be over forever,” she laments. “The artist and the gallery were kind enough to help us by carrying
eight works with them to make the Rewind show complete. Her works have a strong tie to Bengal, in Dhaka.”
Barrelling through the imagined preconceptions, the red tape and tax barriers yielded a cross-border collaborative centrepiece.
Rewind looked at the development of abstraction across South Asia from the 1930s to the late 1980s, showing a wide range of practices from printmaking, painting, sculpture, photography, video and textiles. Campbell-Betancourt worked on it with co-curators Amara Antilla, Beth Citron, and Sabih Ahmed. The pleasures
of revisiting hitherto unknown interstices between artists from across the South Asian subcontinent made
Rewind a redoubtable tour de force. “Many of these artists have exhibited together in the 1960s. The links
between writing, calligraphy, and modernism are beautifully seen in the section with Anwar Jalal Shemza,
Rashid Choudhury Choudhury and Zahoor ul Akhlaq,” she says.

The show is a result of two years of exhaustive research. “There are no solid bibliographies or exhibition
histories on many of the artists in Rewind. This meant consulting the artists’ student records abroad to find
proof that exhibitions listed actually existed, spending time with the families to track down works and securing loans, and visiting Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, various parts of Bangladesh, and of course India
for field work,” she explains.
Campbell-Betancourt also helps run the Samdani Art Foundation completely from an artistic standpoint. She
appoints the curators, approves the proposals for external collaborations, and manages the exhibitions, as
well as curating some herself, “And it often makes me feel schizophrenic, as a creative and a management
brain are hard to coexist in the same head,” she laughs.
The Princeton University graduate lived in Mumbai for nearly six years and is now in the process of moving
to Paris, “But I will still be in Bombay just as much as I was over the last few years. I love the energy of Bombay. The galleries in Bombay are world class and they are stepping in for the role of the Kunsthalle in some
cases,” she says, and almost in an aside. “You know, I moved to India in 2010 to marry someone in Hyderabad,
it had nothing to do with art.”
A philanthropist in Hyderabad funded her to travel across India to visit sculpture parks, so she could set one
up in the capital of Telangana. In the process, artist Jitish Kallat and gallerist Aparajita Jain introduced her to
the Samdanis, “who gave me an offer that I could not refuse to realise this dream in Bangladesh,” she says.
Maybe it’s as Seneca said — luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity. “Rajeeb is a self-made
man, Nadia started a foundation before she was 30, and I am 31-year-old woman living in a country that I
ended up in as a result of a dumb young love that did not work out,” she smiles. “If we can make a summit
happen in Dhaka, it should be hope for anyone dreaming of new realities for the arts.” Just the one last but
pertinent question then — all that work, and only on display for four days? Campbell-Betancourt justifies it
with the cost — both in monetary and physical terms, the team can barely cope. “There aren’t loads of arts
professionals in Bangladesh, and we pull our staff from other businesses Rajeeb runs. The summit will run for
a week, next time!” she promises.
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‘Architecture in Bangladesh’, part of the second edition of the Dhaka Art Summit, looks at the
legacy of modernist architects Muzharul Islam and Louis Kahn, alongside the role of architecture in building national identity. Pictured: SA Residence in Dhaka, 2010, designed by Shatotto. Photography: Daniele Domenicani
In the wake of partition, the Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru enlisted Le Corbusier to build a new
Punjab capital. The result, of course, was Chandigarh. A decade or so later, the Pakistani government invited
their own super-star architect to built a new National Assembly for East Pakistan in Dhaka. Louis Kahn got
the gig, though Le Corbusier and Alvar Aalto were apparently also considered.
Work started on Kahn’s complex in 1964 but it would take two decades to complete, by which time East Pakistan was Bangladesh and Kahn was eight-years dead. It is, though, his finest building; massive and seemingly
out of the past and out of the future all at once.
From a western standpoint, it is easy to imagine that Kahn’s modernism was a complete novelty in the country. But ‘Architecture in Bangladesh’ – part of the third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit and curated by the
Pompidou’s Aurélien Lemonier – makes clear that the country had already developed a domestic ‘humanist
modernity’, particularly in the work of Muzharul Islam.

Islam had already designed a number of public buildings before the call went out to Khan. Indeed, it was
Islam who had initially been tasked with the designing the National Assembly building and it was his idea to
enlist Kahn, who had taught him at Yale (he would also bring Richard Neutra, Stanley Tigerman, Paul Rudolph, Robert Boughey and Constantinos Doxiadis to Bangladesh).
Lemonier’s exhibition looks at the legacy of Islam and Kahn, the role of architecture in building national
identity and the later attempt to integrate culture, history and archeology to year-zero modernism. Crucially
for Lemonier though, the exhibition is more than anything a showcase for a new generation of Bangladeshi
architects whose concern is less the ‘horizontal axis of history’, as he puts it, than the ‘vertical axis of geography’. And Lemonier insists that architects in Europe and the US have a lot to learn from their response to the
geography, in terms of sustainability, water management, and urban development.
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Dhaka-based documentary photographer Rasel Chowdhury has won the 2016 Samdani Art Award, Bangladesh’s premier art award.
The announcement, made during the Dhaka Art Summit, said he receives an expense paid, three-month residency in London with the Delfina Foundation.
Chowdhury won for his nostalgic “Railway Longings” series, which documents the changes of landscapes and
rail structures in the villages and towns along a stretch of railroad that was once the only way to reach his
birthplace of Jamalpur from Dhaka.
The Samdani Art Award is a biannual award that “to support, promote and highlight Bangladeshi contemporary art and showcase the work of talented emerging artists between the ages of 22 and 40 who live and
work in Bangladesh.”

The 2016 edition received 300 applicants, from which a longlist of 20 artists was selected by Aaron Cezar,
Director of the Delfina Foundation, and then 13 finalists were chosen by Daniel Baumann, Director of Kunsthalle Zürich.
Aaron Cezar, Director of Delfina Foundation, commented: “All of the 300 applicants for the Samdani Art
Award reflect the development of Bangladeshi contemporary art as it absorbs new ideas and practices into
its rich historic contours.
“The 20 artists that I selected for the long-list represent a snapshot of the present, a new generation of artists using performance, new media, as well as traditional craft and fine art, as their palette to address both
local and global concerns.”
The shortlisted artists were Shumon Ahmed, Gazi Nafis Ahmed, Palash Bhattacharjee, Rasel Chowdhury,
Samsul Alam Helal, Zihan Karim, Ashit Mitra, Salma Abedin Prithi, Rupam Roy, Atish Saha, Shimul Saha,
Rafiqul Shuvo and Farzana Ahmed Urmi.
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“Speaking and Hearing,” Lida Abdul, Mining Warm Data.
Photo: Giorgio Persano Gallery
The third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit opened yesterday, February 5th at the Bangladesh Shilpakala
Academy. Funded almost solely by the Samdani Art Foundation, this four-day summit is completely complimentary, its open doors creating a platform unshackled by dollars and cents and, rather, allowing minds from
every reach of the art world to freely discover and explore the South Asian art scene.
As if to further highlight its non-commercial mission, the section previously dedicated to galleries is replaced
by Rewind, an exhibition with a historical focus on the practices of South Asian artists before 1980. Diana
Campbell Betancourt, Artistic Director of the 2016 edition, in collaboration with Beth Citron of the Rubin
Museum, Sabih Ahmed of the Asia Art Archive and Amara Antilla of Guggenheim curated the 12-artist show.
Another of many enlightening exhibitions is by guest curator Nada Raza from the Tate Modern. Titled after
what is believed to be the first science fiction story in Bengali, The Missing One features pieces by contemporary artists that re-contextualize modernity by reflecting back with our current context on the theorizing
of a sensationalized future from this 19th century written work.
Offering growth to young local artists, the Samdani Art Foundation in partnership with the Delfina Foundation has awarded Bangladeshi artist Rasel Chowdhury the coveted Samdani Art Award. Chowdhury was
selected from ten finalists whose works were exhibited in a show curated by Daniel Baumann, Director of
Kunsthalle Zurich. With the blessing from art world dignitaries on the jury panel, including the Deputy Director of Centre Pompidou and the Artistic Director of New Museum, Chowdury will receive a three-month, all
expenses paid residency with the Delfina Foundation in London.

“Arduous Life,” Rasel Chowdry. Photo: Rasel Chowdry
In addition to revealing exhibitions and generous endowments, the Dhaka Art Summit offers a solo projects
section, an extensive talks and film program, and educational workshops. With projects from previous summits having since traveled to prestigious stages like the Berlin Biennale, Kochi-Muziris Biennale, and the
Kunsthalle Basel, these unbridled opportunities at Dhaka Art Summit for artists, curators, scholars and the
like are cultivating a truly unique atmosphere dedicated to the integrity and virtues of art.

“Death with Friends,” Maryam Jafri, Mining Warm Data. Photo: Maryam Jafri

“Death with Friends,” Maryam Jafri, Mining Warm Data. Photo: Maryam Jafri

“Saint,” Fahd Burki, The Missing One. Photo: Grey Noise

“Untitled (Suramba-drumming),” Lionel Wendt, Rewind. Photo: Dhaka Art Summit

“Lost Memory Eternalized Series,” Mustafa Zaman. Photo: Dhaka Art Summit

“Lost Memory Eternalized Series,” Mustafa Zaman. Photo: Dhaka Art Summit

Sri Lankan photographer Menika Van Der Poorten’s exhibition, The Real and the Imagined, is nestled amid
a range of contemplative work that delves into what Dhaka Art Summit 2016 curator Diana Campbell-Betancourt has titled Mining Warm Data, a group of sculpture installation, film and photography with roots in
Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Tibet, Nepal and Bangladesh, all concerned with archives
and “how an individual’s profile is defined through fantasy and subjectivity, beyond the traditional methods
applied by statistical analyses, biometrics, government data agencies, economic interests or even dictatorial censorship.” The show is spread across part of the second floor of the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy,
where the third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit was unveiled on February 5. Based in Sri Lanka, Van Der
Poorten has long been using photography to address her ethnographic concern with her Eurasian lineage,
an excerpt of which she exhibited at the last edition of the Kochi-Muziris Biennale. What marks The Real and
the Imagined is its very personal archival exploration of identity through an investigation of her own family
history, from letters written by her great Belgian grandfather who spoke French, Flemmish and English to his
wife who only spoke Sinhala, with whom he had eight children to photographs.
Vogue spoke to Van Der Poorten about this intimate yet irreverent work. Edited excerpts:
What prompted you to delve into your family archives?
I’ve always had a hankering to know more about my father’s side of the family. My father didn’t live in Sri
Lanka. I used to spend my days with my grandmother and my uncle. They were just so different from my
mother’s family. They seemed much freer, less tied in to feudal traditions. My father had a very difficult relationship with his family, in the sense that they were casualties in this war between his parents. Emotional stuff
always gets passed down. I really loved my father but at the same time, he used to drive me crazy. I couldn’t
understand where he was coming from. That’s what made me go digging into family history. The Eurasian
community are like the Anglo Indians; a blip in history with no records other than these stories. Each story
is wilder than the last one. My grandmother, thinking she was going to die, gave me her collection of photo
albums. I wanted to know who these people were. I had them for years and occasionally looked at them to
figure out who was who. Then I lost my father and various uncles who used to tell me accompanying stories
around them. It was like this kind of saga. I didn’t do very much about it until I was commissioned by the Citizen Journalism site called Ground Views to do an audio-visual narrative.
Give us a gist of the saga…
My great grandfather Antoine Joseph Van der Poorten arrived in Sri Lanka in the mid 1800s. He came from
a family of stain glass makers from Antwerp, but he fell out with his father and went to Australia and then
Sri Lanka and Java… at some point he came back to Sri Lanka and settled in a remote and wild part of the
country. He bought some land off of an Englishman and apparently told the local headman to find him a
wife. I don’t know how old Rammenika was when he married her, but she must have been young. They had
no language between them. He spoke French, Flemmish and English, and she spoke only Sinhala. But they
seemed to have managed. In those days, he would have been quite authoritarian, but his letters to her are
always very loving, which is strange because from what my grandmother said about him, he seemed a hard
person, especially on his children. He would lend money to the local aristocracy, who didn’t know the value
of cash. When they couldn’t pay, he inherited their land. He kept his children on a very tight rein. Then he
became the Belgium Consul in Sri Lanka, probably because he was the only Belgian around! In 1892, he went
to Brussels and got appointed to the Belgian Congo as Director of the Plantation for a period of three years.
He goes to the Congo, and in his letters he writes he wouldn’t have left if he wasn’t obliged to do so. I imagine there must have been a reversal of fortunes.

You seem to address this archival journey in a very irreverent, even humorous way? Why is that?
There were points at which I did feel uncomfortable… a lot of these people are still living. The way these
stories were narrated to us was always in this irreverent way. That’s what I picked up.
What other stories did you come across in the course of research?
There are so many stories of nineteenth century adventurers who went to colonies looking for adventure. I
remember doing this exhibition on British nineteenth century art involving Sri Lanka. These weird Frenchmen, people who went traveling in the East… there was one guy who went off the coast of Galle, made himself a diving bell, sat in the diving bell under water and drew the sea life!
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*Dhaka Art Summit, 2016 (February 5-8 at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy) curated by Mumbai-based Diana Campbell Betancourt, introduces a historical section, Rewind, which highlights practices of South Asian
artists active before 1980, curated by the Samdani Art Foundation along with a team including Beth Citron
(Rubin Museum), Sabih Ahmed (Asia Art Archive) and Amara Antilla (Guggenheim). Many of the works in Rewind will come from the Bangladesh National Collection and private collections from the region, and many
will be exhibited for the first time in over 20 years. Some of the artists included are Lionel Wendt, Anwar Jalal Shemza, Nalini Malani, Monika Correa, Rashid Choudhury, Saifuddin Ahmed, Akbar Padamsee (with Ashim
Ahluwalia) SM Sultan, Zahoor ul Akhlaq, Germaine Krull, Arpita Singh, Bagyi Aung Soe and Krishna Reddy.
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Headed to the Dhaka Art Summit and not sure where to begin? Meenakshi Thirukode, writer and curatorial
director at Exhibit 320, picks the 5 stops you should begin with:
1) The Film Programme, curated by Shanay Jhaveri, which explores themes of belonging, displacement, exile
and other conditions created by colonialism and postcolonialism. Thirukode’s most excited about late documentary filmmaker Mani Kaul’s ‘Before My Eyes’ (1989) documents the Kashmir Valley before it was sullied
by violence, the debut film of contemporary art giant Akbar Padamsee’s ‘Events in a Cloud Chamber’ (1973),
a film that was supposed to have been lost and is now recreated by Miss Lovely director Ashim Ahluwalia.
She says films from Argentina, Austria and Vietnam look the most promising including ‘Vadi Samvadi’ (1981),
based on iconic experimental filmmaker Claudio Caldini’s connection with Indian music and the sci-fi meditation ‘Sao Hoa Noi Day Gieng’ (Mars in the Well) by Freddy Nadolny Poustochkine and Truong Minh Quy from
Vietnam.

2) Mustafa Zaman. “His work looks at images as a palimsest,” says Thirukode. “This series, ‘Lost Memory
Eternalized’, is a retro log of the past revealed by readjusting the lens – the use of honey and ants over found
images is a way to talk of timelessness and transcendence.”
3) Haroon Mirza. “The London-based Pakistani artist’s immersive installation has been much-awaited,” says
Thirukode. Mirza plays with light, sound waves and electric current. ‘The National Apavillion of Then and
Now’ (2011), for example, has a circle of light in an anechoic (without echo) chamber which grows brighter
with sound and completely dark in silence.
4) Ayesha Sultana. The Bangladesh native is medium-agnostic in her quest to explore “duality and the co-existence of material and immaterial,” says Thirukode. “Her work reveals the fragile, transitory nature of natural
and built environments.” Read more about Sultana here.
5) Curated projects The Missing One by Nada Raza and Mining Warm Data by Diana Campbell Betancourt.
Raza uses science fiction tropes as a theme to curate works by artists across the Asian subcontinent, while
Betancourt’s curation of works respond to artists Chitra Ganesh and Mariam Ghani’s Index of the Disappeared (2004), an ongoing archival project that sheds light on the fraught histories of immigrant and dissenting communities in the US post 9/11.
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The Dhaka Art Summit 2016 opens today at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy, CoBo speaks to the masterminds of the Summit on their enthusiasm and generosity in creating an international platform for the promotion of South Asian Art.

TEXT: Selina Ting (Editor-in-Chief, CoBo)
PHOTO: CoBo Editorial Team

Based in Dhaka, the industrialist couple founded the Samdani Art Foundation in 2011 to raise awareness of
South Asian contemporary art, specially the young generation of Bangladeshi artists. In 2012, the foundation
put on the first edition of the Dhaka Art Summit (DAS), a non-commercial research and exhibition platform
for South Asian art. Mr. Samdani is also the co-chair of Tate Modern’s South Asian acquisitions committee.
He is a member of the New Museum International Leadership Council in New York, and advises regional
initiatives such as the Singapore Art Fair and the Colombo Art Biennial. Nadia is a second-generation collector and began her own collection at the age of 22. The first work Nadia collected was a watercolor by the
Bohemian Bangladeshi modernist, SM Sultan, the only Bangladeshi artist to exhibit alongside Picasso, Dalí,
and Braque at the Victoria Embankment Gardens, Hampstead, London, in 1950.

When you started the Dhaka Art Summit in 2012, you wanted to make it an international platform that
would bring the world to Dhaka. That’s a very ambitious project as Dhaka is not a popular tourist destination. How did you imagine it to be possible back then?
We have been collecting and travelling all over the world for biennales, exhibitions and art fairs for many
years now, and we have noticed that the presence of Bangladesh in the international art scene is very limited. When compared to the rest of the world, South Asian contemporary art is very marginalised. We have
so many talented artists in Bangladesh and people are becoming more and more curious about the recent
development in the region. But then there is no infrastructure that can support the artists and promote their
work aboard. Very few galleries represent artists and they don’t go to international art fairs. Curators and
museums directors were not fully aware of the art created here. That’s why we thought we had to do something and since we are not involved commercially, we can’t have one small show and invite people to come.
So, that’s how the idea developed. We want to provide a platform here in Bangladesh where contemporary
South Asian art can be introduced to the international audience. We invite everyone to come, we have people from institutions, galleries, art fairs, journalists, art critics, art historians, artists. They come from Argentina, the States, Canada, Europe, South America, Australia… all over the world. We want people to come and
see and discover new art and artists based here. So, that was how the idea started.
We see more and more collectors involved in the market and becoming art fair founders themselves. Was
there a moment where you thought it might be a commercial event rather than a research platform?
Today the art market is so overwhelming…We never thought in any way that we wanted to be involved commercially, and we are not following anyone else’s model. Dhaka Art Summit happens every two years, biannually, but it’s not a biennale. We don’t have one theme or one curator but multiple curators and they have
their sections. It’s a researched event, a model that we developed. We invite the curators and support them
in their research. They are travelling within South Asia and gathering their knowledge for two years, and then
putting up a show for us. In return, when they go back to their institutions, they are taking back with them
the knowledge and the network. So, this is the way we wanted to do it. Also, because it is non-commercial
and we give artists the freedom to do projects, they are not under market pressure to present marketable
pieces. They can really think and present the best of their work. We want the event to be a platform to showcase their best.

When we talk about a model, we want it to be sustainable. So, how is it going to be possible to be sustainable, to be able to continue, when everything is free for the public and 90% of the funding comes from
the your Art Foundation? Is there any difficulties as the event gets bigger and more international?
Now, for this event, we don’t feel like it’s our personal project anymore. We feel that this event belongs to
the country. It is open to the public and it’s for everyone. We want people in Bangladesh to feel that they
own this event. Yes, we are organising it right now, we are passionate about it and we want to go on and on
and on. So, maybe we will acquire less artworks.
That’s one thing that you have to sacrifice and that’s what I meant by generosity. Imagine if you put the 2
millions UDS budget to build your collection… this is what most people would do, right?
Yes, absolutely. Today for us, as collectors, we don’t feel anymore that this is our collection, that these all
have to belong to us. We love art, we are very passionate and we do collect, but now we are more passionate about doing this event. We believe that this is more important for us to do right now. Of course we would
continue to collect but that’s only for our house, our family, our friends. Whereas, this is a big-scale event
that’s open to the public, belong to the public.

How would the international reputation and the cultural identity of Dhaka as a city be different with the
success of the DAS?
Well, in Bangladesh, we are culturally very strong and we love the arts and the culture. Music, dance, literature, theatre… all have been very active here, and historically, it is also starting from the Bengal school. When
it comes to art and culture, people are very passionate and supportive. So, these are the positive things
about the country, they just need to be highlighted and to be introduced to the world. For the moment, we
have cultural events but everything is at a local scale. So, we hope that through this event, the international
presence of the art and culture from region can be stronger.
It’s a very exciting event. What are your favourite parts of this year’s program?
The Samdani Art Award is very important for us and it’s very exciting. This year we have 13 young artists
nominated for the award from a pool of 300 applicants. Of course, there is only one winner but all of them
are great. The Rewind show is also very special because this is the first time that we have a historical show
which features modernist artists and their practices before the 1980’s. There is a lot of historical works, and
they are loans from private collections and haven’t been shown publicly for 30 years. Also, of course, the
architectural show. This is the first time we are having the architecture exhibition with 17 Bangladeshi architects.

In your personal collection, it also comprises two parts, modern art and contemporary art…
Yes, it is a big mix. We have divided them into two parts: the foundations collection, which is focused on
South Asian art, and the private collection, which is the international collection. We are working with a team
to build the South Asia collection and we are collecting quite strategically, especially focusing on the modern masters of South Asia. We feel that it’s important to build a South Asian collection starting from modern
masters in the 1940s to contemporary art. We don’t feel that we are just building it for ourselves but for the
future generations. Or else these things are getting lost and we feel a responsibility that we have to preserve them.
I heard that you are planning a new art centre?
An art space. It’s in Sylhet which is our hometown, about a 30-minute plane ride from here and it’s near the
Assam border, the border between India and Bangladesh. So, from our land you can see the border and the
Assam mountains and hills. We have acquired the land and now we want to have an art space. We have a lot
of works in the collection but we don’t have enough space to show them because they just occupy so much
space. So, now when we collect, we are not bother about where to put it. We just collect what we want to
have. Now we are still in the very initial stage of planning and designing the art space. But once we have that
space, there will be a permanent collection, and we are going to invite artists to come and do projects there,
and have outdoor sculptures, etc. We want to show works in longterm and share them with the public.

How and when did you start collecting?
My parents loved art, they collected some Bangladeshi modern masters. So, I inherited a lot of Bangladeshi
historical works. In the 1970s, because we were a new country and we were fighting for our language and
culture, so, if you look at that period, there is a lot of work on language and the war that happened.
At which point did you start collecting international artists?
Well, we started by collecting local contemporary art. Then slowly, when we started travelling to biennales
and fairs, we learned more and started collecting international artists’ works.
Is there a particular focus of the private collection?
No, we have all kinds of media, painting, sculpture, photography, installation, video, new media, sound work,
etc.
You are at the Tate Modern’s South Asia Acquisition Committee. Are collectors and museums getting
more and more involved in the art scene here and in the market as well? Do you see a change in the market?
Well, I can’t answer you in terms of what people buy because I don’t have that kind of information. But I can
tell you that people are interested in South Asian art because now that they know. When you are a little bit
familiar with the art, when you got a chance to see them, then you feel that you are connected and your
interest grows. Now, sometimes I met European friends who would say to me “oh, we’ve heard of that Bangladeshi artist”, that I feel there is a change of people’s interest. More and more international galleries are
representing South Asian artists and Bangladeshi artists, so now people are interested.
Do you continue to support the exhibition projects abroad, like what you did for the Venice Biennale?
Yes, of course. At the Venice Biennale we supported the two South Asian artists in the theme show curated
by Okwui Enwezor. We don’t have a national pavilion but we also support the Bangladeshi artists and South
Asian artists who participated in the collateral exhibitions.

Are there some collectors in Bangladesh?
Yes, there are collectors, mostly Bangladeshi. They collect Bangladeshi art, some of them are active.
Generally you see more older people as collectors. Some of them also collect contemporary art but mostly
interested in the more established modernists and masters. There are collectors who collect younger artists, but not so many. But the younger artists here are so talented, they need more support. So, from the
foundation, we like to do that.
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All packed in 4 days, the Dhaka Art Summit is an exotic journey filled with solo exhibitions, group exhibitions,
talks, performances, film programme, presentations and debates, as well as meetings and encounters that
are carefully curated for art professionals and art lovers alike, especially for those who have an interest in
South Asian art scene. When facing tight schedule and notorious traffic in Dhaka, it is essential to be more
well-equipped before you set foot in the bi-annual gala. CoBo has prepared a handy guide for you after talking to insiders and savouring the preview, first hand.
TEXT: Elise Yau
PHOTO: CoBo Editorial Team
Highlights of the 2016 Edition:
17 Solo projects overseen by artistic director and chief curator Diana Campbell Betancourt, among those 13
new commissions and four works reconfigured within the Bangladeshi context celebrate pluralism and look
at the experience of becoming an individual through the fluid continuum between birth and experience,
bookended by international names like Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal and Simryn Gill, but also prominent artists
from the region like Shumon Ahmed, Tun Win Aung and Wah Nu, Waqas Khan, Shakuntala Kulkarni, Prabhavati Meppayil, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Mojadidi, Sandeep Mukherjee, Po Po, Dayanita Singh, Ayesha Sultana and Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Munem Wasif, and Mustafa Zaman.

First time ever, there will be a focus on architecture. Curated by Aurélien Lemonier (Curator of Architecture,
Centre Pompidou), the Architecture in Bangladesh features 19 Bangladesh-based architects. The exhibition
honours “the humanistic modernity” of Muzharul Islam, key in Louis Kahn’s commission to create the masterpiece National Assembly. By featuring the work of local architects like Marina Tabassum, Raziul Ahsan and
Jalal Ahmad, the exhibition reveals their urge to forge an architectural language that responds to the needs
of the contemporary world while interpreting local traditions.
To consolidate the research and discussion, a series of presentations and debates are organised under the
Critical Writing Ensemble section, curated by Katya García-Antón (Office for Contemporary Art Norway) to
promote art criticism in the region by gathering over 20 writers, critics, poets, philosophers and curators.
Definitely worth a stop.

Stars of the show :
Young talents from the Samdani Art Award
The Samdani Art Foundation has again partnered with the Delfina Foundation to award an outstanding
young Bangladeshi artist the opportunity to attend a three-month residency at the Delfina Foundation in
London as part of the bi-annual Samdani Art Award. Curator Daniel Baumann (Director, Kunsthalle Zurich)
has selected 13 talented artists from a pool of over 300 applicants. The finalists of the Samdani Art Award
are Ashit Mitra, Atish Saha, Farzana Ahmed Urmi, Gazi Nafis Ahmed, Muhammad Rafiqul Islam Shuvo, Palash
Battacharjee, Rasel Chowdhury, Rupam Roy, Salma Abedin Prithi, Samsul Alam Helal, Shimul Saha, Shumon
Ahmed and Zihan Karim.
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Shumon Ahmed, Land of the Free (2009) will be on show at the third Dhaka
Art Summit in Bangladesh. Courtesy of the artist and Project 88
A key art-historical exhibition throwing new light on historic post-war works by South Asian artists forms
part of the third Dhaka Art Summit in Bangladesh, which opens tomorrow (5-8 February). The show, entitled
Rewind, features 12 artists including the late Bangladeshi practitioner Rashid Choudhury and Indian-born
Monika Correa. The Indian art collector Amrita Jhaveri is sponsoring the exhibition, which is part of a programme encompassing solo art projects, group shows, panel discussions, and workshops.
The summit—a meeting point for more than 300 art professionals—will be held in the Bangladesh Shilpakala
Academy. According to the organisers, the event is “the world’s largest non-commercial platform for South
Asian art”. The summit “is not a biennial, and not a symposium, nor a festival, but rather somewhere in between and removed from the pressures of the art market”, they say.
The Mumbai-based curator Diana Campbell Betancourt is the summit’s artistic director and the chief curator of the 2016 edition. She is overseeing Rewind, along with a solo projects section comprising 17 pieces by
artists such as Lynda Benglis, Simryn Gill and Sandeep Mukherjee. Tino Sehgal’s performance Ann Lee (2011),
shown courtesy of the François Pinault collection, is also included.
Guest curators include Nada Raza, an assistant curator at Tate Modern, and Daniel Baumann, the director
of the Kunsthalle Zürich. Raza is organising an exhibition entitled The Story of the Missing One, the centerpiece of which is a Modernist watercolour by the early 20th-century Indian painter Gaganendranath Tagore.
Performance art, a staple of biennials and fairs worldwide, is also on the agenda; a Performance Pavilion
called Shifting Sands, Sifting Hands is run by Nikhil Chopra, Madhavi Gore, and Jana Prepeluh.

Nadia Samdani and her husband Rajeeb are the summit’s founding patrons. They launched the Samdani Art
Foundation in 2011; the first edition of the summit opened the following year. More than 90% of the funding
for the Dhaka Art Summit comes from the Samdani Art Foundation, with the remainder coming from private
and governmental sources.
A spokesman for the Dhaka Art Summit says: “One of the reasons the summit lasts four days, apart from the
production costs, is that it is ticketless and free for all, which means there is no income.”
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Dhaka Art Summit chief curator Diana Campbell Betancourt
Photo: Shumon Ahmed.
Every two years, Bangladesh becomes host to scholars, artists, and art-world professionals traveling to the
four-day Dhaka Art Summit (DAS). Founded by the Samdani Art Foundation, DAS has established itself in the
five years since its inception as a pioneering, non-commercial research and exhibition platform for contemporary South Asian art, and indeed, many projects first introduced at the summit have since been exhibited
at biennials and institutions around the world.
The summit’s third edition opens this Friday, and will run from February 5-8. With a high-profile program of
talks including panelists such as Hans Ulrich Obrist and Kate Fowle, and an award juried by top art-world
professionals such as Massimiliano Gioni and Catherine David, this iteration of the DAS cements the status
of this biannual gathering as a must on writers’ and curators’ schedules.
artnet News spoke to Samdani Art Foundation’s artistic director and DAS chief curator Diana Campbell Betancourt, who has been curating the summit since its second edition, and is already commissioning projects
for 2018.

The summit has a very rich program, from solo projects which you also curate, to a performance and film
program, workshops, talks, and a critical writing ensemble to name some highlights. What considerations
go into putting it together? Who is the audience?
Curating this program was an exciting challenge, as it truly needs to speak to both local, regional, and international audiences. We need to be in dialogue with the art world’s international and regional audience
as well as the thousands of local visitors, which includes many children and school groups. At the same time
that DAS is a research platform and a hub for thought leaders, artists, curators, art and academic institutions
it is also an arts festival for the local community with a strong educational aspect.
The other consideration that goes into the Summit is that this is not a platform to highlight the Samdani Art
Foundation collection. We have initiated partnerships with the Bangladesh Ministry of Culture, the Bangladesh National Museum, and the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy to exhibit works that were previously in
storage, and we are also working with some of the best private collections and artists’ estates in the region
to exhibit works that might not otherwise be publicly accessible. DAS facilitates meetings that might not be
possible elsewhere in the world; we exist to open up access.

Waqas Khan, The text in continuum (2015)
Photo: Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Krinzinger, Vienna
The solo projects, which include many newly-commissioned works, span a very wide range of artistic practices. With the overarching theme very loosely summed up as “becoming individual,” what was the focus
of your curation? And does becoming an individual mean different things in different parts of the world?
In the times we are in, who you are, or rather who the state recognizes you to be, will determine what borders you can enter. The identity that we choose and that which can be imposed on us may not necessarily be
in synch. Becoming an individual is a unique experience—and identity is not static. The show looks at various
factors that shape a person in the journey from womb to tomb.
The solo projects are meant to be poignant insights into recent and commissioned works by artists connected to the region. I wanted to go out of my way to include artists who are difficult to “box” into a category—be
it in regards to where they are from (Simryn Gill is a great example of that), or what medium they work with
(Dayanita Singh, Shumon Ahmed, Shakuntala Kulkarni)—rather than presenting highlights of “superstars”
from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and the rest of South Asia.

Dayanita Singh, Museum of Chance
Photo: courtesy of the Artist
“Mining Warm Data” is another part of the program curated by you, together with Ruxmini Choudhury
and Shabnam Lilani. Does this exhibition take a more direct, political stance? What does the term “Warm
Data” mean?
“Mining Warm Data” is an evocative group exhibition, and yes, this show takes a direct political stance, which
was a challenge I wanted to take on for this summit in the current political climate of South Asia. The term is
coined by [artist, writer, and filmmaker] Mariam Ghani, who writes:
[…] Warm data is easiest to define in opposition to what it is not: warm data is the opposite of cold, hard
facts. Warm data is subjective; it cannot be proved or disproved, and it can never be held against you in a
court of law. […] However, warm data can only be collected voluntarily, not by force. […] A warm database is
distinguished from a corporate or government database not primarily by its interface or its underlying structure, but by the way its data is collected.
Chitra Ganesh and Mariam Ghani’s ongoing project Index of the Disappeared is a physical archive of post9/11 disappearances using a “warm database”—and a new chapter has been commissioned and realized for
this show by Samdani Art Foundation, Yale University Law School’s Schell Center for Human Rights, and
Creative Time Reports, and it also incorporates Bangla text.

Tenzing Rigdol, Monologue #2
Photo: courtesy the artist

Warm bodies, cold bodies, and metamorphic bodies transitioning between these states challenge the viewer
in this exhibition, which seeks to give agency to the spectator’s imagination rather than reduce the artworks
to their often disturbing political implications. Some of the imagery in the show is viscerally disturbing. However, the works have not been selected for their shock value; they raise the emotional temperature in the
space to enable us to feel the pulse of warm data, rather than the cold encounter of slickly packaged statistics.
What other points in the program are highlights for you?
Tate Modern curator Nada Raza has created an intergalactic, intergenerational exhibition that brings together artworks from Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. Its point of departure is “The Missing One,”
a book thought to be one of the first science-fiction stories in the Bengali language, which was published in
1896 by J. C. Bose. Nada has curated works using the tropes and technologies of science fiction as a thematic
beginning and it’s a wonderful exploration.

Anwar Jalal Shemza, Chessmen, (1969)
Photo: Collection of the Estate of Anwar Jalal Shemza
It’s also the first edition in which DAS will have an historical section, Rewind, which I curated with a team
including Beth Citron (Rubin Museum), Sabih Ahmed (Asia Art Archive) and Amara Antilla (Guggenheim).
Rewind highlights the practices of South Asian artists active before 1980, and what’s really exciting is that
several of these works, which have been loaned by public and private collections in Europe, Asia, and the
United States, will be shown publicly at the Summit for the first time in decades—and in some cases, even for
the first time. Amara has done an incredible job transforming the space with her exhibition design and I think
it will be one of the biggest highlights of the summit.
The film program will be also very exciting. It was curated by Shanay Jhaveri, assistant curator of modern and
contemporary art South Asia at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and will explore colonial and postcolonial
conditions—such as belonging, exile, difference, and displacement. It will show the work of over 35 international filmmakers and artists including screenings by Kader Attia, Anna Bella Geiger, Lamia Joreige, Mani
Kaul, Bahman Kiarostami, Lisl Ponger, Taiki Sakpisit, Jennifer Reeves, and many more.

Another highlight is “Architecture in Bangladesh,” a journey through Bangladeshi architecture from 1947-2017 curated by Centre Pompidou curator Aurelién Lemonier.
Photo: Dhaka Parliament by Louis Kahn
I’m also looking forward to a new initiative this year, our Critical Writing Ensemble. It’s curated by Katya
García-Antón, director and curator of the Office of Contemporary Art Norway, and the participants in the
talks and sessions range from art historians, professors, curators, and museum directors from South Asia and
beyond. We are looking at Critical Writing as a creative act, equal to the visual arts, and this is very unique
and a grand experiment.
The talk program includes a panel with high-profile international guests on the theme of “Navigating the
Uneven Terrain of Regional Group Shows.” What are the issues you hope will be addressed in this panel?
We have over 70 institutions coming to the summit for research. I get emails daily regarding plans of group
shows pertaining to different South Asian countries. This kind of movement happened with Indian artists
already (Chinese and other regions as well) and I think it is important to discuss ways to improve thinking
about these kinds of shows learning from exhibition histories and some leading thinkers in the field, as well
as from artists. 2017 is a year of “Reimagining India” in the UK–how do you imagine India without looking at
the wider region? I also think it is important to have this discussion in the region, in a regional platform.

Po Po VIP Project (Dhaka) (2015)
Photo: Courtesy of the artist and the Samdani Art Foundation
Commissioned and produced by the Samdani Art Foundation for the Dhaka Art Summit, 2016

This is the third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit, and you’ve worked as artistic director on two of these
the three. How would you describe the impact that the summit has had on the region in the five years
since its inception?
The Samdani Foundation is committed to increasing artistic engagement between Bangladesh and the rest
of the world and the summit has made this goal a reality.
We are very excited that curators and museums from all over the world are becoming more and more interested in Bangladesh since the inception of the DAS. The summit has established itself as leading research
platform for global Institutions and we are thrilled with the over 70 outstanding institutions that are visiting
or partnering with the summit this year, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the New Museum, and
the Museum of Modern Art in New York; the Centre Pompidou in Paris; the Queensland Art Gallery of Modern Art in Brisbane; Artspace Sydney Visual Arts Centre; documenta 14 in Athens and Kassel; Art Gallery
of New South Wales; Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art; M+ in Hong
Kong; CSMVS Museum in Mumbai; Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan; Tate Modern, Tate Britain, V&A, New
Art Exchange, and Serpentine Galleries from the UK; Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in Moscow, and
many others.

Maryam Jafri, Diana Betancourt, Nadia Samdani in Venice, 2015
Photo: Samdani Foundation
These institutions would not be interested in visiting the summit were it not for the talent and incredible
works by the artists taking part in it. It is a pleasure working with artists across 2+ years (I am already working
on the 2018 commissions) to help them realize ambitious works that might not otherwise show in Bangladesh,
a country without a contemporary art museum.
The most important impact, however, is on the local community outside of the art world. Every edition, we’ve
tried very hard to make the summit as inclusive as possible with a real focus on a wonderful and engaging
educational program. In fact, most children in Dhaka have the opportunity to attend the summit and participate in activities or simply see the exhibitions. The summit has always been free to all and it will remain this
way—and since it has really registered locally, we expect over 130,000 visitors this edition.
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International artists, curators, historians, and other scholars convene in Bangladesh February 5 through 8 for
the third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit (DAS), a research platform sponsored by Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani and their art foundation. The couple checked in with Art+Auction’s Sara Roffino about their efforts to build
support for artists in South Asia.
What are the big challenges facing artists in Bangladesh?
Basic art infrastructure is yet to be developed. Very few of the galleries in Bangladesh represent artists, nor
is there a contemporary art museum. Appreciation for contemporary, cutting-edge art is growing, but still
rare. Galleries tend to show more established and commercial artists, which makes it challenging for emerging artists to build their careers.

How does the summit address this situation?
DAS is the largest research platform for South Asian art and the only one of its kind with no commercial
agenda in the region. Most of the South Asian countries, except for India, face challenges similar to Bangladesh’s when it comes to local art scenes. There are few galleries in the region that represent and promote
artists internationally, and few that participate in important art fairs where artists’ work can be visible to an
audience of collectors and arts professionals who can support them. DAS was created as a facilitator for international museums, institutions, and curators to learn about the region’s art scene. As we are noncommercial, no one can pay for space within the summit, so all the artists who are exhibited are selected by a team of
curators without any motivation other than the quality of the work.
How has the summit evolved since its first edition in 2012?
The first edition of DAS presented only Bangladeshi artists, but with the second edition, in 2014, the focus
shifted to the entire South Asian region. For the upcoming edition, the summit is also focusing on diaspora
artists and those who have strong connections to the region. One example is American artist Lynda Benglis, who has a solo project curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt. Benglis spent more than 30 years living
between India and the United States, and she still has a studio in India. Her work also has a very strong Indian
influence.
Are collectors involved with the summit?
DAS is a noncommercial public event with a free and ticketless format, and the artworks are on loan for exhibition only. It attracts museums, institutions, galleries, curators, journalists, critics, and collectors from all over
the world. It is also a platform for Bangladeshi and South Asian collectors to see and learn about the art from
their own region. In the upcoming edition, over 50 speakers from 26 countries will take part in panel discussions, which is a great way for collectors to learn more about South Asian art.
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Interest of the art world in the emerging scenes and markets is stirring up a lot of excitement before the
4-day Dhaka Art Summit opens on Friday 5th February 2016, CoBo talks to Diana Campbell Betancourt,
Chief-Curator of the Summit.

TEXT: Selina Ting (Editor-in-Chief, CoBo)
PHOTO: Courtesy of Dhaka Art Summit

It took the Dhaka Art Summit three editions to reach its international scale and reputation. The remarkable
growth and success of the event coincides with the rapid rise of the region’s economic power. As the art
world is forever in the hunt for emerging art scenes, curators are competing to be the first to champion the
next Picasso from Asia, while collectors and galleries are expanding their vision beyond the geographical
boundaries to gain their first grasp on the region. The South Asian art scene itself, which is characterised
by innovation with a strong root in the traditional cultures, is also showing its willingness to participate in a
global discourse around the fast-evolving art world.

The founder of the Dhaka Art Summit (DAS), Nadia Samdani, who also co-founded the Samdani Art Foundation with her husband Rajeeb Samdani, is a visionary in this respect. The Bangladeshi collectors-couple
launched the DAS in 2012 with the idea of bringing the world to Dhaka to discover the young art scene in the
region. The event proved to be the best international platform for the artists and galleries from the region.
Yet quick enough, since the second edition, the Samdanis delegated the curatorial directorship to Diana
Campbell Betancourt and a team of international professionals and thinkers who helped to shape the DAS
into a reflective platform on transnationalism and pluralism, as well as on the future of a more inclusive and
globalized art world. This year, the DAS gathers nearly 300 artists, curators, writers and others – mostly from
Bangladesh – in the 4-day presentation of a series of new commissions, group exhibitions, talks, performances, film programmes and debates.
Even though the Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) positions itself as a non-commercial museum survey of South Asian
Art, interest of the art world in the emerging scenes and markets is stirring up a lot of excitement before
the 4-day Dhaka Art Summit opens on Friday 5th February 2016, in view till 8th February in the Bangladesh
Shilpakala Academy.
CoBo talks to Diana Campbell Betancourt, Chief Curator of DAS, to find out what to expect from the 4 days
of intense art manifestation.

The Dhaka Art Summit is hosted in Dhaka biennially but it’s intended to be regional if not international. Is
the event focusing on any cultural specificities or rather on South Asia as a collective phenomenon?
First of all, the Dhaka Art Summit is not a biennale. It happens every two years, but we see it as a pop up museum for four days. We invite many curators from different backgrounds and we come up with many themes
instead of having just one unique theme. I think the overarching theme is “art related to South Asia” which
are the countries as well as the Diaspora and international artists who might have spent some years in South
Asia. We also collaborate with international museums. For example, we have Aurélien Lemonier, curator from
Centre Pompidou, curating the Architecture in Bangladesh exhibit; Nada Raza from Tate Modern curating
The Missing One, Katya García-Antón from Office for Contemporary Art Norway) curating the Critical Writing Ensemble, etc.
We don’t want to flatten out culture by saying that there is one culture of South Asia or one type of South
Asian art. I think that could be dangerous. We are more interested in showing good artists than good South
Asian artists. We have nearly 300 local and international artists, writers and curators in the summit, we are
trying to show the many facets of the talented voices.
To give you an idea, the Samdani Art Award which is curated by Daniel Baumann (Director of the Kunsthalle
Zurich), has received around 300 applications from Bangladesh and the curator selected final 13 nominees,
11 artists are from Dhaka and two from the southern city Chittagong. So that show is a discovery of the
Bangladeshi young generation, kind of a snapshot in time of the best of the local art scene. Our Bangladeshi colleague, Md. Muniruzzaman, is curating Soul Searching, which gathers 52 artists to look at the roots
of Bangladeshi art and folk culture. So these two are the only shows that are focusing on local artists. The
other exhibits have a stronger intergenerational and cross-regional mix and that’s the direction we are trying
to take.
Compare to the two previous editions, is there a progression through which the Summit develops its
structure? Is it becoming more in-depth or more expansive?
The first Summit was entirely local-based and Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani planned the event in three months
on their own. The 2014 Summit was the first time that it took a South Asian focus and that’s the one that I
started working on. This summit, we have appointed all the curators and we started to look at it as a research
platform, i.e. what all the curators are doing will stay with them and radiates into different projects in different regions. In other words, this summit is much more about thinking an alternative ways of thinking, whereas
the other two were about setting up the structure.

Condensing such a diverse program into four days is very intense. What should we expect on first arrival
to the Summit, to the art and the region when we knew so little about the art scene here?
Well, I think you will be positively surprised by what you see. A lot of the works in show are new commissions
and site-specific based on the building. Some of them are quite large scale. One reasons being that the
import tax on art in Bangladesh is 120%. So, we actually produced a lot of the works here. From a curatorial perspective, it’s not as easy as selecting pieces and shipping them here, but it’s also very exciting and I
believe the artists enjoy it. If we consider the fact that many biennales don’t pay for productions nowadays,
while here in DAS, we are still able to help artists realizing their ideas and financing the productions.
To help visitors approach the works and the exhibitions, we also produced a very comprehensive digital and
printed guide that is available for everyone for free. Last edition we welcomed 70,000 visitors and this year
we are expecting 130,000 in 4 days. We don’t charge admission fees, as we really want to provide a platform
for the public, both local and international.
I think having only four days gives people an urgency to visit the shows. Also, the other reason is the cost.
The Summit costs over US$2 million to produced and the Samdani Art Foundation is funding 90% of it. We
really can’t afford the extra days of installation teams, equipment rental or security, it’s just too much.
One point that’s very important to note is that the summit is not a collection building strategy for the Samdani. There are only nine artists in the whole show that come from the Samdani collection and usually that’s
because we can’t otherwise… For example, the central piece in Nada Raza’s show was a work by Gaganendranath Tagore, who is a really important modern figure in South Asian art. His works are national treasures
in India and they are non-exportable. Basically we have the only collection of these works in Bangladesh, if
someone wants to show with us, the only way to get that is to come to the collection. Other than this, we
really try to keep the two very separate.

How is the socio-political environment in Bangladesh for contemporary art? Is it difficult for the artists
or is it relatively liberal?
Relative to India, it is much more liberal, for the arts at least. For example, we had a project with the Raqs
Media Collective, where they did an intervention on over 160 road signs and billboards and we had one sign
in Bangla that said “electric orgasm” in public space. We had no problem with that, whereas in India, that
would be torn down in a day. So, in terms of freedom of speech and culture, I think people take that freedom
very seriously, and they protect it as well. Bangladesh is a secular country and it prides itself on that.
But it’s true that when people think of Bangladesh, people would say, “oh, Islamic country, no nudes…”. Bangladesh is a secular country and if you look at the modern art from the region, it’s extremely nude-heavy. You
are not seeing geometric style “Islamic” art over here, it is very different. That said, we are being extremely
careful about trying not to have works that offend anyone’s religion, though we have works that deal with
sexuality… I don’t think it’s a specific Bangladesh situation, I think that’s something that people would be careful about anywhere.
In the previous two editions, the DAS also included a gallery section which features local galleries. Can
you share with us your observations on the art market in the region? Is there a market or an infrastructure to support the artists? How do people look at the art scene here from a more market-oriented point
of view?
There are not so many local collectors for contemporary art unfortunately. That’s why it’s really important to
have international people coming here, because otherwise the artists would not be able to support themselves as full-time artists.

In the previous two editions, local galleries were invited to participate for free so that international art lovers
can discover the local scene in a more effective way, and the galleries can also help to promote the DAS.
According to CNN, we have the worst traffic in the world. So, it’s just a way to facilitate our visitors meeting
the galleries and learning about their programs. This year, we are giving the local galleries free space in the
venue so they can show introduce their artists to the international people.
I think it’s interesting that international galleries such as Marian Goodman Gallery, Esther Schipper Gallery,
Lisson Gallery, etc. are coming to visit the DAS. Some Indian and Pakistani galleries are also coming. Last
time, some galleries even signed up artists that they discovered in the DAS. We are also very excited that art
fairs such as Art Dubai, Frieze, and I think someone from Art Basel too, are coming to Dhaka. So, the fact that
art fairs and galleries are coming here for research, even though we are not an art fair and nothing is for sale,
is a sign that they do think there is marketable art here. I know that there already are a lot of galleries in India
that show at international art fairs, but that’s a new thing for Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. As more
people become interested, things start moving in that direction.
I think it’s great that there are so many different voices in the summit. Something that I think is very unique is
this collective energy that the summit has. And we want to keep that energy by offering to the public a great
show.

Diana Campbell Betancourt, Artistic Director
Diana Campbell Betancourt is an American curator based in Mumbai and working across South Asia for the
last five years. She is the Artistic Director of the Samdani Art Foundation in Dhaka and the Chief Curator of
the Dhaka Art Summit for the 2014 and 2016 editions. Betancourt’s research interests lie in rethinking crosscultural encounters in public space, and rethinking what public space might mean. In addition to running the
Foundation’s exhibitions and international exchange programs, she is building the Samdani Art Foundation
collection ahead of the opening of a permanent space in Sylhet, Bangladesh slated for 2018. Betancourt has
collaborated with sculpture parks around the world contributing to new commissions of Indian art at institutions including Yorkshire Sculpture Park, deCordova Sculpture Park, and Wånas Konst. Betancourt co-curated “Energy Plus,” the Mumbai City Pavilion for the 9th Shanghai Biennale and was a curatorial advisor for the
2015 New Museum Triennial in New York. Betancourt is a Henry Moore Institute Fellow for 2015-2016, curator
in residence at the FRAC Champagne-Ardenne and a research fellow at the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum for
2016.
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At first glance, Dhaka is an ugly city. A closer look, though, reveals the art that hides in its heart and soul
There’s no avoiding it: Dhaka is an ugly city. Its streets are constantly clogged, the glacial pace of its traffic set by an army of cycle-rickshaws half a million strong. Buildings rise from narrow plots, leaning wearily
against one another. The first time I arrived was on one of the big steamers that carry passengers upriver
from the south, where I’d been reporting for a week, and disgorges them onto the old city’s haggard, sagging jetties in the dark early hours of the morning. The chaos and noise and heat of the riverside pervade the
city. Dhaka makes Mumbai look like Paris — until, that is, you look a bit closer.

Masterpieces of modernist architecture hide among the morass of brick and concrete. In neighbourhoods
like bohemian Dhanmondi, young people stroll along the lakefront. Music and literary and arts festivals
crowd the calendar. Dhaka is one of the world’s densest and fastest growing metros; it is also emerging as
one of South Asia’s most important hubs for art and design.
This emergent Dhaka has been a long time in the making. Dhaka hosted the first Asian Art Biennial — the
continent’s first — back in 1981, just ten years after Bangladesh earned its independence, and long before the
global explosion that has brought Biennials to cities across the globe. The Chobi Mela, the largest photography festival in Asia, began in 2000 and recently completed its 8th edition. In February, the city will host
the third edition of the Dhaka Art Summit, the largest non-commercial art event in South Asia. And the many
festivals and events hosted by the 30-year-old Bengal Art Foundation are as vibrant as any on the Subcontinent. “Art is in the heart and soul of Bangladesh,” says Abul Khair, the founder and chairman of the Bengal
Foundation.
Where other nations in South Asia were formed according to religion or geography or ethnicity, Bangladesh’s liberation from Pakistan resulted directly from a desire to institutionalise its language — and, by extension, its rich intellectual and artistic culture — within an independent nation-state. “Even for a foreigner, it’s
obvious that cultural questions are tied closely to political questions in Bangladesh,” says Aurelian Lemonier,
an architecture curator from the Centre Pompidou in Paris who will be heading up the architecture programme at the Art Summit in February. “This is the essence of modernism in Bangladesh.”
Exploring that tradition is not always easy. Though the Louis Kahn-designed Parliament — widely considered the American master’s magnum opus — has become a kind of national emblem, “the density of Dhaka,”
Lemonier says, “makes it difficult — it blurs things.” The same is largely true for the city’s contemporary art,
which has drawn attention from collectors, gallerists, and museums around the world, but lacks local venues.
Yet the city’s constantly expanding calendar of cultural events — many of which are free — has made this
otherwise impenetrable city increasingly accessible for visitors. Ashwani Nayar, General Manager for the
newly opened Dhaka branch Le Meridien, told me that the hotel’s organised tours of the city’s architectural
wonders have left daily, proof of a growing interest even among business travellers who previously came to
Dhaka only to source garments or communicate with local craftsmen.
For Bangladesh, culture has become an important tool for cultivating an international image that goes beyond poverty, disaster, and the rising tide of fundamentalism. Khair told me the Bengal Foundation’s “main
objectives are to conserve tradition, allow diversity, evolution and growth from within and to uphold a positive image of Bangladesh by disseminating information about its cultural wealth.” Shahidul Alam, one of Bangladesh’s most important documentary photographers and founder of the Chobi Mela, described his festival
as “an international platform through which Bangladeshi photographers could reach out to photographers,
editors, curators and critics across the globe.” Nadia Samdani, who, along with her husband Rajeeb, runs the
Samndani Art Foundation, which organises and sponsors the Art Summit, told me that, through the Summit,
“We wanted to create a platform for South Asian Art. We wanted the world to come and see.”
The world has. Earlier this year, the Samdanis were included in ArtReview magazine’s Power 100 List, credited with “plac[ing…] Bangladesh firmly on the art world map.” For the third edition of the Summit, the Foundation has brought in curators from the Pompidou, the Tate, the Rubin, the Guggenheim, and the Zurich Kunsthalle. Though the city has a long history of artistic expression, Dhaka, Alam told me, “is now a vibrant place
with an eclectic and open arts scene.” The artists and architects, writers and musicians, gallerists and philanthropists who call Dhaka home are together fashioning a nation that will be known for its creative output as
much as its industrial productivity.

“In India in the 60s, architecture gave you that sense of a nation working toward something. Now you have
that in Bangladesh,” Lemonier told me. Dhaka, as the centre of that nation, is the font of that energy. “When I
go to Dhaka, I don’t see a place that’s poor,” he went on. “I see a place where a lot of things will happen.”
Michael Snyder is a Mumbai-based freelance food, travel, and culture journalist.
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Chief Curator Diana Campbell Betancourt speaks to Art Radar about the third edition of the world’s largest non-commercial platform for South Asia’s art, Dhaka Art Summit.
Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) returns to Dhaka at Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy in partnership with the country’s National Academy of Fine and Performing Arts from 5 to 8 February 2016. Chief Curator of DAS and Artistic Director of Samdani Art Foundation, Diana Campbell Betancourt speaks to Art Radar about the artists,
concepts and programming for DAS 2016.

Diana Campbell Betancourt

Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) is the foremost bi-annual nonprofit event on contemporary South Asian art founded
by the Samdani Art Foundation. 2016 edition’s curatorial team is led by the by Diana Campbell Betancourt
bringing together international art professionals from international museums including Tate Modern, Centre
Pompidou and the Kunsthalle Zurich with South Asian partners.
This year, the event will be expanding their programming to include architecture, film, experimental writing
and exhibitions focusing on historical works from the 20th century.
Art Radar spoke with DAS Chief Curator Diana Campbell Betancourt on this year’s concepts behind the
exhibitions and programmes.

Anwar Jalal Shemza, ‘Untitled (Linear Composition in Green and Red)’, 1965,
ink on handmade paper, 97x57cm. Collection Amrita Jhaveri.
The Dhaka Art Summit (DAS) was well received in 2014 with 70,000 visitors. What were some of the
goals, and accomplishments to date? And what do you hope to achieve with this year’s edition?
We wanted to contextualise Contemporary South Asian art within a historical framework and make room for
outliers in this edition of DAS and expand out what a regional exhibition can be – which can be seen by the
inclusion of “Rewind” and artists such as Bagyi Aung Soe and Germaine Krull who often get left out of this
discussion, and also having diaspora artists and artists with “unconventional” relationships to South Asia such
as Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Lynda Benglis, and Tino Sehgal.
The names people expect from Bangladesh are not in the programme of the 2016 Summit – such as Tayeba
Begum Lipi, Mahbubur Rahman and Naeem Mohaiemen, to name specific examples who are now widely
exhibited in the West. These artists’ careers have blossomed since their exhibitions at the first two Dhaka Art
Summits and we want to expose all of our visitors to new talent that they might not be aware of. We also

have taken loans from leading collections, both private and public in Bangladesh and wider South Asia, to
provide new access to artistic treasures held behind closed doors in the country and region.
The Dhaka Art Summit has registered as one of the most anticipated art events in South Asia – and the
success is primarily measured by how the local audience has embraced the summit. We have had to extend
the hours of the summit by two hours daily this edition, and also extend by an extra day to cater to all of the
schools and parents who are interested in attending the summit. We are launching our Exhibition Guide two
weeks before the Summit so that teachers can prepare their classes for their visits.

Left to right: Nadia Samdani, Rajeeb Samdani and Diana Campbell Betancourt in Basel. Photo: Puneet Shah. Copyright Samdani Art Foundation.
Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani of Samdani Art Foundation, are the founders and visionaries behind the DAS
biennial. Could you talk a bit about the collectors, their South Asian art collection and your role as the
Artistic Director of the foundation?
Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani founded the Summit and came up with this brilliant idea to have a South Asia
focused non-profit platform and to build a dedicated South Asian collection, and to further their knowledge
and others’ research in this regard. Their contribution is so much more than resources, it is passion, commitment, and vision – and they are the best patrons a curator could ask for.
Part of the brilliance of their strategy is that they do not have any input into the Artistic Programme, which I
am fully in charge of – which makes us very unique because finances do not affect the selection process for
the programme. In a world where people cater to sponsors and visitor numbers,this special aspect of the
summit makes us very unique. I appoint an artistic team, we come up with proposals for our exhibitions and
select the artists, and if we need extra funds, we fundraise from the content. We do not let funds dictate our
programme.

The Samdani Art Foundation is a very dedicated and personal one and to draw together a collection of Modern and Contemporary South Asian art… there is a lot of field work involved to collect Bangladeshi masters
from Pakistan and Burmese masters from unusual sources in Myanmar. We also collect Western artists whose
work was inspired by South Asia – from Rembrandt, to Boetti, to Matisse, and Western Artists who influenced
Modernism in South Asia, such as Paul Klee who was an influence for Anwar Jalal Shemza, Zahoor ul Akhlaq
and of course Tagore.
I think the dedication to research and the spirit of generosity to share this research with Bangladeshi communities (and the rest of the world who comes to visit and who borrows from the collection) really makes
their collection unique. I also advise their collection as the Artistic Director of the foundation, which is why
I am constantly travelling sourcing works and furthering our research. They are very committed collectors
with a long-term vision.

Yasmin Jahan Nupur, Photo from performance workshop. Image courtesy the
artist and the Samdani Art Foundation.
Could you also describe your role as Chief Curator of DAS?
I appoint all of the curators and give input to all of the curators’ proposals and propositions. Logistically this
means I also have to sign all of the loan forms, proof read and fact check all of the texts, and liaise with our
architects and exhibition designers to make sure each curators’ needs are met. In a way it can be seen as
“curating the curators” and the Architect of the artistic programme – I set up an environment where their
propositions can flourish without getting bogged down by logistical constraints – of which there are MANY
in Bangladesh. A curator working in London would not be aware of import rules between South Asian countries, but I am.
I also take a holistic view to draw connections across the different sections, which you can see when you
visit the summit. We hope to give guided tours that span across shows rather than linear ones within shows.
I have an amazing team supporting these artistic decisions – and as the Artistic Director of the Samdani Art
Foundation I also manage the team of the Samdani Art Foundation.

Po Po, ‘VIP Project (Dhaka)’, 2015. Commissioned and produced by the
Samdani Art Foundation for the Dhaka Art Summit, 2016. Image courtesy the
artist and the Samdani Art Foundation.
This year’s expansive programme includes architecture and critical writing with an international team of
curators and art professionals participating in the Summit. Could you talk about the programmes planned
for the Summit, and how this expansive programme came about?
The programme came about because I wanted a programme to expand the scope of what a regional exhibition could mean – inspired by Tagore’s Santiniketan Kala Bhavan which translates “the whole world in one
nest”. Having that in mind, DAS programme combines talks with exhibitions, screenings, performances, an
historical exhibition and much more.

Sandeep Mukherjee, ‘Bleach Painting’. Image courtesy of the artist and
Project 88.
The “Solo Projects” will present 17 solo projects, from which 13 newly commissioned works and four works
reconfigured within the Bangladeshi context. It will include works by Lynda Benglis and Tino Sehgal with
Shumon Ahmed, Tun Win Aung and Wah Nu, Haroon Mirza, Sandeep Mukherjee, Po Po, Ayesha Sultana, Munem Wasif and more.

Left to right: Nalini Malani, ‘Photograms’, 1970 and ‘Utopia’, 1969-76. Image
courtesy the artist and Kiran Nadar Museum of Art.

Waqas Khan, ‘The Text in Continuum’, 2015, ink on paper, metal, 239 x 270 cm.
Image courtesy the artist and Galerie Krinzinger, Wien.
DAS first historical exhibition “Rewind” will show works by 13 artists that were active before the 1980s, from
which many will be shared with the public for the first time in over 30 years, such as Waqas Khan.
“The Missing One”, exhibition curated by Nada Raza, Curator Assistant at Tate Modern ties with sci-fi literature, having alienation and dystopia as its plot and includes works by Ronni Ahmmed, David Alesworth,
Shishir Bhattacharjee, Fahd Burki, Neha Choksi, Iftikhar and Elizabeth Dadi, among others.
There’s also the “Film Programme”, curated by Shanay Jhaveri with works by over 35 international filmmakers
and artists; “Mining Warm Data”, group show with works from artists from Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Afghanistan,
India, Pakistan, Tibet, Nepal, and Bangladesh and the wider diaspora; “Architecture in Bangladesh”, curated
by Aurelién Lemonier, Architecture Curator at Centre Pompidou, featuring Jalal Ahmed, Nahas Ahmed
Khalil, Raziul Ahsan, Rafiq Azam, Mazharul Islam, Salauddin Ahmed Potash, Uttam Kumar Saha, Chetana Society, Marina Tabassum, Urbana and Shamsul Wares, among others.

Moreover, DAS presents a Performance Pavillion, curated by Nikhil Chopra, Madhavi Gore, and Jana Prepeluh; “The Samdani Art Award exhibition”; the new section “Critical Writing Ensembles”, bringing together
leading writers, critics, poets, philosophers and curators; a Panel Discussions programme; the Asia Art Archive first Live Feed Station, DAS edition of the Safina Radio Project; the Children’s Workshop by VAST
Bhutan; an exhibition by Bangladeshi art entitled “আত্ম–অন্বেষ, Soul Searching” curated by Md. Muniruzzaman and
a section devoted to Bangladeshi art spaces, providing a platform for visitors to experience the work of 10
galleries and non-profit organisations in the non-commercial context of the summit.
The Dhaka Art Summit has a unique format, which is not a biennial, not a symposium, not a festival, but rather
somewhere in-between and removed from the pressures of the art market. It is the main meeting point for
art professionals from the region and a generative space to reconsider the past and future of art and exchange within South Asia and the rest of the world.

Shumon Ahmed, ‘Land of the Free’, 2009. Image courtesy the artist and Project88.
In this third iteration, you’ve curated “Solo Projects” with newly commissioned and reconfigured works
by artists such as Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal, Shumon Ahmed, Simryn Gill, Haroon Mirza, Sandeep
Mukherjee, Po Po, Wawas Khan and Dayanita Singh, as well as emerging artists Ayesha Sultana, Waqas
Khan and Munem Wasif. Why is it important for DAS to commission new works for this Summit? And how
did you select the artists and artworks for this project?
It is important to commission new works in the region because in some countries like Myanmar, there is little
support for artists to create new works, and the same works circulate all over the world. Dhaka Art Summit
is a generative space, and we want people to come and see something new and for works created in Bangladesh and for Bangladesh to have lives elsewhere – as the commissioned works belong to the artists after the
summit is over (in some rare cases we acquire from the summit, but it is always through the artist and their
gallery – as DAS is not a collection building platform).

Dayanita Singh, ‘Museum of Chance’, 2015. Image courtesy the artist
Commissioning is not the right route for every artist, so it takes a lot of research to see who one wants to
embark on this journey with. These artists were selected for the strength of their overall practice and brought
together to show the diversity of work happening in the region, and we worked together on projects that as a
whole show the wide variety of factors that shape an individual – from trauma, to genetics, to self-esteem, to
physical bodily reactions to the environment. This is very important today in Bangladesh – where a common
saying is that Bangladeshis are in the midst of an identify crisis of whether to be Muslim, Bengali or Bangladeshi.
The “Solo Projects” open up the viewers’ thoughts to explore the space for plurality of identity and cultural
self-determination. I also curated a group show called “Mining Warm Data” and the Talks Programme, as well
as the overall structure of the summit.

Haroon Mirza, ‘The National Pavilion of Then and Now’, 2011, Anechoic chamber, LED’s, amp, speakers, electronic circuit, approx 800 x 700 x 330cm. © the artist. Image courtesy Lisson Gallery, London.

In 2014, there were over 250 artists exhibiting their works at DAS. Could you highlight some of the artist
and their works from this year’s Summit?
Haroon Mirza’s National Apavilion of Then and Now (2011), Zihan Karim’s Eye (2014), Maryam Jafri’s Getty
vs. Ghana (2012), Lida Abdul’s Speaking and Hearing (1999-2001), SM Sultan’s watercolours from the 1950s
on loan from the Bangladesh National Museum, Ali Asgar’s performance in the performance pavilion, Lynda
Benglis’s phosphorescent works in the solo projects, Ali Kazim’s beautiful watercolour Other Land (2013),
Kashef Chowdhury’s models in Aurelien Lemonier’s architecture exhibition… there are too many to choose
from! Of course Waqas Khan’s monumental books will also be incredible.

Tenzing Rigdol, ‘Monologue #2’, USA, 2014, 24k gold on treated canvas, 76 x 61 cm (30 x 24 in). Image courtesy the artist and Rossi & Rossi, London.
According to DAS press release, this project will “celebrate pluralism and look at the fluid continuum of
birth and experience in becoming an individual”. Could you elaborate on this theme?
Please see catalogue essay. [DB quotes from it] “The approach I took as Artistic Director of the Summit has
opened up new spatial constellations to break up an exhibition that might be dictated by geopolitical coordinates to instead allow for an emphasis on exchange – cultural, regional, trans-regional, national, intergenerational – in a serious and profound way that illuminates how South Asian visual culture and heritage and its
makers are interacting with other (art) histories.
The Dhaka Art Summit defines and then challenges the concept of the region itself, all from a place previously considered peripheral even within South Asia.In the spirit of diversity of the region, seventeen Solo
Projects explore the elements that shape human experience, going beyond self-fashioning to examine darker
moments of trauma, barbarism and displacement. These, primarily new, works break away from literal definitions traditionally ascribed to the region, and take a humanistic approach…”

Lida Abdul, ‘Speaking and Hearing’, 1999 – 2001, Video. Image courtesy the artist and Giorgio Persano Galler.
One of the shortlisted Bangladeshi artists of Samdani Art Award, Ayesha Sultana, was selected for the
residency programme at Delfina Foundation in 2014. Could you talk about some of the noteworthy artists
on this year’s list, and why do you find the artist and their artworks interesting or relevant?
This would not be fair to the jury – so I have to pass on this – but you can take a look at their works in the
guide and decide for yourself. What I can say is that the shortlist was meant to only have ten artists, but Daniel Baumann insisted on having 13 because the works were just so strong!
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in South Asian artists with exhibitions such as “No
Country: Contemporary Art for South and Southeast Asia” by Guggenheim UBS MAP Global Art Initiative in 2013. Why do you think there is an increasing international focus on South Asian art now?
The quality of the work being created is exceptionally strong, and it has been for a long time, the rest of the
world is only now waking up to it, as current shows of artists such as Gaitonde and Nasreen Mohamedi can
attest to. It’s also important to note that the work of Tayeba Begum Lipi in “No Country” had its debut at the
first Dhaka Art Summit.
What are some of the challenges faced by South Asian artists?
A lack of resources (which mean many do not have studios, like in Myanmar and Bangladesh), a lack of conservation and a difficult climate in that regard, a lack of government support to help them travel and obtain
visas, and a lack of basic infrastructure, from framing to art insurance.

Fahd Burki, ‘Saint’, 2011. Image courtesy the artist and Grey Noise.
Bangladesh has been described as the art hub of South Asia. What is the current art scene in Bangladesh?
It’s extremely vibrant and I think Daniel Baumann, Director of Kunsthalle Zurich, captures this very well in
his introductory text to the Samdani Art Award. There is no market for contemporary art in Bangladesh, so
artists are not churning out commercial works – they are really pushing experimental boundaries. Most photography experts will agree that the best photographers in South Asia of the “next generation” are in Bangladesh, even Pablo Bartholomew says that.
Daniel Baumann writes about the works by shortlisted artists for Samdani Art Award: “What made me think
that “something was going on here?“ First of all the quality of works by these twenty artists… The artists obviously knew the language of art (thanks to education and the Internet), but they firmly and proudly applied it
to their current context. This was best visible for the numerous photographic positions, many of them coming out of the Pathshala South Asian Media Institute… Their works and approaches seem to form a strong
current at the moment, a current that I tried to understand as an urge to build up a visual memory and
culture for a very young country at the brink of maybe a new era. All of their work pick up important issues
of the moment such as the menacing destruction of places and subcultures such as Old Dhaka, the highly
problematic, nevertheless fascinating dismantling of ghost ships, the huge social differences Bangladesh is
built on, and the potentially taboo-laden relationships between the sexes and religion.
Beside this large group of photographic works, the selection for the 2016 Samdani Art Award and its exhibition emphasize on singular positions in painting (Farzana Ahmed Urmi), sculpture (Rupam Roy and Shimul
Shaha), film and photography (Rafiqul Shuvo), film and performance (Palash Bhattacharjee) and printmaking
(Ashit Mitra). Farzana Ahmed Urmi offers light and deep variations of portraits, Rupam Roy and Shimul Shaha
venture into alternative forms of sculpture, Ashit Mitra transforms printmaking into an art of time and beauty,
Palash Bhattacharjee virtuously combines film, performance and memory while Rafiqul Shuvo sets film and
photography free from their duty to document. Initially, I was asked to choose ten artists for the final list.
However, the quality was such that I could only narrow it down to thirteen. What more of a compliment is
there to the thriving Bangladeshi art scene? Something is definitely going on there.”

What were some of the responses from the media and visitors for the past two Summits?
It has been overwhelmingly positive! All of the reviews, in fact, were positive both from visitors and the press.

Tun Win Aung and Wah Nu, ‘Ipso Facto’, 2011-2013, 6 paintings (emulsion on linen, net, 275 x 580 cm each)
and video (colour, with sound, 20 min. 54 sec.), approximately 7 x 16 x 3 m overall. Work realised within the
framework of the exhibition at the Atelier Hermès thanks to the support of the Fondation d’entreprise Hermès. Image courtesy Atelier Hermès and nnncl workshop.
How do you see South Asian art in the global context now and in five years?
2017 will be a huge year in terms of Indian (and possibly South Asian) art in the UK – as there is a pool of
funds called “imagining India” that institutions in the UK are vying for – and many of these institutions are
coming to Dhaka Art Summit for their research. The Metropolitan Museum of Art has just hired a brilliant curator (Shanay Jhaveri who is on my Dhaka Art Summit team) to be their first curator of Modern and Contemporary South Asian Art and the Met is expanding this department over the next five years into a new wing as
well as the Breuer Building, the Venice Architecture Biennale is including Bangladeshi artists, Documenta is
including South Asian Artists, so there will be a lot of opportunities to drive and inspire artists internationally,
as well as in the region with intitiatives like the Kochi Muziris Biennale, which also used Dhaka Art Summit as
their research platform to select artists for the 2014 edition – and Bose and Sudarshan will both be attending
the summit, which we hope means much to look forward to in 2016.
We have 61 institutions and counting from outside Bangladesh visiting the 2016 summit as a research platform – which we hope means at least 61 new places for South Asian art to flourish in the future.
And I also cannot leave off the Samdani Art Foundation Art Centre opening in Sylhet in 2018 – which will be a
“permanent” Dhaka Art Summit in a beautiful rural 100+ acre plot in North East Bangladesh.
Christine Lee
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The 2016 edition of DAS takes place from 5–8 February at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy, showcasing
some of the most extraordinary art from South Asia. Led by Samdani Art Foundation Artistic Director and
DAS Chief Curator, Diana Campbell Betancourt, the Summit brings together artists, curators and thinkers
to explore and share artistic work and practices from the region, provoking reflections on transnationalism,
identity and time.
Through its unique format and innovative curatorial approach, DAS is known for creating a generative space
where participants can reconsider the past and future of art and exchange within South Asia and the rest of
the world. Considered a central meeting point for art professionals from the region and further afield, those
participating include over 300 emerging and established artists, internationally renowned curators and writers.
The number of visiting institutions and partners from the United Kingdom this year reflect the flourishing
support and interest in DAS and include Tate Modern, Tate Britain, V&A, Serpentine Galleries, Hayward Gallery, Delfina Foundation, The Tetley, Fiorucci Art Trust, Manchester Art Gallery, Whitworth Art Gallery, New
Art Exchange, Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Liverpool Biennial and the Manchester International Festival, to
name but a few.

Also attending are internationally renowned institutions like the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Museum
and Museum of Modern Art in New York; Centre Pompidou in Paris; Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of
Modern Art in Brisbane; Artspace Sydney Visual Arts Centre; documenta 14 in Athens and Kassel; Art Gallery of New South Wales; Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art; M+ in
Hong Kong; Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan; CSMVS Museum in Mumbai; Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in Moscow,
and many others, including biennales and festivals from India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the UK.
In addition to exciting new commissions and exceptional curated group exhibitions, DAS events include talks,
performances, films, book launches and more.
The full Dhaka Art Summit 2016 guide is available for download free of charge on the link below:
http://dhakaartsummit.org/assets/Uploads/DhakaArtSummit2016-ExhibitionGuide.pdf
Take a look at a few of the highlights:
Solo Projects curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt
The 17 Solo Projects are curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt and include 13 newly commissioned works,
as well as four works reconfigured within the Bangladeshi context. These celebrate the region’s pluralism
and examine the fluid continuum of birth and experience in becoming an individual. The exhibition includes
works by Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal, Shumon Ahmed, Tun Win Aung and Wah Nu, Simryn Gill, Waqas Khan,
Shakuntala Kulkarni, Prabhavati Meppayil, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Mojadidi, Sandeep Mukherjee, Po Po,
Dayanita Singh, Ayesha Sultana, Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Munem Wasif and Mustafa Zaman.
The Samdani Art Award Finalists Exhibition curated by Daniel Baumann
From the over 300 applicants, curator Daniel Baumann, the Director of the Kunsthalle Zurich, Switzerland,
and his team of local curatorial assistants have selected 13 finalists for the 2016 Samdani Art Award Exhibition. Their work will be showcased at DAS, in partnership with Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council and the
Delfina Foundation. The exhibition presents an exciting opportunity to see the work of emerging artists from
South Asia, and the winner - which will be announced during the DAS opening dinner on February 5 - will
receive an all-expense-paid three- month residency at the Delfina Foundation in London. The finalists are
Ashit Mitra, Atish Saha, Farzana Ahmed Urmi, Gazi Nafis Ahmed, Muhammad Rafiqul Islam Shuvo, Palash
Battacharjee, Rasel Chowdhury, Rupam Roy, Salma Abedin Prithi, Samsul Alam Helal, Shimul Saha, Shumon
Ahmed and Zihan Karim. The jury comprises professionals from some of the world’s most important museums, including Catherine David (Deputy Director, Centre Pompidou), Aaron Seeto (curator, Queensland Art
Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane), Beatrix Ruf (Director, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam) and Cosmin
Costinas (Director, Para/Site Art Space, Hong Kong).
The Missing One curated by Nada Raza
The Missing One was published in 1896 by J. C. Bose, and is thought to be one of the first science fiction
stories in the Bengali language. Using the tropes and technologies of science fiction as a thematic beginning, Tate Modern’s Nada Raza has created an intergalactic, intergenerational exhibition that brings together
artworks from Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Architecture in Bangladesh curated by Aurelién Lemonier
Aurélien Lemonier, architect & curator at the Centre Pompidou in Paris, explores the contemporary architecture scene of Bangladesh via the legacy of Muzharul Islam (1947-2017), who is known for his pursuit of “humanist modernity” in his contributions to the city’s architecture.
￼

Mining Warm Data curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt with collaboration from Ruxmini Choudhury and
Shabnam Lilani
This evocative group exhibition features works from artists from Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Tibet, Nepal and Bangladesh. Mining Warm Data exposes the emotional history radiating from Chitra
Ganesh and Mariam Ghani’s The Index of the Disappeared, a physical archive of post-9/11 disappearances,
and a new chapter has been commissioned and realised for this show by Samdani Art Foundation, Yale University Law School’s Schell Center for Human Rights and Creative Time Reports.
The Performance Pavilion, curated by Nikhil Chopra, Madhavi Gore and Jana Prepeluh
Shifting Sands, Sifting Hands is curated by visual artist Jana Prepeluh, and Nikhil Chopra and Madhavi Gore,
visual artists and founders of Heritage Hotel explores the notion of the now in the context of time and duration and the idea of everything being in a constant state of becoming, in the slippage(s) of time through
movement or stillness, of the body in the recognition of death present in every moment as it passes.
Film Programme curated by Shanay Jhaveri
Shanay Jhaveri, assistant curator at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, presents a thoughtful selection of films called Passages, which includes hourly screenings of Ismail Merchant and James Ivory’s 1972
documentary about the writer-scholar Nirad C. Chaudhuri, Adventures of a Brown Man in Search of a Civilization, and a programme of films committed to exploring certain colonial and postcolonial conditions.
Rewind, the Summit’s first historical exhibition
Curated by the Samdani Art Foundation’s Artistic Director Diana Campbell Betancourt, with a team including Beth Citron (Rubin Museum), Sabih Ahmed (Asia Art Archive) and Amara Antilla (Guggenheim), Rewind
highlights the practices of South Asian artists active before 1980. Many of the works come from the Bangladesh National Collection and private collections from the region, with several exhibited for the first time in
over 20 years.
Critical Writing Ensemble curated by Katya García-Antón and Antonio Cataldo
Art writing has endured challenges that vary in nature around the world. Curated by Katya García- Antón,
director and curator of the Office of Contemporary Art Norway, with Antonio Cataldo, a senior programmer at OCA, and the collaboration of Chandrika Grover Ralleigh (Pro Helvetia - Swiss Arts Council), Diana
Campbell Betancourt (Samdani Art Foundation), Katya García-Antón (OCA) and Bhavna Kakar (Take on Art),
the Critical Writing Ensemble seeks to foster a community of art-writing peers by breaking the isolation that
characterises much writing practice and creating a lively environment for intellectual exchange that culminates in a publication with international distribution.
Panel discussions
This fascinating programme of talks and discussions featuring renowned curators and artists ranges from
topics that explore cross-border art histories and off-centre art initiatives to the challenges of protecting the
past while building the future and navigating regional group shows.
Workshops
A wonderful array of programming and workshops are also on offer throughout the summit, including Asia
Art Archive’s Live Feed Station, an on-site junction for viewing an array of some of the most interesting
publications, art magazines, books and catalogues that have been published in the past century, and VAST
Bhutan, a children’s workshop that works with the youth of Dhaka to make an immersive installation from local waste products.
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1 The Dhaka Art Summit is presented by The Samdani Art Foundation, can you give us some background
on the Foundation.
Founded by Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani, The Samdani Art Foundation is a private trust based in Dhaka,
Bangladesh that aims to increase artistic engagement between Bangladesh and the rest of the world. It
collaborates with the Bangladeshi government through official partnerships with the Bangladesh Shilpakala
Academy, the country’s main state-sponsored national cultural center and also runs educational lectures and
workshops with the Faculty of Fine Arts, Dhaka University.

The Samdani Art Foundation has also supported international institutions and exhibitions, such as the Kunsthalle Basel, the 2nd Kochi Biennale, and the 56th International Art Exhibition of la Biennale di Venezia. It is,
however, not a grant making body and generally works with curatorial collaborations on an institutional level.
The Foundation is currently supporting curators from the Tate Modern, Centre Pompidou, Kunsthalle Zurich,
Guggenheim, Rubin Museum, Asia Art Archive, and many others to travel to the region for their research and
to develop exhibitions geared towards South Asian audiences.
I work as the Artistic Director of the foundation and the Chief Curator of the Dhaka Art Summit, which is
what the Foundation is most known for. Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani founded the Summit and came up with
this brilliant idea to have a South Asia focused non-profit platform. Part of the brilliance of their strategy is
that they do not influence content in the Artistic Programme, which I am fully in charge of with a brilliant
group of guest curators – which makes us very unique because finances do not affect the selection process
for the programme. In a world where people cater to sponsors and visitor numbers – this special aspect of
the summit makes us very unique.
2 Why have you chosen to call the event a Summit as opposed to a fair?
The Dhaka Art Summit is not an art fair, it is an exclusively non-commercial & curated platform for South
Asian Art, a completely free event with an expanded program that includes different art and architecture
exhibitions, an experimental writing initiative, a performance pavilion, a film, a talks program and more. No
income generated from the Summit goes to the Samdani Art Foundation or the Samdani family.
It is important to note that DAS is also not a biennial (although the Dhaka Art Summit does take place every
two years, it is purely for organisational and logistical purposes), but a free, not-for-profit, four-day festival for
South Asian Art with such a diverse programme. We feel that “research-platform” best describes the Summit.

3 What objective does the summit have? What would it like to achieve?
The Dhaka Art Summit is a pioneering research and exhibition platform for South Asian art, bringing together art and ideas from South Asia and the world. It has successfully worked to expand interest in art from
South Asia, in particular, looking beyond nationalism to focus on shared and cosmopolitan histories across
the region, as culture knows no physical border.
Dhaka Art Summit is a generative space, and we want people to come and see something new and works
created in Bangladesh and for South Asian art to be experienced elsewhere. As DAS is not a collection-building summit, the commissioned works belong to the artist.
We also want to contextualize Contemporary South Asian art within a historical framework and make room
for outliers in this edition of DAS and expand the idea of what a regional exhibition can be. This can be seen
with the new exhibition, Rewind, with artists such as Bagyi Aung Soe and Germaine Krull who too often are
excluded from these conversations, and by featuring diaspora artists, and artists with “unconventional” relationships to South Asia, such as Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Lynda Benglis, and Tino Sehgal.
The names people typically expect to hear of from Bangladesh are not featured in the program of the 2016
Summit, those such as Tayeba Begum Lipi, Mahbubur Rahman and Naeem Mohaiemen – who are now widely
exhibited in the West. These artists’ careers have blossomed since their exhibitions at the first two Dhaka
Art Summits, and we want to expose our visitors to exciting new talent they might not be aware of. We also
are including loans from leading collections, both private and public in Bangladesh and across South Asia, to
facilitate free public access to artistic treasures in the country and region.
4 Could you choose some highlights for us?
I’m adding some short info on highlights below – there are so many!
Solo projects –

The 17 Solo Projects, which I curated, include 13 newly commissioned works, as well as four works reconfigured within the Bangladeshi context. These celebrate the region’s pluralism and examine the fluid continuum
of birth and experience in becoming an individual. The exhibition includes works by Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal, Shumon Ahmed, Tun Win Aung and Wah Nu, Simryn Gill, Waqas Khan, Shakuntala Kulkarni, Prabhavati
Meppayil, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Mojadidi, Sandeep Mukherjee, Po Po, Dayanita Singh, Ayesha Sultana,
Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Munem Wasif and Mustafa Zaman.
Critical Writing Ensemble –
Art writing has endured challenges that vary in nature around the world. Curated by Katya García-Antón,
director and curator of the Office of Contemporary Art Norway, with Antonio Cataldo, a senior programmer
at OCA, and with my collaboration along with Chandrika Grover Ralleigh (Pro Helvetia – Swiss Arts Council),
Katya García-Antón (OCA) and Bhavna Kakar (Take on Art), the Critical Writing Ensemble seeks to foster a
community of art-writing peers by breaking the isolation that characterises much writing practice and creating a lively environment for intellectual exchange that culminates in a publication with international distribution.
Architecture in Bangladesh –

Aurélien Lemonier, architect curator at the Centre Pompidou in Paris, explores the contemporary architecture scene of Bangladesh via the legacy of Muzharul Islam (1947-2017), who is known for his pursuit of “humanist modernity” in his contributions to the city’s architecture.
Mining Warm Data –

This group show, which I curated with collaboration from Ruxmini Choudhury and Shabnam Lilani explores
the concept of “warm data”, exposing the subjective and emotional history radiating from The Index of the
Disappeared. An ongoing collaboration between artists Chitra Ganesh and Mariam Ghani, The Index is a
physical archive of post-9/11 disappearances – detentions, deportations, renditions, redactions – and a platform for public dialogue around related issues, producing visual and poetic interventions that circulate fragments of the archive in the wider world. It focuses on a new chapter produced by Samdani Art Foundation,
Yale University Law School’s Schell Center for Human Rights and Creative Time Reports. Featuring work
from Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Tibet, Nepal, Bangladesh and their diaspora, participating artists.
The Missing One
The Missing One was published in 1896 by J. C. Bose, and is thought to be one of the first science fiction
stories in the Bengali language. Using the tropes and technologies of science fiction as a thematic beginning, Tate Modern’s Nada Raza has created an intergalactic, intergenerational exhibition that brings together
artworks from Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Rewind

This is the first historical show at the Dhaka Art Summit, which I curated with a team including Beth Citron
(Rubin Museum), Sabih Ahmed (Asia Art Archive) and Amara Antilla (Guggenheim). It highlights the practices
of South Asian artists active before 1980. Many of the works come from the Bangladesh National Collection
and private collections from the region, with several exhibited for the first time in over 20 years.

Samdani Art Award
From the over 300 applicants, curator Daniel Baumann, the Director of the Kunsthalle Zurich, Switzerland,
and his team of local curatorial assistants have selected 13 finalists for the 2016 Samdani Art Award Exhibition. Their work will be showcased at DAS, in partnership with Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council and the Delfina Foundation.
The exhibition presents an exciting opportunity to see the work of emerging artists from South Asia, and
the winner – which will be announced during the DAS opening dinner on February 5th- will receive an allexpense-paid three-month residency at the Delfina Foundation in London. The finalists are Ashit Mitra, Atish
Saha, Farzana Ahmed Urmi, Gazi Nafis Ahmed, Muhammad Rafiqul Islam Shuvo, Palash Battacharjee, Rasel
Chowdhury, Rupam Roy, Salma Abedin Prithi, Samsul Alam Helal, Shimul Saha, Shumon Ahmed and Zihan
Karim. The jury comprises professionals from some of the world’s most important museums, including Catherine David (Deputy Director, Centre Pompidou), Caroline Bourgeois (curator, Pinault Collection, Paris),
Beatrix Ruf (Director, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam) and Cosmin Costinas (Director, Para/Site Art Space,
Hong Kong).
The full Dhaka Art Summit 2016 guide is available for download free of charge on the link below:
dhakaartsummit.org/DhakaArtSummit2016-ExhibitionGuide.pdf
5 How many people do you expect to visit the summit?
130,000
6 How has the summit structure changed since the first event?
DAS is now a free and ticket-less event, welcoming any interested visitor to the venue. We extended the
opening hours and the Summit’s duration – this edition is two days longer than in 2014. The 2012 and 2014
editions presented galleries from South Asia and Bangladesh, who were offered free exhibition space as part
of the Samdani Art Foundation and the Dhaka Art Summit’s mission to increase the visibility of Bangladesh
and South Asian art and to expose Bangladeshi galleries to an international audiences and practices. The
2016 and future editions, however, will not have the presence of international galleries – instead the Summit
will invite Bangladeshi art spaces (both commercial and non-commercial) to be present in the Summit venue,
without charge, in order to give visitors a snapshot of what the local art ecosystem is like in Bangladesh.
For the first time DAS will feature a historical exhibition (Rewind) and the Critical Writing Ensemble will also
debut this edition.
7 Is it easy to visit? Are there places to stay and is it safe?
The Summit is incredibly easy to visit as it is in the centre of the city and there is no need for a ticket to enter.
All of the hotels around the venue are sold out, as is our 5 star VIP partner hotel Le Meridien, so we are now
suggesting that international visitors use the internet to find other hotels depending on their budget. For European and American visitors, there is visa on arrival so it is possible to make a last minute decision to come.
The United States State Department is sending one of its employees to the summit for research on the Art in
Embassies programme, so I think this is a great sign of confidence in terms of the safety of the Summit. The
Bangladesh Tourism Ministry and the Ministry of Culture are partners of the event and top level security is a
big part of their contribution to our event.

8 Is there a history of art in Dhaka/Bangladesh?
Absolutely!
Bangladesh is a new country – but the land on which this country occupies has been creating incredible
artists for centuries – from Rabindranath Tagore (who lived in what is now Bangladesh in the late 1890s), to
Rashid Choudhury who won first prize at the Biennale of Tehran in 1966, to Safiuddin Ahmed who exhibited
at the Whitechapel Gallery in 1979, to Naeem Mohaiemen who is in the collection of the Tate Modern, there
has been a long history of Modern and Contemporary art reaching high levels of international acclaim. And
this is not even talking about the incredible antiquities in Bangladesh – they are some of the most coveted in
South Asia. To quote the Musee Guimet
“Bangladesh possesses an immensely important cultural heritage, this arising from the fact that the eastern
half of Bengal has been one of the cultural richest regions of the Indian world; a vision far from the catastrophic one that the western world often tends to favour. The region is associated with the art of the Pala
and Sena dynasties (8th – 13th century)….and goes back to the Maurya and Sunga periods (3rd – 1st century
BC)….Bangladesh also harbours the oldest Buddhist monastery of the Indian world, Paharpur, which has now
been listed on the UNESCO’s list of protected monuments.”
Dhaka Art Summit 5–8 February 2016 10 am to 9 pm every day Free entry. No registration.
Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy 14/3 Shegunbagicha, Ramna Dhaka – 1000, Bangladesh
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Yasmin Jahan Nupur was born in the Bangladeshi coastal town of Chittagong in 1979.
After completing a master’s in painting from the University of Chittagong in 2004
and working as a visual artist, she is now a full-time art practitioner, doing sketches,
installations and performances. She has seen the Bangladeshi art landscape change
in the past two decades, reflecting the social and political changes that have shaped
the country—and the conflict is evident in her art. At the third edition of the Dhaka
Art Summit in February, Nupur’s performances will seek an equilibrium between body,
mind and physical space. Edited excerpts from an email interview:
What works will you be bringing to the summit?
I will do performances curated by Nikhil Chopra, Madhavi Gore, and Jana Prepeluh.
There’s a sort of willingness (in my performance) to review the human body, which is
about the joy of creating and not being afraid of it; to do something and not be very
analytical about it. What I am planning to do is make movements that resemble dance.
Dealing with the body is about dealing with emotion. This experience is always very
important to me. The idea is to make a living sculpture that investigates space by moving my body in various positions with relation to the walls and floor.
What is your favourite work from your portfolio?
It is very difficult to select one—I love every piece of my work. I like to do performances most. I remember one particular performance from the last summit that got a lot
of attention. The idea struck (me) in 2011. I was in Mauritius and tried one day to perch
my chair up on a tree. I couldn’t do it. The idea, though, stuck with me. I started doing
research, meditation, yoga, and kept practising the chair move. Finally, at the summit, I managed to perform Sat On The Chair, in which I was sitting on a chair that was
perched up high on a pillar, secured by ropes and harnesses.
This vertigo-inducing, 3-hour performance was all about time and space.
South Asia has seen a surge in extremism in the past couple of years. How does it
affect the artists and their work?
Asia is characterized by political, economic and cultural diversity rather than natural
coherence. Extremism has surged more in Europe than Asia. Every century has witnessed political struggles of different kinds and artists can’t ignore the conflicts of the
time. Struggles have shaped the art of the time.
The art world here has definitely changed in the last 40 years—South Asian art is attracting more interest from the global audience. I think we can thank civil rights movements for making the art world a lot more comprehensive and inclusive.
As an artist...my priority is humanity; I try to incorporate human dignity, identity, religion, politics, globalization and nationalism in my art. Moreover, I like to depict human
relationships from various points of view. Mainly, my approach is linked by principles
that are based on historicity, myth and iconographic symbolism of the objects; objects
that tell the story of moments, ideas and memories. My artwork creates a social environment in which people come together to participate in a shared activity. In my work,
the audience is envisaged as a community.

Do you think your gender affects your work and how it is received?
Yes, I do. We all know that we have to do much more to respond to the cries of justice
for women and children who have suffered violence. Violence against girls and women
is an extreme manifestation of gender inequality and systemic gender discrimination.
The right of women and children to live free of violence depends on the protection of
their human rights and a strong chain of justice. I have had the opportunity to meet
with representatives from around the world, with government officials, civil society
groups and members of the business community. I can tell you that the momentum is
gathering, awareness is rising, and I truly believe that the long-standing indifference to
violence against women and children is declining.
The Dhaka Art Summit was essentially started to provide a platform for local artists. In its third edition this year, do you think contemporary artists from Bangladesh will have greater opportunity?
The organizers of the summit have placed great importance on the involvement of
local artists, community and, in particular, the younger generation. The Dhaka Art
Summit’s main aim is to increase the artistic engagement between Bangladesh and the
rest of the world. And the summit has enabled inter-generational and inter-regional
dialogues that were not previously possible due to restrictions on the movement of
people and goods across South Asia.
This year, the Samdani Art Award will showcase the works of 13 young artists and feature a new section titled “Critical Writing Ensemble”. For the first time, the event will
incorporate architecture, experimental writing and exhibitions of historical works from
the 20th century as part of a new expanded programme. It will also feature more than
50 leading thinkers from South Asia and beyond.
The Dhaka Art Summit will be held from 5-8 February. Click here for details.
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News from around the world today and visual art in other places. Coming up next month is the chance to see
a diverse selection of art works at the third edition of the internationally acclaimed Dhaka Art Summit (DAS),
the world’s largest non-commercial platform for South Asian art. The exhibition takes place at Bangladesh
Shilpakala Academy from 5- 8 February, (details at end of post). It’s good to see that art work by Dayanita
Singh will be included in the exhibition which also includes the work of many other visual artists who are
unfamiliar to me.
“The 2016 edition of DAS showcases some of art from South Asia. Led by Samdani Art Foundation Artistic
Director and DAS Chief Curator, Diana Campbell Betancourt, the Summit brings together artists, curators
and thinkers to explore and share artistic work and practices from the region, provoking reflections on transnationalism, identity and time.

“Through its unique format and innovative curatorial approach, DAS is known for creating a generative space
where participants can reconsider the past and future of art and exchange within South Asia and the rest of
the world. Considered a central meeting point for art professionals from the region and further afield, those
participating include over 300 emerging and established artists, internationally renowned curators and writers.
“The number of visiting institutions and partners from the United Kingdom this year reflect the flourishing
support and interest in DAS and include Tate Modern, Tate Britain, V&A, Serpentine Galleries, Hayward Gallery, Delfina Foundation, The Tetley, Fiorucci Art Trust, Manchester Art Gallery, Whitworth Art Gallery, New
Art Exchange, Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Liverpool Biennial and the Manchester International Festival, to
name but a few.
“Also attending are internationally renowned institutions like the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Museum
and Museum of Modern Art in New York; Centre Pompidou in Paris; Queensland Art Gallery of Modern Art
in Brisbane; Artspace Sydney Visual Arts Centre; documenta 14 in Athens and Kassel; Art Gallery of New
South Wales; Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art; M+ in Hong Kong;
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan; CSMVS Museum in Mumbai; Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in
Moscow, and many others, including biennales and festivals from India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the UK.
“In addition to exciting new commissions and exceptional curated group exhibitions, DAS events include
talks, performances, films, book launches and more.
“Projects are curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt and include 13 newly commissioned works, as well as
four works reconfigured within the Bangladeshi context. These celebrate the region’s pluralism and examine the fluid continuum of birth and experience in becoming an individual. The exhibition includes works by
Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal, Shumon Ahmed, Tun Win Aung and Wah Nu, Simryn Gill, Waqas Khan, Shakuntala Kulkarni, Prabhavati Meppayil, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Mojadidi, Sandeep Mukherjee, Po Po, Dayanita
Singh, Ayesha Sultana, Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Munem Wasif and Mustafa Zaman curated by Daniel
Baumann.
“From the over 300 applicants, curator Daniel Baumann, the Director of the Kunsthalle Zurich, Switzerland,
and his team of local curatorial assistants have selected 13 finalists for the 2016 Samdani Art Award Exhibition. Their work will be showcased at DAS, in partnership with Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council and the
Delfina Foundation. The exhibition presents an exciting opportunity to see the work of emerging artists from
South Asia, and the winner – which will be announced during the DAS opening dinner on February 5 – will receive an all-expense-paid three-month residency at the Delfina Foundation in London. The finalists are Ashit
Mitra, Atish Saha, Farzana Ahmed Urmi, Gazi Nafis Ahmed, Muhammad Rafiqul Islam Shuvo, Palash Battacharjee, Rasel Chowdhury, Rupam Roy, Salma Abedin Prithi, Samsul Alam Helal, Shimul Saha, Shumon Ahmed
and Zihan Karim.
“The jury comprises professionals from some of the world’s most important museums, including Catherine
David (Deputy Director, Centre Pompidou), Aaron Seeto (curator, Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane), Beatrix Ruf (Director, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam) and Cosmin Costinas (Director,
Para/Site Art Space, Hong Kong).”
The Missing One curated by Nada Raza.
The Missing One was published in 1896 by J. C. Bose, and is thought to be one of the first science fiction
stories in the Bengali language. Using the tropes and technologies of science fiction as a thematic beginning, Tate Modern’s Nada Raza has created an intergalactic, intergenerational exhibition that brings together
artworks from Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Architecture in Bangladesh curated by Aurelién Lemonier.
Aurélien Lemonier, architect & curator at the Centre Pompidou in Paris, explores the contemporary architecture scene of Bangladesh via the legacy of Muzharul Islam (1947-2017), who is known for his pursuit of “humanist modernity” in his contributions to the city’s architecture.
Mining Warm Data curated by Diana Campbell.
Betancourt with collaboration from Ruxmini Choudhury and Shabnam Lilani. This evocative group exhibition
features works from artists from Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Tibet, Nepal and Bangladesh. Mining Warm Data exposes the emotional history radiating from Chitra Ganesh and Mariam Ghani’s
The Index of the Disappeared, a physical archive of post-9/11 disappearances, and a new chapter has been
commissioned and realised for this show by Samdani Art Foundation, Yale University Law School’s Schell
Center for Human Rights and Creative Time Reports.
The Performance Pavilion, curated by Nikhil Chopra, Madhavi Gore and Jana Prepeluh.
Shifting Sands, Sifting Hands is curated by visual artist Jana Prepeluh, Nikhil Chopra and Madhavi Gore,
visual artists and founders of Heritage Hotel explores the notion of the now in the context of time and duration and the idea of everything being in a constant state of becoming, in the slippage(s) of time through
movement or stillness, of the body in the recognition of death present in every moment as it passes.
Film Programme curated by Shanay Jhaveri.
Shanay Jhaveri, assistant curator at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, presents a thoughtful selection of films called Passages, which includes hourly screenings of Ismail Merchant and James Ivory’s 1972
documentary about the writer-scholar Nirad C. Chaudhuri, Adventures of a Brown Man in Search of a Civilization, and a programme of films committed to exploring certain colonial and postcolonial conditions.
Rewind, the Summit’s first historical exhibition.
Curated by the Samdani Art Foundation’s Artistic Director Diana Campbell Betancourt, with a team including Beth Citron (Rubin Museum), Sabih Ahmed (Asia Art Archive) and Amara Antilla (Guggenheim), Rewind
highlights the practices of South Asian artists active before 1980. Many of the works come from the Bangladesh National Collection and private collections from the region, with several exhibited for the first time in
over 20 years.
Critical Writing Ensemble curated by Katya García-Antón and Antonio Cataldo.
Art writing has endured challenges that vary in nature around the world. Curated by Katya García-Antón,
director and curator of the Office of Contemporary Art Norway, with Antonio Cataldo, a senior programmer at OCA, and the collaboration of Chandrika Grover Ralleigh (Pro Helvetia – Swiss Arts Council), Diana
Campbell Betancourt (Samdani Art Foundation), Katya García-Antón (OCA) and Bhavna Kakar (Take on Art),
the Critical Writing Ensemble seeks to foster a community of art-writing peers by breaking the isolation that
characterises much writing practice and creating a lively environment for intellectual exchange that culminates in a publication with international distribution.” From the press release.
Panel discussions
This programme of talks and discussions features renowned curators and artists ranges from topics that
explore cross-border art histories and off-centre art initiatives to the challenges of protecting the past while
building the future and navigating regional group shows.
Workshops
An array of programming and workshops are also on offer throughout the summit, including Asia Art Archive’s Live Feed Station, an on-site junction for viewing an array of some of the most interesting publications, art magazines, books and catalogues that have been published in the past century, and VAST Bhutan,
a children’s workshop that works with the youth of Dhaka to make an immersive installation from local waste
products.

Full programme as a PDF: Click HERE
Dhaka Art Summit
5–8 February 2016
10 am to 9 pm every day
Free entry. No registration.
Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy
14/3 Shegunbagicha, Ramna Dhaka – 1000, Bangladesh
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The Dhaka Art Summit 2016 will take place from February 5 to 8; the summit is a pioneering research and exhibition platform for South Asian art that brings together
artists, curators, museums, scholars, and visitors from
across Bangladesh and the world to discover institutional
quality works in a non-commercial environment. The 2014
edition welcomed over 70,000 visitors over three days
and registered as one of the most important events in
the South Asia region. Projects from the 2014 Dhaka Art
Summit have since traveled to the Berlin Biennale, the
Queens Museum, NYU Abu Dhabi, Kochi-Muziris Biennale, and the Kunsthalle Basel.
Building on the Summit’s identity as a research platform,
the third edition will include a non-commercial Rewind
section, highlighting practices of South Asian artists active before 1980. This section will replace the galleries
segment of the prior editions. The Samdani Art Foundation is also partnering with Asia Art Archive (AAA): the
Summit will include a booth that will share materials
to support the development of scholarship on recent
art from Bangladesh, and present the first stage of a
planned bibliography of Bengali language writing on art.
The Summit will also feature a new section of Critical
Writing Ensembles developed in collaboration with Office for Contemporary Art Norway (OCA) which will provide a platform to explore forms of experimental writing
in South Asia. Book-making will also be a feature of the
Summit in collaboration with BOOK MACHINE powered
by onestar press.
Following the critical acclaim of the 2014 program, the
Samdani Art Foundation is pleased to welcome the 2016
Artistic Team appointed by the foundation’s Artistic Director, Diana Campbell Betancourt, who will again curate
the Solo Projects and Public Art Project and the Talks
Programme. Nada Raza will pose an inter-generational
conversation between artistic responses to the limits, potential, and elasticity of language. Fort William College,
the Progressive Writers Movement, and the possibility of
a visual espertanto informs her work.

Shanay Jhaveri will curate a Film Programme that will engage ideas
about location and cross-cultural experience. A documentary by Merchant Ivory on the writer Nirad Chaudhari will form the cornerstone
for the programme. Nikhil Chopra andMadhavi Gore will curate the
Performance Programme and conduct educational workshops with
Bangladeshi performance artists along with artist Jana Prepeluh, and
Aurelien Lemonier will curate an exhibition on Bangladeshi Architecture as part of a wider research project for the Centre Pompidou. The
Summit will also include an exhibition of Bangladeshi art curated by
Mohammad Muniruzzaman. The exhibition is produced by Mohammad
Wahiduzzaman (Operations Director, Samdani Art Foundation) and Eve
Lemesle (Associate Producer, Samdani Art Foundation and Founder of
What About Art?).
The Samdani Art Foundation has again partnered with the Delfina
Foundation to award an outstanding young Bangladeshi artist the opprtunity to attend a three-month residency at the Delfina Foundation
in London as part of the bi-annual Samdani Art Award. Ten finalists will
be selected from an open call for applications, and their work will be
exhibited in a show curated by Daniel Baumann (Director, Kunsthalle
Zurich) in collaboration with ProHelvetia-Swiss Arts Council. Baumann
will be assisted by Bangladeshi curators who he will mentor. The jury
panel for the award is comprised of Caroline Bourgeois (Curator,
Pinault Collection), Cosmin Costinas (Director, Para/Site), Catherine
David (Deputy Director, Centre Pompidou), Beatrix Ruf (Director, Stedelijk Museum), and chaired by Aaron Cezar (Director, Delfina Foundation).
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The first few months of 2016 are busy for the art market calendar in Asia, with key contemporary art fairs in
Singapore and New Delhi in January, followed by Art Basel Hong Kong and Art Dubai in March. But what
about important museum shows, non-profit festivals and summits, and biennales and triennials? Here, a short
list of five art events in Asia taking place early this year that are worth checking out.
Heman Chong, “Ifs, Ands, or Buts”, Rockbund Art Museum, January 23 — May 3, 2016
Singaporean artist Heman Chong’s first solo exhibition in Mainland China is a timely mid-career milestone for
an artist who is known both for the eclecticism of his chosen methods and media, as well as his erudite but
never heavy-handed references to high and pop culture alike, obscure trivia and overlooked histories, and
the perplexing contradictions of contemporary life.
Conceived as chapters of a novel “that will possibly never be written,” “Ifs, Ands, or Buts” seems to take its departure from the novelistic or writerly character of several of his past projects, including residencies designed to
produce collaboratively authored novels and collections of short stories (he also has an ongoing series of untitled
acrylic paintings depicting minimalist book covers of some of his favorite texts). Taken together, these new
works seem to take the temperature of our uncertain present and sinister future.

For “Legal Bookshop (Shanghai),” Chong has installed a working temporary bookshop in the museum that
stocks only titles that help individuals navigate the legal system in China, all selected by author and lawyer
Ken Liu. In “Mysterious Island,” Chong takes the hoary Asian myth of the idyllic paradise “peach blossom
island” and recreates it using plastic flowers bought over the internet. The artist’s continuing engagement
with text as a supple, versatile medium can also be seen in “Papaya Daily” (an obvious dig at the Hong Kong
tabloid Apple Daily), a compilation of gossip that Chong either heard directly or read about, since 2003.
“Takashi Murakami’s Superflat Collection: From Shohaku and Rosanjin to Anselm Kiefer”, Yokohama Museum
of Art, January 30 — April 3, 2016
Hot on the heels of Takashi Murakami’s first Japan solo show in 15 years at the Mori Art Museum (ongoing
through March 6) is this first public showing of Murakami’s own private collection that impresses with its
breadth and eclecticism, in addition to offering audiences precious clues as to the origins of his own artistic
inspirations.
Although Murakami has a nominally contemporary focus, his collection also contains Japanese and Asian
antiquities, European antiques, ceramic pieces, and folk art. And the “Superflatness” of this collection seems
to have transcended the original suggestion of Murakami’s use of this term to describe the flat picture plane
and decorative impulse of traditional Japanese art: here, audiences can get a glimpse of how Murakami’s
very definition of art shuttles loosely across geographical boundaries and cultural boundaries, historical eras
and artistic genres.
Among the holdings of Japanese art in his collection are important pieces by the eighteenth-century painter
Soga Shohaku and ceramic works by the early twentieth-century artist and epicure Kitaoji Rosanjin, displayed
alongside screen printings and drawings by Horst Janssen, sculptures by Frank Benson and Yoshitomo Nara,
and “Merkaba,” a monumental installation by Anselm Kiefer consisting of a ruined airplane fuselage in a
stately vitrine that was first shown at Gagosian Gallery in 2010.
Murakami has a well-documented passion for the antiquities and traditional ceramic arts of his native culture: he continues to run four small galleries in the Nakano Broadway building in Tokyo that are devoted to
these media, and opened Hidari Zingaro Berlin, a foreign outpost of these galleries, in the summer of 2012.
Murakami’s move to support these traditional art forms is underwritten by his awareness of their long history,
despite popular perception that they are entirely alien to the realm of contemporary art.
“Ceramic works maintained their high value right up to the years of the bubble economy, but since the bubble burst, their value has gone down drastically. Recently, however, they are gaining in popularity once again,
as the concept of ‘art that is part of your daily life’ recovers,” he told Artinfo in an interview from 2013. “I think
that ceramics fit very well with our contemporary values, even for those who don’t understand contemporary
art.”
Dhaka Art Summit (DAS), Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy, February 5—8, 2016
Returning for its third edition next month, the Dhaka Art Summit is quickly becoming a key hub for the international art community interested in the art of South Asia. American interest in particular has been burgeoning after the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York recently appointed Shanay Jhaveri as its first-ever
assistant curator of South Asian Art (Jhaveri is also organizing the Summit’s film program).
This non-profit biennial event is organized by the Samdani Art Foundation, established by Nadia and Rajeeb
Samdani, a power art couple who have become important influencers in global art circles: Rajeeb is a founding member of the Tate South Asian Acquisitions Committee, while Nadia sits on the international leadership
council of the New Museum in New York.

The DAS is a provocative platform for reflection that occupies a unique hybrid position somewhere in between a biennale, festival, and symposium. The Solo Projects section curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt
will spotlight artists such as Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal, Simryn Gill, Po Po, Haroon Mirza, Waqas Khan,
Dayanita Singh, and Christopher Kulendran Thomas, while the Summit’s first historical showcase, Rewind, is
devoted to 12 South Asian artists who offer a glimpse into an alternative “transnational modernism” that germinated in the region before the late 1980s.
Elsewhere, Pompidou Center architecture curator Aurelien Lemonier will put together an intriguing showcase that traces the humanist legacy of Bangladeshi modern architect Muzharul Islam, while curators Nikhil
Chopra, Madhavi Gore, and Jana Prepeluh present a Performance Pavilion dedicated to reassessing the
genre of performance art through pieces by Sajan Mani, Manmeet Devgun, Venuri Perera, and Ali Asghar
among others. And the Met’s newly appointed South Asian curator, Shanay Jhaveri, will curate a diverse film
program loosely centered on colonial and post-colonial themes.
Koki Tanaka Possibilities for being together. Their praxis., Contemporary Art Gallery, Art Tower Mito, February 20 — May 15, 2016
Following his first large-scale solo show in Europe held at Berlin’s Deutsche Bank Kunsthalle in March 2015,
Koki Tanaka is currently hard at work preparing for a solo exhibition at the Contemporary Art Gallery, Art
Tower Mito, located just outside Tokyo, that opens in February 2016.
Entitled “Koki Tanaka Possibilities for being together. Their praxis,” this exhibtiion is a nuanced exploration
of several themes that have run through Tanaka’s practice since his 2013 presentation at the Japan Pavilion
during the Venice Biennale, which was partly inspired by a certain “utopian, friendly moment in post-quake
society in Japan”, affirming the potential of micro-communities that can come together in spite of their disparate backgrounds and personalities in order to accomplish a complex, collaborative task.
In contrast to the hopeful note struck in Venice, Tanaka feels that this fragile utopian sentiment has now
passed. “Actually, I’m more curious about how we can live together with others. We’re currently facing difficulties in living together with people whom we don’t know. We start to label them our enemies,” Tanaka
explains. “Here, I am talking about the hate speech incidents directed at Japanese-born ethnic Koreans in
Japan, for example, or discrimination against Muslims after the Paris attacks. We are moving further and further away from the difficulty of true collaboration, and a documentation of democratic consensus.”
For his upcoming exhibition in Mito, Tanaka will show some 230 minutes worth of video footage shot during
a six-day workshop of “living together situations” conducted with six participants, a film crew, and administrative staff in a dormitory-like setting. As the participants read, eat, make pottery, and have free discussions
with one another, Tanaka captures that awkward sense of an obligatory yet ambiguous social contract that
inevitably unfolds among people meeting for the first time, who are yet obliged to be together for circumstances outside their control. In Tanaka’s own words, this centerpiece work is about “the possibility of being
together, despite our very differences.”
Setouchi Triennale 2016, Spring session: March 20 — April 17, 2016, Summer session: July 18 — September 4,
2016, Autumn session: October 8 — November 6, 2016
First launched in 2010, and now having spread to a total of 14 venues across 12 sprawling islands in Japan’s
Seto Inland Sea, the Setouchi Triennale returns this year with several new initiatives devised by its general
director, Fram Kitagawa.

As the artistic director of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennale, one of Japan’s other major contemporary art
events, Kitagawa is known for his resourceful approaches to combining the natural resources of Japan’s rural
regions with the appeal of contemporary art.
Centered around the theme “restoration of the sea,” the Setouchi Triennale 2016 speaks to certain sobering
demographic trends in the area: these islands have been suffering the effects of a dwindling, aging population and a consequent lack of youthful dynamism for many years now, and Kitagawa’s Triennale is partly a
hopeful attempt to revitalize the region through art, and to serve as a positive precedent for similar regions
around the world who are struggling to find solutions to their own demographic issues.
Transcending the geographical boundaries of its immediate surrounds, the Setouchi Triennale 2016 will seek
to deepen its cultural exchanges with neighboring Asian countries through various platforms, in addition to
launching The Food Project, a semi-ethnological project that promotes an understanding of traditional food
cultures in the region. Equally, the Triennale will also launch several art projects inspired by bonsai and a
traditional lion dance called shishimai that seek to reignite a sense of local pride in the vernacular cultures
originating from the Seto Inland Sea and Kagawa Prefecture.
Some of the highlights for the 2016 edition include Ukrainian artist Alexander Ponomarev’s site-specific
installation on Honjima inspired by the history of marine trade in the area, Melbourne-based Snuff Puppets’
theatrical performances with giant puppets and live music, and Japanese architect Sou Fujimoto’s sevenmeter stainless steel mesh Naoshima Pavilion, perched next to the shoreline of the island of Naoshima, one
of the core venues of the Triennale and home to some of its most celebrated attractions, including Tadao
Ando’s Chichu Art Museum and the Benesse Art Site.
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On Thursday, a Bangladeshi court sentenced two men to death for the 2013 murder of an
atheist blogger who had criticized Islam.
This is at the end of a year in which there was a series of murders of bloggers, writers and
free thinkers. Since 2013, five other bloggers and one publisher have been killed in Muslim
majority Bangladesh, a country that calls itself secular. Commentators, however, are observing signs of increasing extremism in pockets among its 160 million people.
Back in 2014, during the country’s violent general election which the main opposition
party boycotted, I visited Bangladesh to report for radio and make a documentary film. I
witnessed, firsthand, violence and clashes on the streets. Reporters were threatened and
vehicles were frequently set alight. I spoke to Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina about it in the
only English language interview she gave at that time.
The place was a tinder box. Hardly a week went by without paralyzing strikes and shut
downs by opposition parties.

People around the world are concerned about the decline of liberalism and the effects of more extreme
views promoted in education and politics in the region. Most want to support a tolerant culture of arts and
liberal thinking in South Asia.
So, now, onto the hot coals of Bangladesh’s civil society there treads the biennial Dhaka Arts Summit.
The Dhaka Art Summit describes itself as “The world’s largest non-commercial platform for South Asian Art.”
It is organised by the Samdani Art Foundation. It is an enormous, not for profit art event. The meet has become a hub for artists, curators and museum people in South Asia and from further afield. The summit combines talks with exhibitions, screenings, performances, historical exhibitions and more. Its aim is described as
building links and supporting artistic culture throughout South Asia.
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La première fois que je suis allé à Dacca, au Bangladesh, je n’imaginais vraiment pas qu’il pouvait y avoir une
scène artistique de quelque nature que ce soit. J’avais croisé Rajeeb et Nadia Samdani une ou deux fois à
Dubaï sans avoir la moindre idée de ce qu’ils étaient en train de construire à Dacca. Depuis, je vois leur nom
dans tous les médias qui s’intéressent à l’art contemporain : les blogs, les newsletters, les magazines, y compris celui de Christies, pas facile a apprivoiser. Ils sont partout. Il y a à cela une très bonne raison : la société
de Rajeeb Samdani, Golden Harvest, sponsorise pour la 3ème fois consécutive, quasiment seule, le troisième
Dakha Art Summit qui se tiendra début février 2016 à Dacca, comme son nom l’indique.
Lors d’un court interview téléphonique, j’ai demandé à Rajeeb combien pouvait lui couter sa passion pour
faire connaître l’art contemporain de sa région. Il a très humblement évité de répondre à la question. J’ai pu
néanmoins lire dans la presse que le dernier Dhaka Art Summit lui avait coûté la bagatelle de 3 millions de
dollars (The Telegraph, 03/2014). Le propriétaire du groupe florissant au chiffre d’affaires qui dépasse le milliard de dollars s’est épris d’art quand il a rencontré sa femme Nadia, la fille de Khalibur Rahman Choudhry,
un collectionneur averti d’œuvres classiques et modernes du Bangladesh. Rajeeb achetait des œuvres d’art
de temps en temps pour décorer sa maison et son bureau, des œuvres d’artistes locaux connus, plutôt sûrs,
sans prise de risque. Depuis 8 ans qu’il collectionne avec Nadia, son œil s’est aguerri au fil des foires, biennales, musées et ateliers d’artistes qu’il ne manque pas de visiter régulièrement. Si sa modestie lui fait dire
qu’il ne connaît pas grand-chose en matière d’art contemporain, la conversation que nous avons eue prouve
le contraire.
Dès que le couple s’est mis à explorer la très vaste scène des jeunes talents, Rajeeb s’est aperçu qu’il
n’existait pas de structure pour aider et soutenir les artistes émergents. Il a donc comblé ce vide. Il a lui
même aidé sans tambours ni trompettes les jeunes artistes qu’il rencontrait. Il s’est d’abord intéressé aux
artistes de son pays, puis a élargi son champ d’investigation : l’Inde, le Pakistan, le Myanmar, le Népal, le Sri
Lanka ont naturellement excité sa curiosité. Le couple de collectionneurs aidait et collectionnait au fil de ses
envies et de ses rencontres. L’homme d’affaire s’est vite rendu compte qu’il lui était difficile d’accéder aux
talents régionaux, lui qui connaît pourtant bien la région, qui y voyage souvent pour accompagner le développement de ses sociétés. Il s’est alors dit qu’il était sûrement impossible pour des amateurs d’art occidentaux d’approcher et de connaître ces scènes artistiques du bout du monde.
Rajeeb et Nadia ont alors l’idée de mettre en place une fondation éponyme pour promouvoir les jeunes
talents de la région et ainsi leur offrir une vitrine sur le monde. L’idée de faire venir le monde au Bangladesh
l’a séduit. En 2012, est né le premier Dhaka Art Summit. Si la première édition, organisée dans la foulée de
la India Art Fair, m’a plus fait penser à un voyage de groupe à Dacca entre soi, la deuxième édition fut plus
réussie mais décousue, sans ligne directrice. Pour la troisième édition, Rajeeb a embauché une solide équipe
de professionnels que dirige Nadia à plein temps : cinq commissaires internationaux proposeront des initiatives coordonnées par Diana Campbell Betancourt, la directrice artistique : Nada Raza (Tate Modern), Aurélien Lemonier (Centre Pompidou), Daniel Baumann (Kunsthalle Zurich), Nikhil Chopra (artiste performatif
indien), Shanay Jhaveri (commissaire indépendant spécialiste du cinéma indien). Je suis impatient de voir ce
que cette équipe a mis en place, en espérant vivement qu’un fil conducteur aidera les visiteurs à s’y retrouver.
Il y a fort à parier que les commissaires auront plaisir à montrer une partie de la collection de Rajeeb et
Nadia. Elle est généralement exposée dans leur maison de Dacca – et y occupe trois des six étages – dans les
bureaux des sociétés du groupe et bientôt à Sylhet, dans le nord-est du pays, berceau ancestral des Samdani. Rajeeb y construit un musée et un parc de sculptures. En attendant de pouvoir les montrer au public
local, les pièces de la collection sont prêtées pour des expositions temporaires. Rajeeb de citer une œuvre
de Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, M.2062 (Fitzcarraldo), visible en ce moment au Centre Pompidou.
Parmi les 2 000 pièces que compte la collection Samdani, on trouve des œuvres d’Ai Weiwei, Tracey Emin,
Subodh Gupta, Anish Kapoor, Khaled Hassan, Marc Quinn, SM Sultan, Nadia Kaabi-Linke, Gaganendranath
Tagore, Damien Hirst, Tayeba Begum Lipi. La liste longue d’une collection éclectique à l’image de ses propriétaires, jeunes, ambitieux, amoureux d’art.
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As conversation-stopping assertions go, the revelation that more art was sold during the boom of the 1980s
than in all previous centuries combined takes some beating. So says German art collector, industrialist and
close observer of the market Harald Falckenberg. It may not be an absolutely provable fact, he concedes,
but there is plentiful evidence to support it. Until the mid-1980s the major auction houses scarcely dealt in
art by living artists (all other sectors of the market are finite by their very nature). But Sotheby’s historic 1986
sale of Andy Warhol’s 200 One Dollar Bills for $385,000 marked a turning point. In 2009, it sold for $43.8m,
evidence that postwar and contemporary art has become, by some distance, the largest sector of a still burgeoning market, accounting for 48 per cent of €51bn-worth of art that changed hands last year, according to
TEFAF’s Art Market Report 2015. No wonder collectors are running out of space to display what they own.
Faced with this dilemma, the owners are presented with various solutions. They can buy another house,
move to a larger one or build a gallery extension. As Kathleen Coumou, senior vice-president at Christie’s
International Real Estate in New York, has noticed, “Increasingly I’m seeing collectors’ homes that have been
designed to incorporate dedicated galleries, spaces with a lot of light – often skylights – and comprehensive
security systems, specifically intended to display their collection […], usually in a separate area or wing, or
it might be a long hallway leading from the living quarters to the bedroom quarters, with art hung on either
side.”
Alternatively, they can store it in vaults, though flood damage to several New York galleries, caused by Hurricane Sandy three years ago, generated insurance claims for loss and damage that underwriters estimated
at $500m, according to Reuters. And, in 2004, a fire at Momart, the Royal Warrant holder for fine-art storage
in London, destroyed millions of pounds worth of work by many of the pioneers of BritArt. So, secure storage
is not always as secure as all that.
Or they can, as Falckenberg has done, help establish an art museum. Since 2011 he has showcased some of
his contemporary artworks at renowned exhibition house Deichtorhallen Hamburg as a collection called
Sammlung Falckenberg/Deichtorhallen Hamburg. Falckenberg had originally established his own exhibition
premises in 1997, which moved to the former Phoenix tyre factory in Hamburg in 2001. His collection includes
more than 2,000 pieces by mostly German and American artists, among them John Baldessari, Thomas
Hirschhorn, Martin Kippenberger and Richard Prince.
Not that his reasons are exclusively to do with a desire to share what he has with a wider public. “The most
important aim of a collector is to have good works, quality works,” he told me when we met at Art15 earlier
this year, perhaps the most significant London art fair after Frieze, as well as the setting for a conference for
founders of private museums. “Access to the best art is a matter of who you know. And artists want theirs
to be seen, so they are more likely to sell to collectors who will show it, not squirrel it away. That means you
must have good personal contacts with them, their galleries and dealers,” he continued. “Artists today are
very powerful, especially ones like Jeff Koons and Damien Hirst – who opened Newport Street Gallery, his
own private gallery in Vauxhall, south London, last month, drawing from his collection by other artists, among
them Francis Bacon, Picasso, Warhol and, as it happens, Koons.” (“Collectors have a responsibility not to
let their works gather dust in some forgotten warehouse,” Hirst once said, still stung perhaps by the loss of
much of his own in the Momart fire.) “If I didn’t have the museum, a lot of artists probably wouldn’t be interested [in selling to me]. They wouldn’t give me their best pieces,” Falckenberg continued, adding, “This way
I’m not buying them for myself. I don’t feel I really own them. In any case I have a certain responsibility to
Germany.”
Of course, just about every major gallery in Europe and the US began as a collection, often of contemporary
art by an altruistic individual, and several collectors in the west continue to share their art with the public.
Charles Saatchi (Saatchi Gallery), Frank Cohen (Dairy Art Centre), Poju and Anita Zabludowicz (Zabludowicz
Collection) and David Roberts (David Roberts Art Foundation) have all, for instance, established galleries in
London. Over the past decade, however, it has become a growing trend in Asia, the Middle East and Latin
America as increasing numbers of collectors open museums in cities where their gallery is often the only one.

Take Ramin Salsali, a consultant in the petrochemical industry with interests in real-estate development, who
was motivated to open the Salsali Private Museum in Dubai because he felt his adopted home needed a gallery and he saw it as his duty, as someone grateful for his good fortune, “to think how [he could] give a little
bit back”. Born in Tehran in 1964, Salsali spent more than 25 years in Germany, where at 21 he encountered
the artist Kiddy Citny – “he was the most free spirit I’d ever met” – and began to buy art, more than 1,000
works to date, mostly by Middle Eastern artists. But having settled in Dubai – “a lot of Iranians came here, as
well as Syrians and Iraqis, because of its closeness to their own countries” – he missed the culture he’d known
in Munich. “Dubai has many things – beaches, shopping, top hotels, some of the world’s best restaurants,
great architecture – but a lot of my European friends wouldn’t come here because of the lack of culture, so I
felt it was losing out. Dubai needed a cultural identity, and I felt an obligation to open a museum.”
The result, he believes, has been something of a “catalyst”, inspiring other Emiratis to collect art but also
encouraging the cultural renaissance that the United Arab Emirates are beginning to enjoy. Many years in
the planning, with work now well under way, the Louvre is to have a satellite in Saadiyat in neighbouring Abu
Dhabi, where the largest-yet Guggenheim, designed by Frank Gehry, is expected to open in 2017.
But more than that, Salsali adds, it is terrific fun. “Spending money on art is one thing, but spending it on a
project that brings people together is much more satisfying. It gives twice, three times the pleasure of just
owning and looking at a work of art. Art is not for keeping bunkered away. There’s nothing better in life than
letting people see what you have.”
When Budi Tek, the Shanghai-based Chinese-Indonesian agricultural magnate, opened his first museum, it
was “very much a private space for friends to come together”. Not just to see his substantial and significant
collection – which runs from Ai Weiwei to Zhang Chunya, by way of every major Chinese contemporary artist
of our age, not to mention a number of notable Europeans, among them Georg Baselitz, Maurizio Cattelan
and Anselm Kiefer – but “for wine tasting. Over the years, though, we found we were doing something very
interesting that was actually needed by society and [that gave me a great sense of] fulfilment.”
His first publicly accessible gallery, the Yuz Museum, was opened in Jakarta in 2008 by the former president of Indonesia, Megawati Sukarnoputri, “who is my friend”, becoming, he adds proudly, “the first private
museum in Jakarta to be accredited by the government”. Last year a second museum followed in Shanghai,
housed in a former aircraft hangar in what is known as the West Bund Cultural Corridor. A third, the Budi
Desa art park, is currently in development in Bali to which the Jakarta museum will be transferring. “It’s at
the design stage, but hopefully we’ll start construction at the end of the year and finish it in two years”, says
Tek. He warms to his theme: “As a collector, I am greedy. I want to collect more and more, but I like to share.
There’s a difference between sharing a good dinner and wine with friends, and sharing art with the whole
population”.Not least the kudos and recognition it brings: “You would not be interviewing me if I hadn’t done
this; you would not be interested.” Quite so. “It’s what makes me excited; it’s what makes me satisfied.” It is
also, he adds, what he’ll be remembered for.
It is a good point. What, for example, is Henry Tate best known for: building a sugar refinery and acquiring
the patent for a machine that made sugar cubes, or endowing a gallery to display his huge art collection,
thereby creating what has become perhaps the best-known brand in fine art?
Just as Tek sits on the Asia-Pacific acquisitions committee at the Tate, Bangladeshi industrialist Rajeeb Samdani, whose company Golden Harvest has interests in agriculture, aviation, commodities, food, logistics
and technology, co-chairs its south Asian acquisitions committee. He and his wife Nadia are building an arts
centre and sculpture park on a 100-acre property within sight of the Assam Hills in Sylhet. It promises to rival
Inhotim, the stellar arts complex part-founded by mining magnate Bernardo de Mello Paz in a remote region
of Brazil’s Minas Gerais state, a place of pilgrimage for art aficionados. Many of the works, says Samdani, will
be site-specific installations, not least because Bangladesh’s import duties can be as much as 122 per cent,
and having pieces created in-situ circumvents the need to import them.

Since the Samdanis established their eponymous foundation in 2011, it has been possible to view works from
their 2,000-plus collection, by European, US and in particular south Asian artists, by appointment at their
six-storey home in Dhaka, which they treat as a gallery in as much as they reselect and rehang the art they
live with every 18 months. Even their children have favourites – their 11-year-old daughter favours British artist
Julian Opie, while her elder sister prefers the French street artist Mr Brainwash. Indeed, the Samdanis regularly invite students from high schools and art colleges to visit because “there is no dedicated contemporary
art museum in Bangladesh”.
In the meantime they have established a research and exhibition platform, the Dhaka Art Summit, the third
of which will take place next February. This, says Nadia, is “a huge pop-up museum held over four days” that
brings together 200 artists from across south Asia and is also a forum for ideas and meetings. Cross-cultural
exchange is another passion. The Samdanis point proudly to a work in their collection by the French artist
Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, which they bought at the Gwangju Biennale in South Korea last year and have
now lent to an exhibition at the Pompidou Centre in Paris.
This is essentially what Dasha Zhukova, the collector, philanthropist and wife of Roman Abramovich, is aiming
to achieve with her Moscow museum Garage. Its main mission, she said at the opening of its Rem Koolhaasdesigned home in June, “is education [and] bringing different cultures from all around the world to share
their ideas”.
The objective is also shared by Gina Diez Barroso, CEO of the huge Mexican real-estate development
and design company Grupo Diarq. Diez Barroso opened a gallery in Mexico City on September 29 on the
30,000sq m campus of Centro (with which it shares its name), the first independent university in Mexico City
to specialise in creative industries, which she founded. “Until 2013, when the Museo Jumex opened, Mexico
didn’t have a museum of contemporary art. I wanted to create one that would include not only art but design
that has changed and shaped the world” – exhibits such as an original 1961 Mini Cooper – “because Sir Alec
Issigonis’s design has “become such an icon”. Mexicans, she adds, “really want to learn about art. People
camped outside the [Yayoi] Kusama show [at the Museo Tamayo] last winter to be sure of seeing it.” This was
her way of creating something for which there was both a demand and that would “leave a legacy”.
Perhaps posterity is ultimately the driving factor behind the foundation of a museum, for one’s loved ones
if not for oneself, because as long as there’s a sufficient endowment that will allow it to endure, founding a
museum is a tried-and-tested way of guaranteeing that one’s name is not forgotten.
Kimiko Powers, widow of American attorney and art collector John Powers, was inspired to build and endow
the Powers Art Center, which opened in Colorado last summer as a memorial to him. “He loved art,” she told
me by phone from Tokyo. “And he devoted the latter part of his life to it,” amassing a vast collection of postwar American art by the likes of Robert Rauschenberg, Roy Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenburg and Andy Warhol,
for whom she sat several times. “I wanted to create something for his descendants, to help his grandson and
all the people who come after him to look back on their ancestor.”
Surrounded by a dramatic mountain landscape, the austere yet serene red-sandstone gallery, designed by
Hiroshi Nanamori, also contains 130 or so works by Jasper Johns (whose own Foundation for Contemporary
Arts in New York opened a gallery space, The Other Room, in the Meatpacking District in May this year),
along with a smaller collection of pots by the Japanese ceramicist Takashi Nakazato. It is hard to imagine a
more beautiful or more fitting monument to love.
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Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani of Bangladesh have carved out a niche as supporters
and promoters of South Asian art. Based in Dhaka, the couple founded the Samdani
Art Foundation in 2011 to raise awareness of Bangladeshi contemporary art. In 2012,
the foundation put on the first edition of the Dhaka Art Summit, or DAS, a noncommercial research and exhibition for South Asian art. The third edition will take place
Feb. 5-8, 2016. Mr. Samdani is also the co-chair of Tate Modern’s South Asian acquisitions committee. The couple spoke recently with Ginanne Brownell Mitic about their
work.
Q. How did you first get interested in promoting Bangladeshi and South Asian art?
Nadia: My parents used to collect Bangladeshi art, so I inherited the art. And when
we got married, we started collecting together. We started with modern masters
and slowly got into contemporary. We have been traveling to biennales and fairs,
and we did not see a presence of Bangladesh contemporary art anywhere. So that
got to us: We have so many talented artists in Bangladesh, so how come internationally they are nowhere? That is how the idea for the foundation got started.

Rajeeb: The initial plan when we started the foundation was to start promoting Bangladeshi art outside the
country. And then we realized, “How many artists can we show this way?” So we thought we should do something to attract the world to Bangladesh. And at the same time, it was not just Bangladesh, but also Nepal,
Sri Lanka, Maldives and across the region.
Q. How is the Dhaka Art Summit different from other art biennales?
A. Nadia: For biennales, they have one curator. For us, because it is our own model, we have a couple of
curators. So for the upcoming summit, we have a curator from the Centre Pompidou, we have a curator from
the Tate Modern, a curator from Kunsthalle Zurich, so they are all curating shows. It is a two-year research
platform so these curators are appointed almost like two years ahead. They come back and forth to do their
research around South Asia, so it is a bit like a pop-up museum for four days.
Q. Why was it important to be different?
A. Rajeeb: We are always trying to maximize and always try to be multipurpose. With the Tate curator, we
wrote to Tate and said, “Why don’t we fund your curator’s research and let your curator work with us for
two years?” By default, when your curator is doing research, your curator is actually memorizing the whole
region. So that has been funded by DAS. And as our gift, we are getting an exhibition, one of the best exhibitions done by a museum curator. We also have the Samdani Art Award, which is only for Bangladeshi artists.
The winner gets a three-month residency at the Delfina Foundation in London.
Q. What role has DAS played in promoting Bangladeshi art on a global scale?
A. Nadia: After the first edition, in 2012, that was the first time a major museum collected a contemporary
Bangladeshi artist. [The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York purchased Tayeba Begum Lipi’s
“Love Bed,” which had been commissioned by the Samdani Art Foundation.] Then Tate collected, then the
British Museum, so slowly it started happening.

Q. What are the highlights for the 2016 edition?
A. Nadia: We will have a focus on architecture, and we will also be looking at the artists not originally from
South Asia, but who have strong ties. Lynda Benglis, for example, who has lived in India for over 30 years but
is from the United States.
Q. And you will also have a writing program that will focus on art critique.
A. Rajeeb: Yes, we will have almost 20 writers. That is something very important for the region. There are
very few reading materials about South Asia in terms of art. Newspapers are writing in a very traditional way,
saying what was in an exhibition, whatever. There is no criticism. You never find that kind of article in a newspaper — “We went to that show, it was bad.”
Q. You had over 70,000 visitors in 2014. What numbers are you expecting for the third edition?
A. Rajeeb: I would think at least 120,000 will come. Our main focus is we want curators, journalists and galleries to come. Lots of galleries went and signed up artists last time, so this time even at Frieze [in London] you
will see some galleries showing Bangladeshi artists. And that has never happened before. We are not an art
fair, so we do not need collectors to come and spend money.
Q. How do you see future DAS editions? How would you like it to grow?
A. Rajeeb: Ten years down the line, we want to be one of the most important research platforms, which is the
main thing. This is where you will come not to see something again, but to make a discovery.
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A slew of superstar curators, including ones from the Tate Modern, the Pompidou and the Rubin, are now on
board for the upcoming Dhaka Art Summit. The huge biennial of South Asian art, now in its third iteration, will
be held in the capital of Bangladesh February 5 through 8, 2016.
The Dhaka Art Summit also will be free and open to the public, a rarity among international art events and a
new policy for Dhaka in 2016. The exhibition has also expanded beyond film, performance, sculpture, painting
and drawing to include architecture, experimental writing and a historical exhibition for the first time.
Samdani Art Foundation Artistic Director Diana Campbell Betancourt will be joined by Daniel Baumann (Director of the Kunsthalle in Zurich), Beth Citron (Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at the Rubin Museum of Art), Aurelien Lemonier (Architecture Curator at the Centre Pompidou), Nada Raza (assistant curator
at Tate Modern) and Amara Antilla (assistant curator at the Guggenheim Museum, New York) as curators of
the show.

The show will include solo works by Lynda Benglis, Tino Sehgal, Shumon Ahmed, Tun Win Aung and Wah
Nu, Simryn Gill, Waqas Khan, Shakuntala Kulkarni, Prabhavati Meppayil, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Mojadidi,
Sandeep Mukherjee, Po Po, Dayanita Singh, Ayesha Sultana, Christopher Kulendran Thomas, Munem Wasif,
and Mustafa Zaman.
“Rewind,” a show advised by Mr. Ahmed, Ms. Antilla, Ms. Betancourt and Ms. Citron, will feature the work of
12 South Asian artists active prior to 1980. “Architecture in Bangladesh (1947-2017) – The legacy of Muzharul
Islam,” curated by Mr. Lemonier, will honor the “humanistic modernity,” of the late Mr. Islam, who brought
powerhouse American architect Louis Kahn to Bangladesh.
In the realm of the written word, Dhaka will include inventive programming such as a recreation of Dial-APoem, an interactive poetry project by John Giorno, a contemporary of William Burroughs, where residents
can call in and hear poetry for free. Dial-A-Poem will be available in all of Dhaka.
Bangladesh, formerly East Pakistan, has been democratic for more than four decades and has a rapidly growing national art scene
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3. Samdani Art Foundation – Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani

The Dhaka-based foundation was co-founded by art collector couple Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani with the objective to increase artistic engagement between Bangladesh and the rest of the world. The foundation also produces
the bi-annual Dhaka Art Summit, which is is the world’s largest non-commercial platform for South Asian Art.
Becoming the most influential young couple in the South Asian art scene, they have hosted various non-commercial art events locally and internationally, and funded multiple public art projects.
This year, the couple sponsored the Bangladeshi visual artist Naeem Mohaiemen, who uses photography, film
and essays to explore histories of the international left and failed utopias, as well as the Raqs Media Collective in
the main biennale exhibition.
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CORREA IN DHAKA
WE are so excited to announce the very elegant Monika Correa, wife of the late legendary architect,
Charles Correa, and a textile artist in her own right, will be showing her work at the third edition of the
Dhaka Art Summit. The summit is hosting its first ever historical section advised by curator Diana Campbell Betancourt, Amara Antilla from the Guggenheim, Beth Citron from the Rubin Museum, and Sabih
Ahmed from the Asia Art Archive. Art patron and gallerist Amrita Jhaveri is the major benefactor of
this section that is coming together beautifully thanks to loans from the Pakistan High Commission, the
National Collection of Bangladesh, private collections, and generous artists and their estates and galleries. On the cards is a showcase of Correa’s work with the tapestries of Rashid Choudhury, an incredible
Bangladeshi artist whose work is found in the Louis Kahn building. Both Correa, who was introduced to
weaving in 1962 by the distinguished American weaver Marianne Strengell of the Cranbrook Academy,
Michigan, and Choudhury share a similar relationship to abstraction, weaving, and their sense of space
and making tapestries around the same time from the 1960s.

http://forbesindia.com/article/recliner/art-sans-fronti%C3%A8res/40971/1

South Asia: A geography that has experienced seven wars, and severe internal and external insurgencies in the 70 years since the
end of colonial rule; that is home to two of the eight nuclear powers in the world; that has long-standing, bitter border disputes and
unresolved issues of political identities.
South Asia: A geography that is home to more than a quarter of the world’s population; that has the world’s most diverse set of languages, dialects and religions, and yet has a history as intertwined as its mythologies, food, music and cinema.
You cannot possibly look at one set of data, and not look at the other.
And a fine example of this other, this ‘soft’ set of data, is playing out close to 6,000 km away at the ongoing 56th Venice Biennale
this year. For the first time, India and Pakistan have a joint exhibition—My East is Your West—at the biennale, where India last had
a presence in 2011 and Pakistan in 1956.
The exhibition is an achievement because of several factors, but it is also symbolic of several more. And the most glaring perhaps
is the fact that the joint Indo-Pak presence is termed an ‘exhibition’—an official collateral event—and not a ‘national pavilion’ like
entries from other countries; for, a national pavilion would mean governmental representation and support, something that is absent
from this exercise. The government—not just of India, but of other South Asian nations too—is perhaps most prominent by its
marginal presence in the region’s art scene. And filling in the role has been a clutch of private art foundations, galleries, curators and
artists who are enabling cross-border collaborations, movement and promotion of artists and artworks.
“The understanding that private art foundations and philanthropists have of the region is a more holistic one,” says Mortimer
Chatterjee, co-founder of the Chatterjee & Lal gallery in Mumbai. “The anomaly lies in the minds of the governments. There is no
anomaly in the minds of the people. Rashid [Rana] is as much a part of the history of the Indian contemporary art scene as he is of
the Pakistani scene.”

In the absence of much funding from the government, private enterprises, both commercial and otherwise, play a perceptible role
in the growth, promotion and mobility of art, points out Rashid Rana. “In many respects, the art market can be more democratic
because it doesn’t conceive value in a nationalistic sense. Commercial galleries participating and putting up diverse presentations
at events such as the India Art Fair and the Dhaka Art Summit are testament to this,” says the Lahore-based artist, who works
with photography, sculpture and digital print-making.

In the absence of much funding from the government, private enterprises, both commercial and otherwise, play a perceptible role
in the growth, promotion and mobility of art, points out Rashid Rana. “In many respects, the art market can be more democratic
because it doesn’t conceive value in a nationalistic sense. Commercial galleries participating and putting up diverse presentations
at events such as the India Art Fair and the Dhaka Art Summit are testament to this,” says the Lahore-based artist, who works
with photography, sculpture and digital print-making.
“Venice was a great leap of faith,” says Feroze Gujral, who heads the Gujral Foundation along with husband Mohit, which made
it possible for artists Shilpa Gupta from India and Rana from Pakistan to present their creations at the biennale. “It’s a platform
where we should appear for two important reasons: One, because Venice is the Olympics of the art world. Do we not send people
to the Olympics, or to the World Cup? It is important to look at culture at that level. Just because it does not make us the same
kind of TV money [from advertising revenues], does it mean we don’t do it? The second reason is: How can you have a global
platform without one quarter of the world’s population being represented?”
The Gujral Foundation’s work involved everything from raising money and arranging the logistics of putting up the show at the
Palazzo Benzon to facilitating the work between Gupta and Rana.
And it has not been easy. Even within the space of corporate and private funding, Gujral highlights the difficulties of convincing
people of the need to promote art and support artists.
“In other countries, there is a fundamental understanding of how important these events are for the perception of the country as a
whole, and not just about the art scene,” says Amrita Jhaveri, art collector and owner of Mumbai gallery Jhaveri Contemporary.
“Those are just not priorities for our government. So, obviously we don’t have national pavilions. And despite the fact that the
Gujral Foundation has one member of the family who was a former prime minister [IK Gujral], and another member a leading
artist [Satish Gujral], if they cannot get the funding from within our country, then what hope is there for normal people?”
If the Gujral Foundation in India has made India’s and Pakistan’s presence at the Venice Biennale possible (along with supporting
various other art events since 2008), the Samdani Foundation in Bangladesh has been behind the Dhaka Art Summit. The third
edition of the summit is scheduled for next February, and is the cause of much excitement and anticipation within the art fraternity.

The Samdani Foundation, founded in 2011 by collectors Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani, has been instrumental in bringing global
attention to South Asia—curators who have worked on past editions of the summit include Aurélien Lemonier from Paris, Daniel
Baumann from Zurich and Katya García-Antón from Norway—as well as creating a distinct identity for Bangladesh within the
region. “The summit exists as a platform because there is no place in the world to go to see work from South Asia under one
roof,” says Diana Campbell Betancourt, artistic director of the summit. “Also, people don’t know what South Asia is; we get
emails asking us about China and Thailand, and countries that aren’t really involved. We have works from every country in the
region except from Bhutan. And we are working on it.”
Betancourt, however, adds that the summit has been helped immensely by the government’s support through the availability of
the venue—the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy. “The fact that this is a government venue makes people more comfortable about
the event and attending it,” she says. “But because it is a government venue, we cannot nail anything on the walls. So we have to
build rooms within the venue. We basically build for 45 days for a four-day show.” Another indication of art managing to thaw
inter-governmental relations is that, for the first time, the Pakistan High Commission is lending artwork to the Dhaka Art Summit.
“This is an exception in an environment where there has historially been governmental animosity,” says Betancourt.
Apart from organising the summit, the Samdani Foundation is opening an art centre in Sylhet in 2018, which will be a free and
publicly accessible space of contemporary and modern art. It is also working with the Charukola Institute at the University of
Dhaka to organise art workshops, and has ideated and implemented a weeklong art workshop with Goa-based performance artist
Nikhil Chopra.
Unlike the Gujral and Samdani foundations, which channel private wealth towards the support and promotion of the arts, the
Kochi-Muziris Biennale (KMB)—India’s homegrown international exhibition of contemporary art—is promoted by the Kochi
Biennale Foundation (KBF), a non-profit charitable trust that was founded by artists Bose Krishnamachari and Riyas Komu in
2010. While KMB 2014—the second edition of the event—concluded this March, preparations for the next edition are underway,
with artist Sudarshan Shetty being appointed its artistic director and curator in July.

The KMB has succeeded in providing an international platform within South Asia to artists from the region, such as Shumon
Ahmed from Bangladesh, Muhanned Cader from Sri Lanka, and Iqra Tanveer from Pakistan. “Normally you will see artists from
South Asia getting together in other places—like Queensland in Australia, Fukuoka in Japan or at World Art Dubai—but hardly
within the region,” says Gupta. KMB has introduced a regional venue. Coming up next year is another event of similar significance: The Lahore Biennale, promoted by the Lahore Biennale Foundation, a non-profit organisation.
As far as artist-driven initiatives go, however, the pioneer of the form is Khoj International Artists’ Association, which started out
as an annual workshop in 1997. Based on the idea of Robert Loder (co-founder of Triangle Arts Network, formerly called the Triangle Arts Trust), Khoj intended to provide an alternative, open-minded space for artists to work outside the formal and restrictive
constructs of academic, cultural and commercial institutions. As part of its untiring efforts to foster international collaboration and
community-building, it has actively developed the South Asia Network for the Arts (Sana).
Starting 2000, co-founder Pooja Sood (other co-founders include Ajay Desai, Anita Dube, Bharti Kher, Subodh Gupta, Prithpal
Singh Ladi and Manisha Parekh) has researched and facilitated the establishment of various organisations in South Asia—Teertha in Sri Lanka, Britto Arts Trust in Bangladesh, Vasl Arts Trust in Pakistan and Sutra in Nepal—thereby developing a regional
network for the arts.
But artists don’t always need to form a collective or a foundation to find channels to reach out across political borders. In 1997,
‘Bloodlines’ was produced as a collaboration between Mumbai-based artist Nalini Malani and then-Karachi-based Iftikhar Dadi
to offer a version of history that was different from the official celebrations of India and Pakistan on their 50th anniversaries of
Independence. The artwork, spread across 16 panels, used thousands of gold, blue and crimson sequins to remap the borderlines
created by the Radcliffe Boundary Commission. The crimson sequins impress upon the viewer the bloody legacy of the commission’s demarcations.

“‘Bloodlines’ was truly collaborative because it was a joint work, both artists worked on the same piece together, as opposed to
having separate works [as is the case with Gupta’s and Rana’s work at Venice]” says Jhaveri.
Around the same time, Gupta met Pakistani artist Huma Mulji at an international workshop in Delhi. “It was in 1999, when I met
Huma,” says Gupta. “We were the same age. And the Kargil War was on television at that time, but we were two girls laughing and
talking all day. And we understood each other’s jokes.”
Unlike ‘Bloodlines’, their project Aar Paar reached out across the border to understand the neighbour and their present predicaments instead of remembering the traumatic past. “It was a low-budget project that we funded out of our own pockets, and it ran
for six years,” Gupta recalls. “We were looking at reaching out to an audience outside the gallery spaces. We had five artists from
India, and five from Pakistan and we sent our artworks across—A4 size objects—and put them up on the streets, or local shops.”
In the second year of the project, there were 10 artists from each country who emailed each other their artworks over slow, dial-up
internet connections. A thousand printouts were taken of each work and plastered all over the streets, or distributed as handouts;
some were turned into table-mats at Samovar (a café at Mumbai’s Jehangir Art Gallery), or put up as street-side exhibitions.
“Within the artist community and the media, there was a positive response to the project,” says Gupta. “But specific responses that
reached me were about agitation. For instance, the artwork by Quddus Mirza [from Pakistan] had a gun in it and was very provocative. People are okay with an image that has a purpose. But they get uncomfortable with an image that apparently has no purpose.”
The project also gave Gupta her first brush with government authorities. “The cops landed up at my place, asking what it was all
about. My father had to go the police station,” she recalls with a laugh. Parcels of artworks from Pakistan were opened up by the
postal authorities. “There were red rubber stamps saying that the parcels were opened for scrutiny,” she adds.
“The biggest challenge of promoting cross-border art is that of logistics. There are government restrictions, artworks get stopped
by the customs department,” says Chatterjee, in the context of hosting works by artists from other South Asian countries. “Art
foundations like the Gujral Foundation are able to take the collaborative event outside the subcontinent and this just makes it logistically far easier.” Chatterjee’s gallery has hosted works by Rana.
Dinesh Vazirani, founder of Saffronart auction house, is in agreement with Chatterjee about the difficulties posed by logistical requirements. “It is so difficult to get artworks out of Pakistan into India, or out of Bangladesh into India,” he says. “Even procuring
visas for their own shows becomes difficult for artists.” Saffronart organised an auction of Pakistani and Bangladeshi artists a few
years ago, but that, of course, was online.

“Galleries in Delhi have been extremely proactive when compared to galleries in Bombay,” says Jhaveri. “Lahore is closer to Delhi
than Karachi is to Mumbai… the distance does make it that much more complicated.”
Rasika Kajaria, who runs a non-profit gallery called Exhibit 320 in Delhi, is currently hosting a project on unfinished films by
Mariam Ghani, an artist from Afghanistan. The project was recently presented at the Guggenheim Museum in New York and is
being shown in India for the first time. “We have recently opened a show titled Phenomenology of Perception, with artists from
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Our curatorial focus this year is going to be the subcontinent,” says Kajaria. “We are one of the
few galleries in India who have made an endeavour to bring together cross-border practices.”
“I have been lucky to find support across South Asia. In fact, it was a show in Delhi in 2004 that became the launchpad for my
international career while I was based in Lahore,” remembers Rana.
The role that galleries play in the promotion of cross-border art is not limited to hosting shows of artists. For the Dhaka Art Summit, for instance, there are a number of galleries from the region—and those from Myanmar and the Middle East—that are paying
for the travel of artists from their respective countries (galleries in the Middle East support artists from Pakistan).
With the Dhaka Art Summit, the Lahore Biennale, and the 2016 KMB scheduled for next year, the art scene in South Asia is set
for some more movements across the borders; as art and artists from the region attract more attention from a global audience, this
movement will only increase in years to come.
And despite the barbed-wire fences and militarised borders, art will continue to find a way.
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he Samdanis, young Bangladeshi investors, are not only prodigious
collectors of art of their region—their vast collection includes modern
and contemporary Bangladeshi artists as well as artists from India and
Pakistan—they are also avid supporters of it. Rajeeb is co-chair and a
founding member of Tate’s South Asian Acquisition Committee, but
the Samdanis have become best known for their biennial, Dhaka Art
Summit, which brings together curators, artists, and other arts professionals from around the globe. February 2016 will bring the third
edition of the summit, which in 2014 attracted 70,000 visitors, putting
it on par, attendance-wise, with a major international art fair. It’s an
event that supports art from the region—as Rajeeb points out,
“Bangladesh doesn’t have a dedicated contemporary art museum”—
and also plays host to new works and commissions from international
artists, like Lynda Benglis and Simryn Gill. Their Samdani Art
Foundation, in partnership with the Delfina Foundation, gives out the
biannual Samdani Art Award to a young Bangladeshi artist. (The jury
for the award includes Cosmin Costinas, director of Hong Kong’s Para/
Site, Catherine David, deputy director of Paris’s Centre Pompidou, and
Massimiliano Gioni, artistic director of New York’s New Museum.) At
the Venice Biennale in 2015, the Samdanis’ foundation supported the
work of Naeem Mohaiemen and Raqs Media Collective, both included
in the curated exhibition “All The World’s Futures.” In 2014 they were
nominated for the Forbes India Art Award in the Young Collector of the
Year category in recognition of their collection of Indian artists such
as Anish Kapoor, Bharti Kher, Jitish Kallat, Ravinder Reddy, Chitra
Ganesh, and Subodh Gupta.
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In case you missed it, the Venice Biennale is currently underway. Rajeeb and Nadia
Samdani, of the Samdani Art Foundation, hosted a dinner at St. Regis to celebrate
Raqs Media Collective and Naeem Mohaiemen, whose work the Foundation supported in the international pavilion of the Venice Biennale. They also celebrated the
launch of the Dhaka Art Summit, and announced the programme for 2016.
Many important figures from the art sphere made it to support the initiative. The likes of
Chris Dercon from the Tate Modern and Beatrix Ruf who’s the director of the Stedelijk Museum. Kiran Nadar of the Kiran Nadar Museum of Art, and Prateek and Priyanka Raja from
Experimenter Gallery India. Adam Szymczyk Curator of Documenta 14, gallerist Jerome
Poggi, Caroline Bourgeois Curator with the Pinault Foundation, and Eric Shiner, Director of
the Andy Warhol Museum, and Asia Art Archive’s Hammad Nasar – they all joined Samdani
Art Foundation’s Artistic Director Diana Campbell Betancourt, and founders Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani in celebrating the artists.
Curators from the previous editions of the Biennale were there too. Bice Curriger, who curated the Venice Biennale in 2011; Rosa Martinez, who curated the Venice Biennale in 2005;
Massimiliano Gioni, who curated the Venice Biennale in 2013. But most importantly, you had
to applaud the way it put the spotlight on art from the subcontinent.

The Samdani Art Foundation is delighted to announce further details of Dhaka Art Summit 2016, which
will take place from 5 to 8 February 2016. Dhaka Art Summit takes place at the Bangladesh Shilpakala
Academy in partnership with the country’s national academy of fine and performing arts. The third edition of the bi-annual event will include major projects by internationally acclaimed artists including Lynda
Benglis, Simryn Gill, Haroon Mirza, and Dayanita Singh; as well some of the most exciting emerging
names from the region such as Ayesha Sultana, Waqas Khan, Maryam Jafri, Nge Lay, and Munem Wasif. For the first time, the event will also incorporate architecture, experimental writing and exhibitions of
historical works from the 20th century as part of a new expanded programme. Once more, over 50 leading
thinkers from South Asia and beyond will take part in a talks programme that will address art initiatives off
the center in South Asia among other timely topics. While it is difficult for Indians to obtain visas to Pakistan (and vice versa), Bangladesh provides an ideal hub for regional thinkers to come together in person
within the region.
Led by the foundation’s Artistic Director, Diana Campbell Betancourt, the curatorial team for the 2016
edition brings together representatives from international museums including Tate Modern, Centre Pompidou and the Kunsthalle Zurich with a range of South Asian partners. For Dhaka Art Summit 2016, this
artistic team has devised a rich survey of artists, architects, filmmakers and writers from across South Asia.
Around 200 artists will participate from countries including Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, the Maldives,
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka as well as those from the South Asian diaspora. The artists will
be presented in tightly curated thematic exhibitions that break from the traditional country survey model.
Building on Dhaka’s rich festival tradition, DAS 2016 will be a space that celebrates cosmopolitan histories
and looks at very wide definitions of what a South Asia-focused art festival means. Artists and filmmakers
from the 2016 programme such as Merchant Ivory, Lynda Benglis, Gaganendranath Tagore, John Giorno,
Lida Abdul, Krishna Reddy, Rashid Choudhury, and Lionel Wendt exemplify the longstanding dialogue
between South Asia and the rest of the world.

Solo projects
The 2016 solo projects, curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt, will explore what it means to be an individual in the context of South Asia, breaking away from any idea of national representation. Major solo
projects, and primarly new commissions, will include Shumon Ahmed, Lynda Benglis, Simryn Gill, Waqas
Khan, Shakuntala Kulkarni, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Majadidi, Prabhavathi Meppayil, Sandeep Mukerjee, Po Po, Ayesha Sultana, Dayanita Singh, Tun Win Aung & Wah Nu, Mustafa Zaman, and Munem Wasif.
Further names will be announced in October 2015.
Selected guest-curated exhibitions (More exhibitions to be announced in October 2015) Nada Raza, assistant curator at Tate Modern, will present an exhibition exploring the influence of sci-fi and retro-futurism
in South Asia including artists from across Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Raza will draw on
historical material including one of the first science fiction stories in the Bengali language, written by the
scientist J.C. Bose in 1896, as well as a 1920s watercolour by Gaganendranath Tagore, which looks skyward to imagine a cosmological vortex in the heavens. These motifs of astral journeys and alien encounters
will be traced through different generations of South Asian artists who experienced the wonder and hubris
of the space age from a slightly different tilt on the universe.
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The Samdani Art Foundation is delighted to announce further details of Dhaka
Art Summit 2016, which will take place from 5 to 8 February 2016. Dhaka Art
Summit takes place at the Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy in partnership with
the country’s national academy of fine and performing arts. The third edition
of the bi-annual event will include major projects by internationally acclaimed
artists including Lynda Benglis, Simryn Gill, Haroon Mirza, and Dayanita
Singh; as well some of the most exciting emerging names from the region
such as Ayesha Sultana, Waqas Khan, Maryam Jafri, Nge Lay, and Munem
Wasif. For the first time, the event will also incorporate architecture, experimental writing and exhibitions of historical works from the 20th century as part
of a new expanded programme. Once more, over 50 leading thinkers from
South Asia and beyond will take part in a talks programme that will address
art initiatives off the center in South Asia among other timely topics. While it
is difficult for Indians to obtain visas to Pakistan (and vice versa), Bangladesh
provides an ideal hub for regional thinkers to come together in person within
the region.

Led by the foundation’s Artistic Director, Diana Campbell Betancourt, the curatorial
team for the 2016 edition brings together representatives from international museums
including Tate Modern, Centre Pompidou and the Kunsthalle Zurich with a range of
South Asian partners. For Dhaka Art Summit 2016, this artistic team has devised a rich
survey of artists, architects, filmmakers and writers from across South Asia. Around
200 artists will participate from countries including Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, the
Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka as well as those from the South
Asian diaspora. The artists will be presented in tightly curated thematic exhibitions that
break from the traditional country survey model. Building on Dhaka’s rich festival tradition, DAS 2016 will be a space that celebrates cosmopolitan histories and looks at very
wide definitions of what a South Asia-focused art festival means. Artists and filmmakers from the 2016 programme such as Merchant Ivory, Lynda Benglis, Gaganendranath Tagore, John Giorno, Lida Abdul, Krishna Reddy, Rashid Choudhury, and
Lionel Wendt exemplify the longstanding dialogue between South Asia and the rest of
the world.
Solo projects
The 2016 solo projects, curated by Diana Campbell Betancourt, will explore what it
means to be an individual in the context of South Asia, breaking away from any idea
of national representation. Major solo projects, and primarly new commissions, will
include Shumon Ahmed, Lynda Benglis, Simryn Gill, Waqas Khan, Shakuntala
Kulkarni, Haroon Mirza, Amanullah Majadidi, Prabhavathi Meppayil, Sandeep
Mukerjee, Po Po, Ayesha Sultana, Dayanita Singh, Tun Win Aung & Wah Nu,
Mustafa Zaman, and Munem Wasif. Further names will be announced in October
2015.
Selected guest-curated exhibitions (More exhibitions to be announced in October
2015)
Nada Raza, assistant curator at Tate Modern, will present an exhibition exploring the
influence of sci-fi and retro-futurism in South Asia including artists from across Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Raza will draw on historical material including
one of the first science fiction stories in the Bengali language, written by the scientist
J.C. Bose in 1896, as well as a 1920s watercolour by Gaganendranath Tagore,
which looks skyward to imagine a cosmological vortex in the heavens. These motifs
of astral journeys and alien encounters will be traced through different generations of
South Asian artists who experienced the wonder and hubris of the space age from a
slightly different tilt on the universe.
Aurelien Lemonier, curator of architecture at Centre Pompidou, will present an
exhibition on Bangladeshi architecture from 1947 to 2017 as part of a wider research
project for the Centre Pompidou. This will focus on the life and work of Muzharul
Islam (1923–2012), the Bangladeshi architect who called upon Louis Kahn to devise
the landmark Dhaka parliament building. The exhibition will also trace the legacy of
Muzharul Islam for third generation Bangladeshi architects working today, drawing
attention to a diverse range of contemporary architecture practice.
Nikhil Chopra and Madhavi Gore will curate the performance programme that explores time and duration. Yasmin Jahan Nupur, Kabir Ahmed Masum Chisty, and
several other important figures to the performance art scene from South Asia will
feature in this exhibition.

Shanay Jhaveri will curate a film programme that will explore ideas of location and
cross-cultural experience. A documentary made by Merchant Ivory for the BBC in
1972 on the writer-scholar Nirad Chaudhari (1897–1999) will form the cornerstone for
the programme. Filmed in London and Oxford, Adventures of a Brown Man in Search
of Civilisation, records a fascinating individual born in Mymensing (now Bangladesh)
who witnessed the rise and fall of empire and courted a distinctly “cosmopolitan” reality
for himself.
DAS 2016 introduces a historical section, Rewind, which will highlight practices of
South Asian artists active before 1980, curated by the Samdani Art Foundation along
with a team including Beth Citron (Rubin Museum), Sabih Ahmed (Asia Art Archive)
and Amara Antilla (Guggenheim). Many of the works in Rewind will be exhibited for
the first time in over 20 years. An exceptional example is Akbar Padamsee’s much
discussed, but previously lost film Events in a Cloud Chamber from 1973 will debut in
a recreated version in a collaboration between the 88-year-old artist and celebrated
filmmaker Ashim Ahluwalia.
The Samdani Art Foundation has again partnered with the Delfina Foundation for
the bi-annual Samdani Art Award. Ten finalists will be selected from an open call for
applications, and their work will be exhibited in a show curated by Daniel Baumann
(Director, Kunsthalle Zurich) in collaboration with Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council.
Baumann will be assisted by Bangladeshi curators who he will mentor.
The Summit will also include an exhibition of Bangladeshi art curated by Mohammad
Muniruzzaman. The exhibition is produced by Emily Dolan (Operations Director,
Samdani Art Foundation) and Eve Lemesle (Associate Producer, Samdani Art Foundation and Founder of What About Art?) and assisted by Ruxmini Choudhury, Nivriti
Roddam, and Shabnam Lilani (curatorial assistants, Samdani Art Foundation). The
Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy is led by the expertise of Liaquat Ali Lucky.
Critical writing ensembles
Drawing on the rich literary traditions in the region and the need for experimental writing platforms, Dhaka Art Summit will also feature a new section of Critical Writing
Ensembles supported by Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council, which will provide a platform to explore forms of experimental writing in South Asia and the rest of the world.
This section will include contributions by leading writers and curators such as Quinn
Latimer, Chus Martinez, Maria Lind, Sharmini Pereira, Yin Ker, Devika Singh,
Aveek Sen, Carlos Basualdo, and 12 other leading writers from the region. This program is led by Katya Garcia Anton (Director of Office for Contemporary Art Norway)
with Diana Campbell Betancourt and Take on Art, India.
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ONCE THE CURTAIN opens on a Venice Biennale, the tourists have to move over to make
way for the art gang. The world’s oldest and most important international exhibition attracts
an unstoppable force. It takes over restaurants and palazzos for private parties, books every
available water taxi, and storms the gates of the Giardini in packs so swift and so vociferously
divided in opinion that they would be the envy of barbarians anywhere.
The upside of opening week at the Fifty-Sixth Venice Biennale was the breathtaking quantity
and variety of art going on view at a single moment. The downside was exactly the same.
There was so much visual information to reckon with from the jump that a person could get her
fill of exhibitions—and the competing social events around them—without ever setting foot in
the Giardini.
As “All the World’s Futures,” the 2015 Biennale’s title, suggests, we can only see where we
might be going by looking hard at where we’ve been. This edition, directed by Okwui Enwezor,
tells us where we’re at, which is not in the best place imaginable—something most of us already know.

It’s just that the present condition of humanity looks different to people from different parts of
the world, who engage in different sorts of conflict and debate, have different cultural references, live according to different systems of value, work with different materials, and proceed from
different personal concerns. Yet, remarkably, all speak the language of contemporary art. And
there lies the wisdom of Venice—in the visual language of many tongues. Some, as many here
learned firsthand, are not so easy on the ear.
Tuesday began on a promising note with the morning preview of an exhibition by Jimmie Durham at the Carlo Scarpa–designed Fondazione Querini Stampalia. I would hear people speak
of it all week as the most poignant in Venice. Like many other shows, it had political content
but it also came with feeling—for the underappreciated and underpaid Venetian labor force that
makes the lagoon city such a lovely place for tourists like us, represented by way of strange
and beautiful objects made from broken bits of old Murano glass.
Traditionally, Tuesday of opening week is the best day to explore the national pavilions in the
Giardini without having to face long lines, so I went there first. It’s the day reserved for folk
with privileged passes—curators, artists, and collectors like Beth Swofford, who gave support
money and somehow toured the entire biennial before lunchtime. That has to be some kind of
record. (In three days, I didn’t even see half.)
Much of Sarah Lucas’s British pavilion was painted as cream yellow as her catalogue’s tote bag
and the macho, Franz Westian, pretzel-twisted bronze phallus with testicle sacs and legs that
stood at the entrance and basically gave the finger to all comers. Inside were plaster life casts
of women’s lower torsos—Lucas’s “muses”—sprawling over a deep-freeze here or hugging
a toilet there, some with cigarettes in their pupics. Black, octopus-like cats gripped the floor.
Lucas isn’t usually given to overstatement, but this was Venice and one biennial where subtlety
was more the exception than the rule.

At the Danish pavilion, Danh Vo’s gift for understated provocation took several forms. One
was architectural. Vo had returned the building to its original state by opening up long-covered clerestory windows and removing all artificial lighting. Another had to do with Vo’s love/
hate relationship with Catholicism, a religion his father adopted before the family left Vietnam
for Denmark.
The walls of one room were covered in a papal carmine silk. (The color derived from parasitic
Mexican beetles.) Another room had a “Judas” table by Danish Modern designer Finn Juhl.
And if you could read the letters inscribed—backward—on two glass walls by Vo’s calligrapher father, you would see nasty quotes from The Exorcist. The film also gave title to sculptures that were violent mash-ups of things loved and not. (Vo dubbed a seventeenth-century
polychromed wooden cherub sprouting nails with the lyrical phrase Your mother sucks cock in
Hell.)

As the Giardini filled with people, the word on the street was for Hito Steyerl’s virtual,
computer-game video installation in the basement of the German pavilion. It had bots. It
had dancing. It had music. It had freedom of choice and the most exhilarating experience
of the morning.
Céleste Boursier-Mougenot would have liked the trees that moved on little robots around
the French pavilion to travel the Giardini paths but didn’t get the go-ahead for that. Too
Disney, I guess. Representatives from the Spanish pavilion handed out small comic
books of gay life by Francesco Ruiz that culminated in a porno newsstand within. And
Pamela Rosenkranz filled the Swiss pavilion with a deep pool of flesh-colored, bubbling
liquid that looked both pretty and poisonous.

So much for the fun stuff. Call me partial, but I had the most profound experience in Joan
Jonas’s legacy exhibition, “They Came to Us Without a Word,” at the American pavilion. In
video, drawing, performance, and sculpture, this generous and poetic show is a meditation
on, and confrontation with, the threat of extinction. Here is a seventy-nine-year-old artist at
the top of her game looking back over the themes of her life and work while passing it on to
younger generations. Most moving was a video where Jonas drew on her hooded face, marking time and place and a life in art. It felt all the more poignant in light of the sudden death, on
April 29, of Jane Farver, former director of MIT’s List Visual Arts Center, the commissioner of
Jonas’s exhibition. (The two had been working together in Venice on the show’s catalogue.)
“It was sad, sad,” she said at the Gritti, where Shane Ackroyd was giving a lunch in honor of
both Jonas and Lucas. The sun was shining and the artists were enveloped by friends from
London and New York—Gregor Muir, Stefan Kalmár, Kiki Smith, Clarissa Dalrymple, Adam
McEwen. It felt just like home, with great risotto.
Meanwhile, over on the Bauer Hotel terrace, the Kurimanzuttos were hosting an even bigger
and more international lunch for Durham. I found Kunsthalle Zurich director Daniel Baumann
rubbing shoulders with Hans Ulrich Obrist and Koo Jeong A, Martin Hatebur and Peter Handschin, Nairy Baghramian, Eungie Joo, Marina Fokidis, Jeanne Greenberg Rohatyn—so many
people, really, that it was almost hard to comprehend that all over Venice similar lunches were
taking place, just with other faces from other lands. Clearly, moving the biennial up a month
from its usual place on the art calendar did nothing to discourage anyone from coming. The
weather was better than it usually is in June, anyway.

All this time, I had been hearing the same tepid comments about Enwezor’s exhibition. “It has
interesting…things,” was the most common refrain. “Too much video,” was another. “I hate it,”
came into the mix at the many cocktail parties taking place that evening, along with “unforgiving” and “daring.” At Palazzo Loredàn Dell’Ambasciatore, where Nicoletta Fiorucci was
hosting a bubblicious party for Chisenhale Gallery director Polly Staple, it didn’t even come
up. Across the canal, I could see another party for Isaac Julien in progress in the garden of
Palazzo Malipiero-Barnabo—so near and yet so far.
Or not. A short time later, at a serene Metro Pictures cocktail on the quay in front of Harry’s
Dolci, the first person I saw was Julien. Wasn’t he supposed to be at the other party? “I’m
going there now!” he said, leaving the festivities to fellow gallery artists Gary Simmons and
David Maljkovic, and dealers Janelle Reiring and Tom Heman.
A little farther down, Maria Baibakova was walking back from Marian Goodman’s party in
a magnificent garden hidden behind the Fortuny fabric showroom, where Steve McQueen,
Danh Vo, and William Kentridge were enjoying the night air and fine hors-d’oeuvres in the
company of collectors from London, Los Angeles, and New York. Water taxis took us back to
San Marco, too late for the Simon Denny cocktail at the Danieli. So I did what one does best
in Venice. I got lost trying to find a dinner for Pattie Cronin, whose “Shrine for Girls” is one of
the fifty-five collateral events attached to the biennial. By the time I found it, the Blain Southern party at the Bauer was underway and the usual chaos at the door made bed seem like
the smarter choice. After all, this was only Tuesday.

Wednesday brought the first official VIP preview of the biennial, though on my way out I found
Victoria Miro heading to Julien’s Rolls Royce–commissioned, multiscreened film about the
unsung Brazilian architect Lina Bo Bardi, though it appeared to have been shot in an Icelandic cave. Still, it was beautiful.
Once again, I headed to the Giardini, only to be stopped by Sylvia Kouvali, who led me to
Christodoulos Panayiotou’s many-layered exhibition in the off-site Cypress pavilion—definitely
worth the stop. Heading out, I was waylaid by the sight of Rob Pruitt’s Flea Market, curated by
A Plus A gallery’s Tommaso Speretta. Pruitt was in New York preparing for the opening of his
show at the Brant Foundation, but a biennial opening week has long legs. Inside the gallery
was a beehive of young artists making and selling whimsical works of every description.
I had hoped to check out Denny’s listening-post of a spy operation at the glorious library on
San Marco, but it was already time for Barbara Gladstone’s lunch at the Danieli. There, everyone I’d seen in the previous two days landed once again, along with Kunsthalle Basel director
Elena Filipovic, Fondation Beyeler director Samuel Keller, dealer Shaun Caley Regen, and
artist Thomas Hirschhorn. Was he happy with his placement in Enwezor’s show? “Happy?” he
said. “I’m satisfied. Which isn’t the same as happy. But it’s very satisfying.”

Finally, determined to see what brought me to Venice , I steamed back to the Giardini on
foot and dove through the maudlin, torn black canvas bunting that Oscar Murillo draped on
the portal of the Central Pavilion. Enwezor’s show began for me with the reinstallation of the
evocative corpse of a dead tree, laid to rest by a (now) deceased artist, Robert Smithson.
In the red Arena theater, designed (like the rest of the exhibition) by architect David Adjaye,
there was a wonderfully lulling Charles Gaines musical performance drawn from his “Notes
on Social Justice,” followed by the continuing marathon reading of Das Kapital, the undercurrent of this topical show.
As evidence of human suffering, geopolitics, inequality, and violence to body and soul passed
by, I happened on the living—Glenn Ligon and a modest Adrian Piper, soon to be named the
winner of the Golden Lion for best artist in the international exhibition. Kerry James Marshall
strode through his room of bright new paintings, only a little rattled by the attention he was receiving from people pointing camera phones his way. Suddenly, there was a striding Enwezor.
It had all turned out exactly the way he wanted, he said, rushing on. If he was aware of the
widespread discontent he was causing, he must have been enjoying it. I imagine that was the
goal.

People were talking up Mika Rottenberg’s video installation in the Arsenale. “I might be the
only artist who used humor,” she offered from a table at a café as I raced along the canal to
dress for evening. It brought yet another Fiorucci party, for Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev and
the Istanbul Biennial, and official dinners for Jonas and Lucas at almost neighboring (thank
God) venues. Palazzo Pisani Moretta was jammed with many of those Americans who funded
Jonas’s exhibition, curated by MIT List Art Center director Paul Ha. “I’m not me,” Jonas said.
“This isn’t real.”

Overwhelmed or not, she bravely worked the room, greeting everyone personally, including the
man with the bravest face, that of Farver’s widowed husband, John Moore. He was tucked away
in a side room with the other bohemians from New York—Performa founder RoseLee Goldberg,
dealer Gavin Brown, curator Mark Rosenthal, and Joan Simon, author of a forthcoming Jonas
catalogue raisonné to be published by Gregory Miller, who was also present. So was Jason Moran,
Jonas’s frequent musical collaborator, who has an installation of his own in Enwezor’s show and
will be back in Venice to perform with Jonas in July.
This was almost a state dinner compared with what was going on at Sadie Coles’s vastly looserlimbed party for Lucas at the fashionably decrepit Palazzo Zeno, definitely the go-to celebration of
the week. People, including Sheena Wagstaff, Mark Francis, Nicholas Serota, Helen Marten, Katie
Holten, Gavin Turk, Dillon Cohen, Bice Curiger, Negar Azimi, Amanda Sharp, and former Frieze
Projects curator Nicola Lees (now curator of the Thirty-First Biennial of Graphic Arts in Ljubljana, of
all places) were everywhere—in the courtyard, on the stone staircase leading to the dining rooms
and many salons, all of them crowded with the flush and the flushed. They picked at food, hugged
the bars and each other, wandered up and down, and when the clock struck eleven they took to the
dance floor where DJ Pam Hogg kept them on their feet till the wee hours, or longer.
Thursday dawned with a private view of the must-be-seen “New Objectivity,” a continually surprising show of Weimar-era German art at Museo Corer, curated by Stephanie Barron of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. (It goes there next.)
I was about to depart for the Arsenale when I realized that “Slip of the Tongue,” the group show
that Danh Vo and Caroline Bourgeois had curated for Francois Pinault’s Punta della Dogana, was
just across the lagoon. I arrived to find MoMA’s Kathy Halbreich and Stuart Comer already there.
The hush was broken by Stefan Simchowitz, who was giving a fast-talking, gobbledygook interview
about the art market to a European journalist with a film crew in tow, barely stopping to take in what
might be the most substantial and compassionate show in town. “This is everything Okwui’s show
should have been,” I heard one person say. “Moral superiority doesn’t leave a lot of room for empathy,” a curator from an American museum replied. Oops.

Night was approaching and my hopes for the Arsenale were quickly fading. Boats were leaving for
the Bruno Bischofberger dinner at Le Stanze del Vetro on San Giorgio island. I could see the crowd
from another boat motoring to the private island of the St. Regis San Clemente Palace. That’s
where Samdani Art Foundation founders Nadia and Rajeeb Samdami of Bangladesh were honoring biennial artists Naeem Mohaiemen and Raqs Media Collective.
On board were Documenta 14 director Adam Szymczyk, Stedelijk Museum director Beatrix Ruf,
Tate Modern director Chris Dercon, Fiorucci Art Trust curator Milovan Farronato, Protocinema
founder Mari Spirito, and Delfina Foundation director Aaron Cezar, with a couple of hundred others.
The foundation, which supports and promotes South Asian artists, also hosts the Dhaka Art Summit, the 2016 edition of which artistic director Diana Campbell Betancourt announced in an impressive speech given in the almost total dark of the hotel’s elaborate gardens.
After an enormous buffet, and feeling a little woozy from the events of the day, I hopped a boat
back to San Marco, hoping to catch Haroon Mirza’s performance during a Sleepless Night at the
Bauer, where independent filmmaker Jonas Mekas, ninety-three, was speaking for “The Internet Saga,” a show at Palazzo Foscari Contarini where he is the subject. I missed it all, though I
bumped into artist Luigi Ontani as he exited the bar where Mekas gave his talk. “Amazing,” he said.
It wasn’t until I got to dealer Lorcan O’Neill’s ultraglam opening for Tracey Emin in Rome on Saturday that I finally got, to borrow Hirschhorn’s word, a satisfying take on the Arsenale. Before dinner
at the Palazzo Taverna—an immense, ornate spread that makes every palazzo in Venice look like
a small country cottage—Australian collector Amanda Love weighed in. “It’s great to see the biennial looking like a third-world country again,” she said, “albeit an impeccably curated one. It’s the
best in twenty years.”
									

http://artforum.com/diary/id=52149

— Linda Yablonsky

11 MAY 2015
Art of dining
ASIAN art world’s power couple - Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani from Bangladesh - hosted
an uber exclusive dinner at the 56th Venice Biennale, to celebrate Naeem Mohaiemen and
Raqs Media Collective, and to launch Dhaka Art Summit 2016. The gardens of St Regis
San Clemente Palace, in Venice - yes that’s where George Clooney got married to Amal
Alamuddin- came alive to music and dancing and conversation as artists, collectors,
gallery owners and curators from around the world raised a toast to the official countdown
to the Art Summit, which we hear will include Lynda Benglis, Simryn Gill, Haroon Mirza
and Dayanita Singh as well. Well begun!
http://www.mumbaimirror.com/columns/mumbai-001/Mothers-day-out/articleshow/47228475.cms
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Last night, Nadia and Rajeeb Samdani, founders of the Samdani Art
Foundation, hosted a gala dinner at the St Regis San Clemente Palace
in Venice in honor of Naeem Mohaiemen and Raqs Media collective,
who are participating in Okwui Enwezor’s exhibition at the 56th Venice
Biennale “All the World’s Futures” (see Venice Biennale Curator
Okwui Enwezor On “All the World’s Futures,” Karl Marx, and
he Havana Biennial Boycott).
At the event, the program of the foundation’s Dhaka Art Summit 2016
was announced to a slew of VIP guests, including Iwona Blazwick,
Marian Goodman, Anish Kapoor, Nicoletta Fiorucci,
Caroline Bourgeois, Chris Dercon (see Chris Dercon Leaves Tate Modern To Direct Berlin’s Volksbühne Theater), Jean de Loisy, Beatrix Ruf,
Alan Faena, and Dee Poon.
Dhaka Art Summit, the largest non-commercial platform for South
Asian art, returns for its third edition from February 5-8, 2016 to be
held at the Shilpakala Academy, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
The biennial event will feature new major works by artists such as
Lynda Benglis, Simryn Gill, Haroon Mirza, Dayanita Singh, and John
Giorno, who in the 70s, traveled through what is now Bangladesh with
fellow poet Allen Ginsberg.
The program also includes emerging names from the region such as
Ayesha Sultana, Waqas Khan, and Munem Wasif, and previously
overlooked South Asian artists active in the 20th century.
For its third iteration, the summit’s curatorial team, helmed by the
foundation’s artistic director, Diana Campbell Betancourt, will include
representatives from Tate Modern, Centre Pompidou, Kunsthalle
Zurich, and South Asian partners. The program will also expand to
include the fields of architecture and experimental writing.
“Building on Dhaka’s rich festival tradition, DAS 2016 will be a space
that celebrates cosmopolitan histories and looks at very wide definitions of what a South Asia focused art festival means,” Campbell
Betancourt said in a statement. “Artists and filmmakers from the 2016
program such as Merchant Ivory, Lynda Benglis, Gaganendranath
Tagore, Lida Abdul, Krishna Reddy, Rashid Choudhury, and Lionel
Wendt exemplify the longstanding dialogue between South Asia and
the rest of the world,” she added.
Follow artnet News on Facebook and @HiliPerlson on Twitter.
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/dhaka-art-summit-2016-program-announced-295467

April 11, 2015 (not sure if this is of relevance to include):
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Milano Updates: il Premio Herno va alle gallerie
londinesi Richard Saulton e Seventeen, il Premio Emergent alla berlin-newyorkese Mathew. A
Gian Maria Tosatti il Premio Rotary

Galleria Richard Saulton, Premio Herno

La crescita di miart – ma questa era cosa già nota – si manifesta anche in una crescita dei premi d’arte assegnati nell’ambito della fiera milanese. È infatti alla sua prima edizione il Premio Herno, destinato “allo stand
con il miglior progetto espositivo, pensato, allestito e curato in tutti i dettagli come una mostra e capace di
coniugare elevate componenti di ricerca, qualità e accuratezza del disegno allestitivo”. La giuria – composta
da Chus Martinez, Direttore dell’Institute of Art della FHNW Academy of Arts and Design, Basel; Ute Meta
Bauer, Direttore del Centre for Contemporary Art, NTU, Singapore; Marco Scotini, Direttore del Dipartimento
di Visual, Performative e Multimedial Arts, NABA, Milano – ha annunciato il nome delle gallerie vincitrici della
del premio: si tratta delle gallerie Richard Saulton e Seventeen, entrambe londinesi, che condividono lo stand
D40 all’interno della sezione Established della fiera, e che si aggiudicano il Premio Herno, del valore di 10mila
euro.

Galleria Mathew, Premio Emergent

Non è nuovo invece il Premio Emergent, riconoscimento riservato alla galleria ritenuta più meritevole per
l’attività di promozione di giovani artisti, attribuito all’interno di miart 2015 e supportato anche quest’anno
dallo Studio Legale LCA. La Giuria internazionale, composta da Susanne Pfeffer, Direttrice della Kunsthalle Fridericianum, Kassel, Diana Campbell Betancourt, Direttore Artistico della Samdani Art Foundation
di Dhaka e Capo Curatore del Dhaka Art Summit 2014 e 2016, e Samuel Leuenberger, Curatore, SALTS,
Basel-Birsfelden, ha premiato la galleria Mathew, con sedi a Berlino e New York. “Lo stand monografico
della galleria Mathew, dedicato agli artisti Amy Lien e Enzo Camacho, propone un’installazione immersiva
dalla forte componente partecipativa”, recitano le motivazioni. “Con questo allestimento la galleria innesca
una comunicazione a più livelli tra artigianato, ceramica sperimentale, tecnologie d’avanguardia e la tradizione della storia dell’arte”.
Dopo tre gallerie straniere, c’è un po’ di gloria anche per l’Italia: Gian Maria Tosatti è infatti il vincitore del
Premio Rotary Club Milano Brera, con la sua opera esposta allo stand Lia Rumma.

Gian Maria Tosatti, Premio Rotary

